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Chapter 1 - Introduction
GBTimelapse 3 EOS is a version of GBTimelapse designed specifically for Canon EOS digital
cameras.
GBTimelapse is a Microsoft Windows application for the capture of time-lapse image sequences
or for general purpose remote capture. You control a Canon EOS digital camera tethered to your
computer by a USB cable. Using the camera's settings, you capture images using the computer
rather than the camera controls and collect a series of images automatically while the camera
and computer are left unattended.

Applications






Cinematography – capturing time-lapse images sequences for video and film
Laboratory photography – automated image capture, continuous long-term or at
scheduled times
Automatic Photography – capture images automatically over a long period of time
(days, weeks or months)
Studio photography – capturing images from a camera directly to a computer
Multi-camera stop motion animation

GBTimelapse does not make a time-lapse movie; it captures a sequence of images. To make a
movie from those images you need other software such as Quicktime Pro, Premiere Elements,
Adobe After Effects, or Adobe Premiere.

Features











Standard Version: Control one camera per instance, but run multiple instances to
control cameras asynchronously
Pro Version: Control multiple cameras per instance to capture images synchronously
(Windows 7 or Vista required) plus Email notification of program progress and events
and FTP image upload. The Pro Version is the same executable as the Standard version
with the Pro features enabled. (See Chapter 9)
AutoRamp – Automatic exposure and bulb ramping including scripting and HDR capture
Dolly control – Using a direct USB connection, can control the motion of the Dynamic
Perception motion control dolly. It can control other dolly systems by use of a USB relay.
Pan/Tilt control – Using a direct USB connection, can control the motion of the
eMotimo TB3 or Directed Perception PTU-46 pan/tilt units.
Aperture Ramping – With a compatible geared stepper motor and driver device can
adjust a cine lens aperture as light changes during sunset or sunrise
Multiple shutter modes: single, auto exposure bracketing, continuous shooting, bulb,
high dynamic range bracketing, custom exposure bracketing and custom white balance
bracketing.
Full support of Canon live view for setup and capture up to 10 frames per second
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Save camera settings and program in a project file
Run timelapse capture manually or follow a scheduled program
Schedule a program for any time of day or night any days of the week
Modify the capture program while it is running
Activate the shutter using GBTimelapse or using the camera shutter release
Change camera settings during timelapse using GBTimelapse or the camera menu
Specify a time lapse interval from one second to 24 hours
Use Windows task scheduler to run timelapse programs

Compatible Cameras
GBTimelapse 3 EOS is compatible with most Canon EOS models.
EOS 1D Mark II *
EOS 1D Mark II N *
EOS 1D Mark III
EOS 1D Mark IV
EOS 1D X
EOS 1Ds Mark II *
EOS 1Ds Mark III
EOS 5D *
EOS 5D Mark II
EOS 5D Mark III
EOS 6D
EOS 7D
EOS 20D *
EOS 20Da *
EOS 30D

EOS 40D
EOS 50D
EOS 60D
EOS 100D/Kiss X7/SL1
EOS 350D/Kiss Digital N/REBEL XT *
EOS 400D/Kiss Digital X/REBEL XTi
EOS 450D/ Kiss X2 /DIGITAL REBEL XSi
EOS 500D/Kiss X3/EOS REBEL T1i
EOS 550D/Kiss X4/EOS REBEL T2i
EOS 600D/Kiss X5/EOS REBEL T3i
EOS 650D/Kiss X6i/EOS REBEL T4i
EOS 700D/Kiss X7i/EOS REBEL T5i
EOS 1000D/KISS F/DIGITAL REBEL XS
EOS 1100D/KISS X50/ DIGITAL REBEL T3
EOS 1200D/KISS X70/DIGITAL REBEL T5

* Older models with limited compatibility. Only one of these older models can be tethered to a
computer at a time. For example, it is not possible to tether a 5D and 20D at the same time. But
it is possible to tether a 20D and a 30D.

System Requirements







Windows 8, Windows 7, Vista, XP( Home Premium, Professional or Ultimate required –
not Starter)
Screen size at least 1024x600 pixels
Memory: 256MB minimum, 1GB recommended
Hard Disk: 500MB minimum
Processor: 1GHz minimum
.Net Framework 2.0 - GBTEOS requires Microsoft .Net Framework 2.0, which is part of
Windows 7 and Vista. If you are using Windows XP, the GBTEOS installer will ask
permission to install .Net 3.5 (a superset of 2.0).
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Multiple Camera Compatibility (Pro Version)
Only cameras from the same group can be connected at the same time in a multi-camera
project.
Group 1
EOS 1D Mark II*
EOS 1D Mark II N*
EOS 1D Mark III
EOS 1D Mark IV
EOS 1Ds Mark II *
EOS 1Ds Mark III
EOS 5D *
EOS 5D Mark II
EOS 7D
EOS 20D *
EOS 20Da*
EOS 30D
EOS 40D
EOS 50D
EOS 350D/Kiss Digital N/REBEL XT *
EOS 400D/Kiss Digital X/REBEL XTi
EOS 450D/ Kiss X2 /DIGITAL REBEL XSi
EOS 500D/Kiss X3/EOS REBEL T1i
EOS 550D/Kiss X4/EOS REBEL T2i
EOS 1000D/KISS F/DIGITAL REBEL XS

Group 2
EOS 1D Mark III
EOS 1D Mark IV
EOS 1Ds Mark III
EOS 5D Mark II
EOS 7D
EOS 40D
EOS 50D
EOS 60D
EOS 450D/ Kiss X2 /DIGITAL REBEL XSi
EOS 500D/Kiss X3/EOS REBEL T1i
EOS 550D/Kiss X4/EOS REBEL T2i
EOS 600D/Kiss X5/EOS REBEL T3i
EOS 1000D/Kiss F/DIGITAL REBEL XS
EOS 1100D/Kiss X50/REBEL T3
Group 3
EOS 5D Mark III
EOS 1D X
EOS REBEL T4i/650D/Kiss X6i
EOS 6D

* Older models with limited compatibility. Only one of these older models can be tethered to a
computer at a time. For example, it is not possible to tether a 5D and 20D at the same time. But
it is possible to tether a 20D and a 30D.
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Chapter 2 - Getting started
Install GBTimelapse
Download and run the installer package. It copies all necessary files into the folder C:/Program
Files/Granite Bay Software/GBTimelapseEOS.
If you are running Windows XP, the installer may need to install Microsoft’s .Net Framework.
This can take several minutes to install. Please be patient.

Please watch the ”Getting Started” video on our web site at
http://www.tlapse.com/Support/GBTEOS/GBTEOSHowTo.aspx

Prepare Your Camera
Windows XP - If you are using Windows XP and if your camera has many photos on its memory
card, remove the card from the camera. Windows XP may take a long time to connect because it
examines the contents of the memory card on startup. This can take several minutes on some
systems.
Tripod - Mounting the camera on a tripod (or other fixed platform) is essential. Otherwise the
sequence will suffer from excessive shake.
Auto Power Off - If your camera will be inaccessible to you while it is running, set the “Auto
Power Off” setting to “Off” so it won’t turn itself off. While GBTimelapse is connected to your
camera, it keeps the camera running. But if GBTimelapse is not running, you don’t want your
camera to turn off. If the camera does turn itself off, it can be awakened by pressing its shutter
release button, or by turning its power supply off and then back on.
AEMode – Many models have a AEMode dial on the camera (with settings P, M, Tv, Av, etc.). For
some models, GBTimelapse can remotely override this setting (see figure 9-1 for a list). If your
camera’s AEMode cannot be changed and if the camera is accessible, you can change it
manually while running GBTimelapse. But if your camera will be inaccessible to you while it is
running, set the AEMode to the desired setting (typically P for Program mode).
Image quality – We recommend any JPEG setting with resolution greater than HD video
(1920x1080). Use of Raw output is possible, but be aware of the longer download time and
larger files size.
Exposure Level Increments - In the camera’s custom functions, set the exposure level
increments to the desired value (we recommend 1/3 steps). This cannot be changed remotely
by GBTimelapse, but you can change it on the camera while running GBTimelapse.
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Auto Exposure Bracketing - If you intend on using your camera’s auto exposure bracketing, use
the camera’s menu to make that setting. This cannot be changed remotely by GBTimelapse, but
you can change it on the camera while running GBTimelapse.
Release Shutter Without Card - If you have an older Type 1 camera (see Appendix A) and intend
to store images on the camera’s removable memory card, disable “Release shutter without
card”.
PC-Connection - On some older Type 1 cameras, set the camera to PC-connection (or normal)
rather than PTP.
Don’t disconnect or turn-off you camera while it is transferring images to the computer. It may
cause the camera to hang.

Tether your camera
A camera is “tethered” when it is physically connected to the computer by a USB cable and the
operating system has installed and activated the camera drivers.
With the camera power off, connect the UBS cable from the camera to the computer. (A few
older models such as the 1D Mk II use an IEEE-1394 firewire cable).
Turn on the camera power. Windows will display a dialog asking what to do…

Figure 2-1 -Tether Dialog Box
Click the close button. Do not run the Canon EOS Utility! If it is running, GBTimelapse will not be
able to find your camera. To avoid this step in the future, you can click the AutoPlay options and
change the setting for this camera to “Take No Action”.
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Start GBTimelapse
GBTimelapse will not run without an activated product or trial license. Activation helps protect
unauthorized use and copying of our software. It is a mandatory process that associates the
products you buy with the computers on which you use those products. Activation authorizes
you to use your product on two computers.
Trial License Activation
GBTimelapse first checks for a trial license and the free trial period is started. If the free trial
period has ended, it checks for a product license.
During the free trial period, a watermark is superimposed on all captured images. In addition,
RAW images are captured, but not saved to disk.
Product License Activation
If the trial license is not activated or has expired, GBTimelapse checks for a product license.
Activation of the Product license requires a purchased serial number.
If the product has not been activated it displays a product activation dialog.

Figure 2-2 - Product License Activation Screen
If you have purchased the product and have received your serial number, complete the form
and click the Activate Now button. Your information will be sent to safeactivation.com for
validation.
Product License Activation - No Internet Connection
If your computer is not connected to the internet, an alternative dialog is displayed instead of
the Product Activation Dialog.
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Getting Started

Figure 2-3 - Select Activation Type Screen
A URL and Request Number are displayed. On a computer with an internet connection go to the
URL and enter the Request Number and other information.
The URL for GBTimelapse 3 EOS is https://www.safeactivation.com/activate.php?x=21002024

Figure 2-4 - Activation Code Screen
You will be given an Activation Code. Go back to the first computer, click the Manual Activation
button and enter the Serial Number and Activation Code.
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Getting Started

Figure 2-5 - GBTimelapse Activation Screen

Choose a camera group
The first time you run GBTimelapse, you will need to choose which group your camera (or
cameras) belongs to. The groups correspond to two different Canon camera drivers. You need
to specify which driver GBTimelapse should use.

Figure 2-6 - Camera Groups Screen
All the cameras can be controlled, but only those within a group can be controlled together by
the pro version of GBTimelapse. You can change the group at any time from the menu.
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Getting Started
By default GBTimelapse looks for any Canon EOS camera on startup. If it finds a camera in the
group you selected, it immediately connects the camera and is ready for shooting.
Any camera in Group 3 with a AE mode dial is unable to change the AE mode remotely. The AE
mode can only be changed using the dial on the camera.
Image transfer by the Canon drivers is slower for Group 3 than for Group 2. If you camera is in
both, select Group 2 for higher speed operation.
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Chapter 3 - Camera Settings
Exposures
Getting good timelapse footage requires a basic understanding of camera exposures and the
exposure information GBTimelapse displays. A basic knowledge of f-stops, shutter speeds and
ISO values is assumed as well as the concept of exposure reciprocity.
There are four ways to control the exposure of a DSLR camera…
Aperture (Av): Each f-stop lets in half as much light as the one before it
1.4, 2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, ….
Shutter Speed (Tv): Each shutter speed lets in light for half as long as the one before it
1, ½, ¼, 1/8, 1/15, 1/30, 1/60, etc…
Sensitivity (ISO): Each ISO is twice as sensitive as the one before it
100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200
Neutral Density filters (ND): Each filter lets in half the light as the one before it
ND2, ND4, ND8, ND16
Neutral Density filters are made with increasing levels of density, equivalent to stops. By adding
ND filters we can either increase the exposure time or decrease the f-number.
Below is a table of commonly available neutral density filters and their filter values.
Filter
ND 0.3 2x
ND 0.6 4x
ND 0.9 8x
ND 1.2 16x
ND 1.8 64x
ND400 512x
ND 3.0 1024x

Stops
1 stop
2 stops
3 stops
4 stops
6 stops
9 stops
10 stops

Table 1 - Neutral Density Filter Values

Reciprocity
In photography there is an inverse relationship between the aperture and the exposure time. If
you double the area of the aperture twice the light passes through the lens, so you can halve the
exposure time (and vice versa).
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There is also an inverse relationship between the ISO and the exposure time. If you double the
ISO the light sensitivity is doubled, so you can halve the exposure time
Sunny 16 Rule
From Wikipedia, “In photography the ‘Sunny 16 rule’ is a method of estimating correct daylight
exposures without a light meter. The basic rule is, ‘On a sunny day set aperture to f/16 and
shutter speed to the reciprocal of the ISO setting for a subject in direct sunlight.”
“Sunny 16” exposure = f/16, ISO 100 at 1/100 second
Exposure Value (EV)
We can define the Exposure Value of a setting as the number of stops from its “Sunny-16”
reference value.
For example…
Since f/11 lets in twice the light as f/16, its EV is +1
Since 1/200” lets in half the light as 1/100”, its EV is -1
Since ISO 800 lets in eight times more sensitive than ISO 100, its EV is +3

Exposure Value
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

Tv
20”
10”
5”
2.5”
1.3”
0.6”
0.3”
1/6 0.167”
1/13 0.077”
1/25 0.040”
1/50 0.020”
1/100 0.010”
1/200
1/400
1/800
1/1600
1/3200

Av

ISO

f/1.4
f/2.0
f/2.8
f/4.0
f/5.6
f/8
f/11
f/16
f/22
f/32
f/45

12800
6400
3200
1600
800
400
200
100
50

ND

ND0.3 2x
ND0.6 4x
ND0.9 8x
ND1.2 16x

Figure 3-1 Exposure Values relative to sunny-16
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Total Exposure Value - TEV
GBTimelapse defines and uses the concept of a Total Exposure Value. The Total Exposure Value
(or TEV) of a camera setting incorporates the aperture (Av), shutter speed (Tv), ISO and ND
filter. By definition a TEV value of 0.0 matches a “Sunny-16” exposure. If a scene is darker than
“a subject in direct sunlight” it requires a positive TEV. If the scene is brighter, it requires a
negative TEV.
The TEV is calculated by adding the relative Tv, Av, ISO and ND filter exposure values relative to
their sunny-16 values.
TEV = EVTv + EVAv + EVISO + EVND
where
EVTv = Log 2 (Tv) - Log 2 (0.01)
EVAv = Log √2 (16)- Log √2(Av)
EVISO = Log 2 (ISO) - Log 2 (100)
If a scene is darker than “a subject in direct sunlight” it requires a positive TEV. If the scene is
brighter, it requires a negative TEV.

Table 2 - GBTimelapse displays the image exposure settings and the TEV on the top line above the image
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As the sun sets, the sky gets darker and the TEV gets larger. At night an f/3.5, 30-second
exposure, at ISO 1600 has a TEV of about 20.0. A TEV of 20 is needed to get a good exposure of
the Milky Way at night.

At left is the TEV graph for a noon-tonoon 24 hour timelapse shot at a 60
second time interval (1,440 images in
24 hours). You can see the daytime
TEV begin at 0.0 and rapidly rise to 20
as the sun sets. It stays at a constant
TEV of 20 because the exposure was
limited to f/2.8, 30s and ISO 1600. In
the morning the TEV rapidly decreases
back to 0.0 as the sun rises.
Figure 3-2 The TEV can range from 0 in daylight to over 20 at midnight

Bulb Exposure Value - BEV
GBTimelapse also computes and displays the Bulb Exposure Value (BEV). This is the shutter
speed expressed as an f-stop relative to a bulb exposure time of 1 second. For example a bulb
time of 2 seconds has BEV = 2.0. This number is useful when you are using neutral density filters
with AutoRamp (see Expert Cinematography – AutoRamp).
Luminance
The Luminance value above the histogram is the average luminance of all pixels in the image.
GBTimelapse calculates the luminance by the same method as Adobe Photoshop

luminance = 0.30*R + 0.59*G + 0.11*B
where R, G, and B are the values of the red, green and blue pixel components relative to their
maximum value of 255.
A proper exposure of a uniformly lighted scene should have a luminance near the midrange
value of 128.0. Higher values may lead to overexposure and clipping, lower values may be
unnecessarily underexposed.
Neutral Density Exposure Value – NDEV
The NDEV value is used during AutoRamp time-lapse with Neutral Density filters.
NDEV stands for “Neutral Density Exposure Value” and is a measure of the current bulb
duration relative to the base value. If the base time is 1.0 seconds and the bulb duration is 8.0
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seconds, then the NDEV has a value of 3.0 stops. When doing an AutoRamp time-lapse with ND
filters the NDEV value is displayed on the screen to help you know when it is time to add or
remove a ND filter.
The NDEV base time is normally 1.0 seconds because bulb times are very accurate for durations
of 1 seconds or more. When using the MX2/MX3 to control bulb times, shorter bulb times are
very accurate and you can reduce the base time accordingly. This makes it possible to remove
filters at shorter bulb times.
The screen shot below is alerting the operator that the first ND filter should be removed when
the NDEV exceeds 3.0. The NDEV of 2.17 means that the current bulb duration (2.255 seconds)
is 2.17 stops greater than the NDEV base time (0.500 seconds). When this alert is displayed a
warning beep also sounds once every five seconds.

Figure 3-3 - A NDEV alert showing when the first filter should be removed

The screen shot below is warning the operator that the first ND filter must be removed
immediately because the NDEV exceeds 3.0. The NDEV of 3.06 means that the current bulb
duration (4.184 seconds) is 3.06 stops greater than the NDEV base time (0.500 seconds). When
this alert is displayed a warning beep also sounds once per second.
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Figure 3-4 - A NDEV alert showing that a filter must be removed

Flicker
Flickering is a common problem in time-lapse or stop motion footage captured using a digital
still camera. Frame by frame variations in lighting or in exposure lead to perceptible brightness
fluctuations, or flicker. Flicker is more of a concern when using GBTimelapse for
Cinematography.
Some amount of flicker is almost unavoidable. Thankfully it can usually be removed from the
image sequence with a tool like GBDeflicker. The algorithm behind GBDeflicker is powerful and
technically complex. The software creates a luminance histogram for each video frame, and
then adjusts the image histogram, frame by frame, to minimize flicker. GBDeflicker can usually
eliminate any flicker as long as there is no significant clipping.
Sources of Flicker
There six primary sources of flicker.
Flicker Source
Aperture flicker
Shutter flicker
Av stepping
Tv stepping
Natural flicker
Lighting flicker

Remedy
Use a smaller f-number
Use a slower shutter speed
Use a constant Av value
Use bulb exposure if possible
Use GBDeflicker sub-rectangle
Avoid fluorescent lighting or use long exposure
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Aperture flicker
Remedy: Use a smaller f-number (wider aperture).
Because the camera iris is a mechanical device, there are differences in the exact size of the
aperture for successive actuations. These small differences in aperture result in frame-to-frame
luminance variations that show up as flicker when played back. Aperture flicker seems to be
less evident with smaller f-numbers (larger apertures).
Shutter flicker
Remedy: Use a slower shutter speed.
DSLR cameras also have a mechanical shutter, so there will be differences in the exact duration
of the shutter for successive actuations. These small differences in duration result in frame-toframe luminance variations and produce flicker. Using a slower shutter speed is better because
a small timing error is less apparent with longer shutter times.
Av Stepping
Remedy: Use a constant Av value.
Typical camera Av settings are spaced at 1/3 stop intervals (f4, f4.5, f5.0, f5.6). As the Av value is
changed, there are small steps in the luminance because of the changes in the amount of light
passing through the iris.
Tv Stepping
Remedy: Use bulb mode.
Typical camera Tv settings are spaced at 1/3 stop intervals (1/10, 1/13, 1/15, 1/20 etc.). As the
Tv value is changed, there are small steps in the luminance because of the changes in the
amount of light passing through the shutter. Because bulb exposure times can be set with a
precision of 1/1000 of a second (2.100, 2.101, 2.102, etc.), smaller, more gradual changes
produce less flicker.
At left is a screen shot from
GBDeflicker showing the
luminance graph during a daylightto-night AutoRamp timelapse. The
first part of the graph shows a
“saw-tooth” luminance pattern as
the Tv value was stepped down in
1/3 f-stop increments. After
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switching to Bulb mode, the luminance curve is smooth.

Figure 3-5 Bulb exposure mode eliminates Tv stepping flicker

Natural flicker
A timelapse video of passing clouds may include shadows being cast on the ground. Although
the sky may have a slowly changing luminance, the luminance of the ground may fluctuate
rapidly because of the shadows.
Remedy: Use GBDeflicker. If there is unnatural flicker in the sky it can be removed by using
GBDeflicker to analyze only a sub-rectangle of the sky in each image.
Remedy: Use AutoRamp instead of Program mode. Because a camera’s Program mode
determines the exposure at the moment the shutter is actuated, variations caused by cloud
shadows will affect each exposure. When using GBTimelapse AutoRamp, the exposure is
determined from a moving average over a number of past images – this reduces the influence of
cloud shadows between successive frames.
Lighting flicker
Any artificial lighting that is connected to the power grid can produce flicker. The 60Hz (or 50Hz)
power frequency produces a corresponding fluctuation in the light output of the lamps.
Fluorescent lamps are the worst. From Wikipedia, "Fluorescent lamps which operate directly
from mains frequency AC will flicker at twice the mains frequency, since the power being
delivered to the lamp drops to zero twice per cycle. This means the light flickers at 120 times per
second (Hz) in countries which use 60-cycle-per-second (60 Hz) AC, and 100 times per second in
those which use 50 Hz. "
Incandescent lamps also flicker. The light produced by the lamp depends on the current flowing
through the filament. Since the current is varying with a sine wave, the light output will vary
with a sine wave too. Lamps with larger filaments have more thermal mass and produce less
variation. In general, lamps in Europe show more flicker because they use thinner filaments to
match the higher grid voltage.
Remedy: Use a longer exposure. An exposure time much longer than the power frequency will
help average out the light fluctuations.
Remedy: Avoid fluorescent lighting. The most obvious is fluorescent lighting with flickering that
is apparent to the naked eye.

Minimizing Deflicker Problems
GBDeflicker is a tool for removing time-lapse flicker. It is available as an Adobe Plugin or as a
standalone application.
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GBDeflicker removes flicker by adjust the luminance of each frame in an image sequence to
minimize the frame by frame variations. It does this by mathematically shifting the histogram of
a frame left or right (darker or brighter).
GBDeflicker works very well as long as there isn’t any significant clipping of the image data.
Clipping occurs when some image pixels are at the maximum possible value. This part of the
image is likely overexposed resulting in loss of image information.
When pixels values are clipped, the histogram cannot be shifted
correctly because there is no way to calculate the corrected value
of an overexposed pixel.
Looking at this graph, it’s not possible to know what the blue
channel should look like if it were shifted to the left. The clipped
information has been lost.

Figure 3-6 Histogram showing
blue channel clipping

Avoiding Clipping
Use Program Mode with negative exposure compensation – A negative exposure
compensation value is less likely to produce overexposure and clipping.
User a lower target luminance in AutoRamp mode. A lower target luminance produces is less
likely to produce overexposure and clipping.
Capture in RAW Mode
Raw images contain much more dynamic range and can produce much higher quality timelapse.
…Or Use Neutral Picture Style
If you do use jpeg, Canon cameras have a Picture Style setting that determines how the raw
image data is converted to a JPEG image. The Standard setting increases the saturation and may
cause unnecessary color channel clipping (particularly the blue channel). The Neutral setting
seems to be the best setting to avoid color channel clipping.
Two images below show the same scene shot with Standard and Neutral picture style. You can
see from the histograms that with identical exposures, the Standard saturated the blue channel
to the point of clipping.
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Figure 3-7 Standard Picture Style Produces Clipping

You can see in the above histogram how the “Standard” picture style boosts the value of the
blue channel pixels. This is a “nonlinear” process that is difficult to deflicker.

Figure 3-8 Neutral Picture Style Avoids Clipping

Above you can see how (at the same exposure) the Neutral picture style has not clipped the
blue channel. Using the Neutral picture style is very important when shooting timelapse of blue
skies. It is less important with more balanced images such as grey clouds.
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Chapter 4 - Cinematography Operation
Cinematography - Typically you are on location in the field using a battery operated camera
tethered to a laptop or netbook computer. In this case the camera is at hand, so you can
manually change settings directly on the camera. Normally both the laptop and camera can run
for several hours on a fresh battery charge.
For best result, turn off in-camera noise reduction options – this can take extra time and slow
down your time-lapse

AutoRamp
AutoRamp stands for Automatic exposure with bulb Ramping.
AutoRamp is similar the camera’s Program mode, but much more powerful. AutoRamp uses the
time-lapse history of captured images to determine the correct exposure settings. AutoRamp
also uses the sun’s position (based on GPS coordinates and time-of-day) to reliably follow rapid
changes in lighting at sunrise and sunset.

AutoRamp controls the camera’s exposure settings automatically to maintain a target exposure.
It can even change the camera’s mode between manual and bulb on some camera models. Bulb
times are set to a precision of 0.001 seconds ensuring gradual changes in exposure to minimize
flicker.
AutoRamp can control the exposure over a range of over 20 f-stops. It is designed to maximize
the use of bulb exposure times in order to reduce flicker. Typical Tv settings are spaced at 1/3
stop intervals (1/10, 1/13, 1/15, 1/20 etc.), but bulb exposure times can be set with a precision
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of 1/1000 of a second (2.100, 2.101, 2.102, etc.). Smaller, more gradual changes produce less
flicker.
GBTimelapse normally controls bulb exposures using a software timer. However, its accuracy is
limited by the repeatability of the camera’s internal firmware. Bulb exposure times are precise,
repeatable and accurate at durations longer than one second, but the accuracy diminishes near
a camera’s minimum bulb exposure time (usually less than one second).
When an external bulb controller (such as the eMotimo TB3) to control the bulb exposure,
accuracy and repeatability are dramatically improved (See Appendix P and V). This allows much
shorter and accurate bulb time as low as 33 milliseconds (depending on the camera model).
Shortening the minimum bulb time from 1 second down to 0.033 seconds adds an extra five
stops of exposure to the Tv range making Holy Grail sunset shooting possible with only one ND
filter (3 or 4 stops). In fact, it is possible to shoot a cityscape sunset with no filters at all.
AutoRamp uses knowledge of the sun’s position (based on GPS coordinates and time-of-day) to
reliably follow rapid changes in lighting near sunrise and sunset.
Sunset Operation - As the scene gradually gets darker, the shutter Tv is increased up to the
“Max Shift” value. When Tv reaches “Max Shift”, the Av or ISO is adjusted and the Tv value is
decreased reciprocally. Over the course of time the Av f-stop is reduced until it reaches its Max
value, then the ISO is increased until it reaches its Max value.
Sunrise Operation - As the scene gradually gets brighter, the shutter Tv is decreased down to
the Min Shift value. When Tv reaches “Min Shift”, the Av or ISO is adjusted and the Tv value is
increased reciprocally. Over the course of time the ISO is decreased until it reaches its Min
value, then the Av f-stop is increased until it reaches its Min value.

Bulb Mode
Most DSLR cameras have pre-set shutter speeds in 1/3-stop steps, 1/10, 1/13, 1/15, 1/20 etc...
For time-lapse when the light is constant, using a fixed shutter speed is fine. But if the light is
changing, the exposure must change.
In a time-lapse with changing light those big 1/3-stop steps show up as distracting changes in
brightness.
It’s much better to use the shutter in bulb mode because you can change the shutter speed in
very tiny one millisecond steps - this is called bulb ramping.

Bulb Mode Video: https://vimeo.com/82972891
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Operation Methods
AutoRamp extends GBTimelapse Basic operation to improve video quality by totally eliminating
flicker. Use a method that matches the quality you need.

Basic

Use a simple intervalometer

Advanced

Use AutoRamp to adjust exposure
Use Bulb Mode to eliminate Av and Tv stepping
Use a lens’ t-stop calibration for accurate Av step
reciprocity

Expert

Use a fixed Av to eliminate aperture flicker…
And use a 9-stop ND filter to enable bulb mode
before sunset…
Or use a manual lens to enable bulb mode before
sunset

Enthusiast

Use an external bulb controller to enable short bulb
durations…
And use a 4-stop ND filter to extend bulb mode into
bright daylight…
Or use a manual lens to extend bulb mode into
bright daylight

Perfectionist Use a “Cine” lens with geared iris and continuously
ramp Av during twilight
Table 3 Operation Methods in Order of Increasing Quality
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Basic Method





Set the camera to Program or Manual mode and let GBTimelapse capture the
images at a set timelapse interval.
Program mode is suitable for long term site photography.
Manual mode is suitable for cinematography in constant light.
Some degree of flicker can be removed in post using GBDeflicker.

Advanced Methods





Use AutoRamp to adjust Av, Tv and ISO.
By using bulb mode only, flicker from Tv stepping is eliminated.
Use a lens calibrated in t-stops so AutoRamp can calculate accurate Tv
changes when Av is changed.
Aperture flicker or Tv stepping flicker when not using bulb exposures can be
removed later using GBDeflicker.

Expert Methods








Use AutoRamp and bulb mode only.
Use an automatic lens at maximum aperture (lowest f-number) or locking the
lens to eliminate aperture flicker.
Use a large value neutral density filter (9-stop ND) or to enable bulb mode
before sunset; during twilight, the ND filter is removed.
Or use a manual lens to enable bulb mode before sunset; during twilight, the
iris ring is rotated from a large f-number to a low f-number (changing Av
from its maximum value to its minimum value it equivalent to removing a ND
filter).
Time-lapse “Holy grail” results are possible, but changing a ND filter may
produce a noticeable color shift.
Changing f-number in a large step may produce a noticeable change in
vignetting.
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Enthusiast Methods





Improve on the Expert Method by using an external bulb controller to enable
very short bulb durations (as short as 0.033 seconds).
The shorter bulb duration with a 4-stop ND filter extends bulb mode into
bright daylight.
Likewise the shorter bulb duration with a manual lens also extends bulb
mode into bright daylight.
Time-lapse “Holy grail” is possible, but there may be a noticeable ND filter
color shift, or lens vignetting change.

Perfectionist Method



Use aperture ramping by driving the iris gear on a “Cine” lens with a stepper
motor to automatically ramp the aperture as the light changes.
The gradual Av ramping achieves a true “Holy Grail” and totally eliminates
flicker. The gradual aperture change makes any vignetting change happen
gradually.

Category
Basic

Method
1 Program Mode

Comment
Simplicity

Advanced

2 Switch Manual/Bulb
3a Bulb only
3b Bulb only calibrated lens
3c Bulb only calibrated & ND
4 Manual only
5a Bulb & 9-stop ND filter
5b Bulb & 3 3-stop ND filters
6a Manual lens & 1 Av step
6b Manual lens & 3 Av steps
6c Manual lens & 1 Av step & ND
7a External Bulb & 4-stop ND
7b External Bulb & manual lens
8 External bulb & Av ramping

Not 5D Mk III, or 70D
All models
Av calibrated in t-stops
Near “Holy grail” quality
All models
“Holy grail”, ND color-shift?
“Holy grail”, ND color-shift?
“Holy grail”, vignette change
“Holy grail”
“Holy grail”, ND color-shift?
“Holy grail”, ND color-shift?
“Holy grail”
“Holy grail”

Expert
Bulb mode
only

Enthusiast
Extern Bulb
Perfectionist

Application
Constant light or
Long term
Long term
Long term
Long term
Cinematography
Long term
Cinematography
Cinematography
Cinematography
Cinematography
Cinematography
Cinematography
Cinematography
Cinematography

Table 4 Method Summary
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The operation method you choose depends on the lighting conditions and how they are
expected to change.
Lighting
Constant

Gradually
changing

Rapidly
changing

Example
Daylight scenes with
unchanging sky
Daytime with passing cloud
shadows in foreground
Night sky
Daylight with changing cloud
cover

Major change in cloud cover
with large change in lighting

Sunrise or Sunset

Method
Basic method: Set AEMode to Manual
Basic Method : Set AEMode to Manual
Basic method: Set AEMode to manual and a
long bulb exposure time
Basic method: Set AEMode to Program Or…
Advanced method: Set AEMode to Manual, let
AutoRamp set the exposure Or…
Expert method: Set AEMode to Manual, use
ND filter and bulb exposure, let AutoRamp set
the exposure
Advanced method: Set AEMode to Manual, let
AutoRamp set the exposure Or…
Expert method: Set AEMode to Manual, use
ND filter and bulb exposure, let AutoRamp set
the exposure
Expert method: Set AEMode to Manual,
change ND filters as needed during timelapse
Enthusiast method: Use an external bulb
controller
Perfectionist method: Use Aperture ramping

Table 5 Choosing a Cinematography Operation Method
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Method 1 Basic – Program Mode
Use the basic method for long-term automatic photography or for Cinematography when the
light is relatively constant.

Example Video: https://vimeo.com/85959286
Advantages
Simplicity
Unattended operation

Disadvantages
Scene flicker: In P-Mode the camera makes
sudden changes in exposure due to changes
in lighting
P-Mode exposure fails in very low light
Aperture flicker
Av stepping flicker
Possible shutter flicker at short Tv intervals
Tv stepping flicker

Typical Settings
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Procedure
1) Tether the camera, power it on, and connect to GBTimelapse.
2) Composition: Look through the camera viewfinder or use Live-view and adjust the
camera orientation until you achieve the desired composition. You can also manually
press the shutter button to capture test images.
3) Focus: Set the lens to auto focus, capture a test image and then set the lens back to
manual focus. If the camera is left on auto-focus the composition may change between
images because of differences in where the camera chooses to focus. An alternative is
to set the lens to manual focus and use live-view to manually focus the lens.
4) Exposure: If the light will be changing, use Program Mode. If the light will be constant
use Manual mode.
Check the histogram to make sure you don’t have any areas
of over exposure. Timelapse is subject to flicker and flicker
removal may not be possible if your images are over
exposed. If there is clipping, decrease Tv or the exposure
compensation.

5) Timelapse interval: Set the time-lapse interval so
you will get enough images for your clip. Since the video
frame rate is 30 frames per second, you will need 300
images for every ten seconds of video.
6) Program Begin or Manual Start: If you know how long you want to run the time-lapse,
go to the “Project Settings” menu, choose the Program tab, and set the End condition;
then click the Program Begin button. Otherwise, just click the Manual Start button to
begin the time-lapse capture.
7) Monitor: On the main screen, click the History tab and move the mouse pointer over the
“Play” button to monitor the images are they are captured.
Program Mode does not produce good exposures in low light conditions. Below are result of a
sunset time-lapse in P-Mode. Notice that the camera during darkness did not increase the Tv
value to more than a few seconds and was inconsistent.
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As a result the luminance curve was very irregular with severe flicker.
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Method 2 Advanced – AutoRamp Switch Manual to Bulb
This method shifts from manual mode to bulb mode when the scene darkens. To shift modes, it
requires a Group 1 or Group 2 camera or a Group 3 camera without a mode dial. Use this
method for Cinematography when the light is changing. Uses single release for bright daytime
scenes and bulb for darker scenes. This method can be used for sunrise/sunset transitions, if you
use GBDeflicker to remove any traces of flicker resulting from Tv stepping. AutoRamp will adjust
the Tv, Av and ISO to maintain a good exposure.

Example Video: https://vimeo.com/85948807
Advantages

Disadvantages

Simplicity

Aperture flicker

Unattended operation

Shutter flicker when not in bulb mode

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting

Requires a Group 1 or 2 camera or a Group 3
camera without a mode dial in order to switch
from Manual to Bulb

AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your
latitude/longitude

Can’t use 5D Mk III or 70D because they can’t
switch AEMode remotely

No Av stepping flicker if lens is calibrated in
t-stops
No Tv stepping flicker while in bulb mode

There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method…
11.6 stops of Tv between 0.01 seconds and 32 seconds
5.9 stops stepping Av from f/22 to f/2.8
5.0 stops stepping ISO from 100 to 3200
22.6 stops total
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Typical Settings

Procedure
1) Set the AEMode to Manual
2) Set the Tv and Av to get a good exposure
3) Set the ISO to the lowest possible value
4) Set the Shutter action to bulb and
5) Make test exposures to match your target luminance (usually 100 – 128)
6) Check “Auto ramping on” in the Camera Settings
7) Configure the AutoRamp wizard by checking the “sunset” button and set the
AEMode to switch from Manual Mode to Bulb Mode. If your camera is a Group 3
camera with a Mode dial on the camera body (such as the 5D Mk III), you will need
to choose either “Bulb mode only” or “Manual mode only”. If you have a 5D Mk II
you can set GBTimelapse to use Group 2, to enable “Switch Manual/Bulb”.
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8) The wizard will setup the AutoRamp settings

9) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
As the sun sets the Tv is increased in 1/3 stop steps until it is below the “bulb switch” time. Then
the shutter is changed to bulb mode and the bulb time continues to increase gradually.
Whenever the bulb time exceeds the Av shift time, the Av f-number is decreased in 1/3 stop
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steps up to its maximum value. After the Av reaches it minimum f-number, the ISO is increased
in steps to 3200.

The resulting luminance curve shows noticeable changes due to Tv stepping during daylight and
a couple of Av steps because the lens was not calibrated in t-stops.
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Method 3a Advanced – AutoRamp Bulb Mode Only
This method starts in bulb mode and stays in bulb mode and is used for Group 3 cameras with a
mode dial (such as the Canon 5D Mk III). Use this method for Cinematography when the light is
changing. This method can be used for sunrise/sunset transitions, if you start near sunset when
the sky is not too bright. You will need to use GBDeflicker to remove any traces of flicker.

Example Video: https://vimeo.com/85964333
Advantages

Disadvantages

Simplicity

Aperture flicker

Unattended operation

Daylight scenes may be overexposed until the
sun gets near the horizon

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting
AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your
latitude/longitude

Some flicker due to bulb variability when
duration is less than 0.5”
Av stepping flicker if lens isn’t calibrated in tstops

Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/35214886
There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method…
8.3 stops of Tv between 0.1 seconds and 32 seconds
5.9 stops stepping Av from f/22 to f/2.8
5.0 stops stepping ISO from 100 to 3200
19.3 stops total
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Typical Settings

Procedure
10) Set the AEMode to Manual
11) Set the Tv and Av to get a good exposure
12) Set the ISO to the lowest possible value
13) Set the Shutter action to bulb and
14) Make test exposures to match your target luminance (usually 100 – 128)
15) Check “Auto ramping on” in the Camera Settings
16) Configure the AutoRamp wizard by checking the “sunset” button and set the
AEMode to switch from Manual Mode to Bulb Mode. If your camera is a Group 3
camera with a Mode dial on the camera body (such as the 5D Mk III), you will need
to choose either “Bulb mode only” or “Manual mode only”. If you have a 5D Mk II
you can set GBTimelapse to use Group 2, to enable “Switch Manual/Bulb”.
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17) The wizard will setup the AutoRamp settings

18) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
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As the sun sets the bulb time is gradually increased. Initially, when the bulb time is short, there
is some flicker due to variations in the bulb time. When the bulb time increases to more than
0.5”, those variations are not significant. Whenever the bulb time exceeds the Av shift time,
the Av f-number is decreased in 1/3 stop steps up to its maximum value. After the Av reaches it
minimum f-number, the ISO is increased in steps to 3200.

The resulting luminance curve shows noticeable changes due to Tv stepping during daylight and
a couple of Av steps because the lens was not calibrated in t-stops.
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Method 3b Advanced – AutoRamp Bulb Mode Only and Calibrated Lens
This method is the same as Method 3a, but a lens calibration table is used to minimize the
luminance changes whenever the Av value is changed.
F-stops are a measure of the lens geometry, but t-stops are a measure of the actual lens light
transmission.

When changing the f-stop during a time-lapse, GBTimelapse needs to know the actual t-stop
difference in order to adjust the exposure accordingly using reciprocity.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Simplicity

Aperture flicker

Unattended operation

Daylight scenes may be overexposed until the
sun gets near the horizon

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting

Some flicker due to bulb variability when
duration is less than 0.5”

AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your
latitude/longitude
No Av stepping flicker because lens is
calibrated in t-stops
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There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method…
8.3 stops of Tv between 0.1 seconds and 32 seconds
5.9 stops stepping Av from f/22 to f/2.8
5.0 stops stepping ISO from 100 to 3200
19.3 stops total
Typical Settings
Select your lens in the Lens Correction panel of the Project Settings and then follow the same
steps as in Method 3a.

How to calibrate a lens: https://vimeo.com/37473068
Lens f-numbers are not accurate: https://vimeo.com/35092438
Lens Correction Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/35100170
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If a calibrated lens is used the Av steps apparent in Method 3a are eliminated.
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Method 3c Advanced – AutoRamp Bulb Mode Only & 4-stop ND Filter
With this method, you can get the near-perfect results of Expert Method, with just one filter.
This keeps your gear to a minimum, and your setup simpler to operate.
Instead of using the AutoRamp Expert method with a 9-stop ND filter (or three 3-stop filters),
you only need one 4-stop ND filter.
This is the "Easy Expert Method" - simpler than the Expert Method, but very effective.

Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/35214886
You use a filters when would normally be too bright for bulb exposure. I used a 4-stop neutral
density filter to get the initial daylight bulb exposure time to 0.4 seconds. Longer bulb times are
better, because they are more accurate and repeatable than bulb times near a camera's
minimum.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Simplicity

Some Aperture flicker before sunset

Unattended operation
No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting
AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your
latitude/longitude
No Av stepping flicker because lens is
calibrated in t-stops
Daylight scenes not overexposed
Minimal flicker due to bulb variability
because duration remains > 0.4”

There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method…
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6.3 stops of Tv between 0.4 and 32 seconds
5.9 stops stepping Av from f/22 to f/2.8
6.0 stops stepping ISO from 50 to 3200
4.0 stops by removing a 4-stop filter
20.3 stops total

In this example as the sun set, AutoRamp ramped the Av from f/22 to f/4, the ISO from 100 to
3200, and the bulb time from 0.4 seconds to 30 seconds. The software automatically ramped
down the exposure, ramped up the time-lapse interval, and ramped the white balance color
temperature. I did have to get up to pause briefly to remove the ND filter about 20 minutes
after sunset.

There was a tiny amount of flicker in the beginning at high f-numbers, but that dissipated once
the Av got down to f/4 and the bulb time increased. That little bit of flicker was easily removed
using GBDeflicker.
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Method 4 Advanced – AutoRamp Manual Mode Only
This method starts in manual mode and stays in manual mode and is used for Group 3 cameras
with a mode dial (such as the Canon 5D Mk III). Use this method for long term photography
when you need good exposures in daylight and darkness. Because of Tv and Av stepping, you
will need to use GBDeflicker to remove any traces of flicker.

Manual Mode Only Video: https://vimeo.com/85969427
Advantages

Disadvantages

Simplicity

Aperture flicker

Unattended operation

Av stepping flicker if lens is not calibrated

Better than using Program Mode for Group 3
cameras like the 5D Mk III

Tv stepping flicker

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting
AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your
latitude/longitude
No Av stepping flicker if lens is calibrated in
t-stops

There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). To get a 20 stop exposure change…
11.6 stops of Tv between 0.01 seconds and 32 seconds
5.9 stops stepping Av from f/22 to f/2.8
5.0 stops stepping ISO from 100 to 3200
22.6 stops total
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Typical Settings

Procedure
19) Set the AEMode to Manual
20) Set the Tv and Av to get a good exposure
21) Set the ISO to the lowest possible value
22) Set the Shutter action to bulb and
23) Make test exposures to match your target luminance (usually 100 – 128)
24) Check “Auto ramping on” in the Camera Settings
25) Configure the AutoRamp wizard by checking the “sunset” button and set the
AEMode to switch from Manual Mode to Bulb Mode. If your camera is a Group 3
camera with a Mode dial on the camera body (such as the 5D Mk III), you will need
to choose either “Bulb mode only” or “Manual mode only”. If you have a 5D Mk II
you can set GBTimelapse to use Group 2, to enable “Switch Manual/Bulb”.
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26) The wizard will setup the AutoRamp settings

27) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
This method is similar to the camera’s Program mode, but much better because the AutoRamp
algorithm gradually changes the exposure based on the history of previous exposures and the
speed at which the sun is setting. Whenever the bulb time exceeds the Av shift time, the Av fnumber is decreased in 1/3 stop steps up to its maximum value. After the Av reaches it
minimum f-number, the ISO is increased in steps to 3200.
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The resulting luminance curve shows noticeable changes due to Tv, Av and ISO stepping .
Because of the stepping this method is not suitable for Cinematography, but is useful for long
term site monitoring.
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Method 5a Expert – AutoRamp with one 9-stop ND filter
The Expert Method uses AutoRamp with neutral density filters so that a bulb shutter can be
used throughout a time-lapse. By running in bulb mode and locking the aperture with “lens
twist”, you can eliminate any flicker.

Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/47950488

Figure 4-1 - A 9-stop neutral density filter

Figure 4-2 - Three 3-stop ND filters

Advantages

Disadvantages

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting

Operator must be present to remove ND filter
when prompted

AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your latitude/longitude
No Av stepping flicker because lens Av is
constant

Possible color shift when ND filter is removed
Possible vignetting change when ND filter is
removed
High ISO values used during twilight while
filter is on

No Tv stepping flicker while in bulb mode
No aperture flicker if Av at lowest f-number
or locked using “lens twist”
No shutter flicker with bulb durations > 0.500
seconds
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Sunrise Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/48449899
Minimum System Video: https://vimeo.com/44584235
ND Filter Calibration Video: https:/ /vimeo.com/47773357
To get a 20 stop exposure change…
6.0 stops of Tv between 0.5 and 32 seconds
0.0 stops with Av locked at f/2.8
6.0 stops stepping ISO from 50 to 3200
9.0 stops by removing a 9-stop filter
21.0 stops total

Please watch “Expert Method Demo” on our How To page
Typical Settings
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Procedure – Day to night
1) Set the AEMode to Program
2) Set the lens to AutoFocus
3) Capture a test image to set the focus
4) Set the lens back to manual focus
5) Attach a single 9-stop Neutral Density filter
6) Set the AEMode to Bulb (or Manual with Tv=bulb)
7) Set the Av to the smallest practical f-number
8) Set the ISO to the lowest possible value
9) Set the Shutter action to bulb and
10) Make test exposures to match your target luminance (usually 100 – 128)
11) Optionally, use the Canon “lens twist” method to lock the Av setting
12) Run the AutoRamp Setting Wizard and choose the settings as shown below

13) The wizard will configure the AutoRamp settings. Notice the “Adjust Av” check box
Is not checked, because the Av will be constant.
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14) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
15) As it gets darker and the bulb exposure time increases sufficiently, remove a Neutral
Density filter
As the sun sets the ISO will be increased in steps to 3200. When the bulb exposure time
increases to more than 8 seconds, GBT will prompt you to remove the 9-stop ND filter. When
you remove a ND filter, AutoRamp automatically decreases the ISO and the bulb time to
maintain the correct exposure. As it continues to get darker the bulb time is gradually
increased. Whenever the bulb time exceeds the Max ISO shift time, the ISO is increased by a
step.
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The resulting smooth luminance curve shows “holy grail” result with no flicker.
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Method 5b Expert – AutoRamp with Three 3-stop ND filters
Instead of a single 9-stop filter, you can stack three 3-stop filters. It has the advantage of not
increasing the ISO until twilight after all filters have been removed. But it has the disadvantages
of increasing the chance of color and vignetting shifts and of requiring the operator to remove
each of the three filters.

Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/35212196
AutoRamp wizard settings showing three 3stop filters. The first ND filter shows a
calibrated value of 3.23 stops.
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Method 6a Expert –AutoRamp with Manual Lens in One Step
Instead of using a neutral density filter, you can use a manual lens. Manual lenses are ideal for
time-lapse photography because they don’t have aperture flicker. The aperture value is set
manually and is constant.

Figure 4-3 - Rokinon 24 mm Cine lens (~ 7.7-stop ND equivalent f-stop
range)

Using the Expert Method with a manual lens is very
similar to using it with a ND filter. Manually changing a
lens from f/22 to f/1.5 causes the same exposure change
as removing a 7.7-stop ND filter. You setup GBTimelapse
as if you were using a ND filter with the same number of
stops as the difference between the lens min and max fnumbers.

Advantages

Disadvantages

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting

Operator must be present to rotate iris ring
when prompted

AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your latitude/longitude

Possible vignetting change when f-number
abruptly changes from f/max to f/min
Possible shutter flicker for bulb durations <
0.500 seconds

No Av stepping flicker because lens Av is
constant
No Tv stepping flicker while in bulb mode
No aperture flicker with manual iris
High ISO not used until after iris is adjusted to
f/min
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To get a 22 stop exposure change…
8.3 stops of Tv between 0.1 seconds and 32 seconds
7.7 stops by manually changing from f/22 to f/1.5
6.0 stops stepping ISO from 50 to 3200
22.0 stops total
Typical Settings

Procedure – Day to night
1) Set the AEMode to Program
2) Set the lens to AutoFocus
3) Capture a test image to set the focus
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Set the lens back to manual focus
Set the AEMode to Bulb (or Manual with Tv=bulb)
Set the manual lens to its maximum f-number
Set the ND filter value to the number of stops between the lens’ max and min fnumbers (f/22 to f/1.5 is 7.7 stops)
Set the ISO to the lowest possible value
Set the Shutter action to bulb and
Make test exposures to match your target luminance (usually 100 – 128)
Run the AutoRamp Setting Wizard and choose the settings as shown below

12) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
13) As it gets darker and the bulb exposure time increases sufficiently, GBTimelapse will
prompt you to remove a Neutral Density filter. At that time, just manually rotate the
lens iris ring to the minimum f-number.
Changing the lens f-stop is similar to removing a ND filter, follow these steps…
1) Wait for a bulb exposure to begin
2) Uncheck the ND filter’s check box (A confirmation dialog will appear)
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3) Wait for the bulb exposure to end
4) Quickly twist the lens iris ring to the minimum f-stop
5) Quickly press the Return key on the computer keyboard (The confirmation dialog
will disappear and the time-lapse will resume).

As the sun sets the ISO will be increased in steps to 3200. When the bulb exposure time
increases to more than 4 seconds at ISO 3200, GBT will prompt you to “remove the ND filter”. At
that time you can manually change the f-stop from f/22 to f/1.5. When you change the Av
value, AutoRamp automatically decreases the ISO and the bulb time to maintain the correct
exposure.
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Method 6b Expert –AutoRamp with Manual Lens in Three Steps
Instead of a changing the iris in one big step, you can change it in three smaller steps. It has the
advantage of not increasing the ISO until twilight after all the f-stop has been widened to its
smallest f-number. But it has the disadvantages of requiring the operator to rotate the iris ring
three times.

Example Video: https://vimeo.com/82979584
You can split the change from f/22 to f/2.8 into three steps. You would expect the three steps to
each be two f-stops apart, but they are not. Instead the t-stop equivalent (actual lens light
transmission) is quite a bit different.
The table below shows the t-stop values for a Rokinon 14mm lens.
Range
f/22 -> f/11
f/11 -> f/5.6
f/5.6 -> f2.8

f-stops
2
2
2

t-stops
2.18
1.70
1.18

How to Calibrate a Manual Lens: https://vimeo.com/82641796
You start in daylight at f/22. Switching from f/2.8 to f/5.6 is like adding a 1.18 stop filter.
Switching from f/5.6 to f/11 is like adding a 1.7 stop ND filter. And, switching from f/11 to f/22 is
like adding a 2.18 stop ND filter. Enter the t-stop values into the AutoRamp wizard.
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As the sun sets and the scene darkens, AutoRamp gradually increases the bulb time. When it
prompts you to remove the third filter, rotate the iris from f/22 to f/11. When it prompts to
remove the second filter, rotate the iris from f/11 to f/5.6. When it prompts you to remove the
first ND filter, rotate the iris from f/5.6 to f/2.8.

The resulting luminance curve is very smooth execpt at the beginning when the sky is bright.
This is because of bulb timing inaccuracy. It’s best to use the Enthusiast method with an external
bulb timer to totally eliminate flicker.
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Method 6c Expert –AutoRamp with Manual Lens and One ND Filter
Like method 6a but add one 4-stop filter in order to start in daylight with a longer bulb time.
This eliminates any flicker during daylight caused by bulb duration variability.

This method has yet to be tested…

Figure 4-4 Rokinon 24mm f/1.4 Manual Lens

Teffen 4-Stop ND Filter

There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method…
6.0 stops of Tv between 0.5 seconds and 32 seconds
7.0 stops stepping Av from f/22 to f/1.4
6.0 stops stepping ISO from 50 to 3200
21.9 stops total
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Method 7a Enthusiast – AutoRamp with 4-stop ND filter and Bulb
Controller
By using an external bulb controller very accurate short bulb durations are possible. This allows
a wider range of stops ramping the bulb time and allows you to use a lower value ND filter. The
Dynamic Perception MX2 or MX3 controller or the eMotimo TB3 are external bulb controllers
compatible with GBTimelapse.

Tutorial Video: https://vimeo.com/45928709

Figure 4-5 - Dynamic Perception MX2 dolly engine and 4-stop ND filter

Advantages

Disadvantages

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting

Operator must be present to remove ND filter
when prompted

AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your latitude/longitude

Possible color shift when ND filter is removed
Possible vignetting change when ND filter is
removed

No Av stepping flicker because lens Av is
constant
No Tv stepping flicker while in bulb mode
No aperture flicker if Av locked using “lens
twist”
No shutter flicker with bulb durations > 0.033
seconds
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High ISO not used until after dark and ND
filter is removed

There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method …
9.9 stops ramping Tv between 0.033 and 32” seconds
0.0 stops with Av locked at f/2.8
6.0 stops stepping ISO from 50 to 3200
4.0 stops by removing a 4-stop filter
19.9 stops total
Typical Settings
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Procedure – Day to night
1) Set the AEMode to Program
2) Set the lens to auto focus
3) Capture a test image to set the focus
4) Set the lens back to manual focus
5) Attach a single 4-stop Neutral Density filter
6) Set the AEMode to Bulb (or Manual with Tv=bulb)
7) Set the Av to the smallest practical f-number
8) Set the ISO to the lowest possible value
9) Set the Shutter action to bulb and
10) Make test exposures to match your target luminance (usually 100 – 128)
11) Optionally, use the Canon “lens twist” method to lock the Av setting
12) Run the AutoRamp Setting Wizard and choose the settings as shown below

13) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
14) As it gets darker and the bulb exposure time increases sufficiently, GBTimelapse will
prompt you to remove the Neutral Density filter
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As the sun sets the bulb time is gradually increased. When the bulb exposure time increases to
more than 8 seconds GBT will prompt you to remove the 4-stop ND filter. When you remove a
ND filter, AutoRamp automatically decreases the bulb time to maintain the correct exposure. As
it continues to get darker the bulb time is gradually increased. Whenever the bulb time exceeds
the Max ISO shift time, the ISO is increased by a step.

The resulting smooth luminance curve shows “holy grail” result with no flicker.
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Method 7b Enthusiast –AutoRamp with Manual Lens and Bulb Controller
Instead of using a neutral density filter, you can use a manual lens. Manual lenses are ideal for
time-lapse photography because they don’t have aperture flicker. The aperture value is set
manually and is constant. By using an external bulb controller very accurate short bulb durations
are possible. This allows a wider range of stops ramping the bulb time. The Dynamic Perception
MX2 or MX3 controller or the eMotimo TB3 are external bulb controllers compatible with
GBTimelapse.

Figure 4-6 Rokinon 14 mm manual lens (~ 5.06-stop ND equivalent f-stop range)

Using the Enthusiast Method with a manual lens is very similar to the Enthusiast Method with a
ND filter. Manually changing a lens from a large f-number to a small f-number causes the same
exposure change as removing large value ND filter. You setup GBTimelapse as if you were using
a ND filter with the same number of stops as the difference between the lens min and max fnumbers.

Advantages

Disadvantages

No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting

Operator must be present to rotate iris ring
when prompted

AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for

Possible vignetting change when f-number
abruptly changes from f/max to f/min
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rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your latitude/longitude
No Av stepping flicker because lens Av is
constant
No Tv stepping flicker while in bulb mode
No aperture flicker with manual iris
No shutter flicker if using bulb controller and
bulb durations > 0.033 seconds
High ISO not used until after iris is adjusted to
f/min
There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method …
9.9 stops of Tv between 0.033 seconds and 32 seconds
5.06 stops by manually changing from f/22 to f/2.8
5.0 stops stepping ISO from 100 to 3200
19.96 stops total
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Method 8 Perfectionist – AutoRamp with Cine Lens Aperture Ramping
The best way totally eliminate flicker it to use a manual lens. That’s right, forget the automatic
Canon EF lenses and use a manual focus and manual iris “cine” lens with an iris ring gear. Then
as the light changes, GBTimelapse smoothly ramps the aperture using a stepper motor to drive
the iris ring gear.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Unattended operation
No scene flicker: AutoRamp makes gradual
exposure changes in response to changes in
scene lighting
AutoRamp maintains a good exposure during
twilight and darkness by compensating for
rapid lighting changes based the sun’s
elevation derived from your
latitude/longitude
No Av stepping flicker because lens Av is
gradually changed in very small steps
No Tv stepping flicker while in bulb mode
No aperture flicker with manual iris
No shutter flicker with bulb durations > 0.033
seconds
High ISO not used until after iris is adjusted to
f/min
No sudden change in vignetting as f-number
gradually changes from f/max to f/min

Below are two possible lens choices. On the left is a Rokinon (or Samyang) 24mm cine lens and
on the right is a much higher quality Zeiss Distagon T* 2.8/15 modified by Duclos. Both lenses
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are “de-clicked” and have iris ring gears. The Zeiss/Duclos is actually a Nikon lens with Canon

mount.
Figure 4-7 – Two manual Cine lenses, Rokinon 24mm and Zeiss 15mm Distagon modifed by Duclos

You can use just about any stepper with an industry standard 32 pitch (0.8 mod) drive gear. One
choice is to use a focus motor from Berkey System with a rail mount and worm gear reducer.

Figure 4-8 - Berkey System focus motor

GBTimelapse is designed to send aperture stepper commands to an Arduino based device. The
first such compatible device is the eMotimo TB3 (both orange and black models). Below is a
stepper mounted on a 15-mm rail attached to an eMotimo TB3.
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Figure 4-9 - eMotimo TB3 with aperture stepper motor

The aperture stepper wiring connects to the eMotimo “aux step motor”.
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Here’s a close up showing the stepper drive gear engaged with a Rokinon lens on a 5D Mk II.

The “holy grail” setup is completed by connecting the camera shutter and PC/Flash cable to the
eMotimo camera and “i/o port” connectors. Two USB cables connect the camera and eMotimo
to the computer running GBTimelapse.
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Stepper Motor Video: https://vimeo.com/71589600
There is a ~22 stop exposure change from a daylight exposure (1/100 sec, f/16, ISO 100) to a
Milky Way exposure (32 sec, f/2.8, ISO 3200). For this method …
9.9 stops of Tv between 0.033 seconds and 32 seconds
7.7 stops by ramping Av from f/22 to f/1.5
6.0 stops stepping ISO from 50 to 3200
23.7 stops total
Procedure – Day to night
1) Focus the lens
2) Set the AEMode to Bulb (or Manual with Tv=bulb)
3) Set the manual lens to its maximum f-number and engage the iris stepper motor
gear.
4) Choose the Tools/Option menu and click on the Pan/Tilt tab
5) Open the COM port connection for your eMotimo TB3, click Calibrate and move the
Pan/Tilt to zero degrees pan and tilt.

6) Click “Choose Stepper” and “Choose Lens” for the stepper/lens combination you are
using.
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7) Click the Adjust button in the Aperture Control group. If the aperture is not at its
max f-number, click the “rotate” buttons until it is, then click OK.

8) Check aperture stepper operation by clicking the “1 stop” directional buttons. When
done, leave the setting at the f-number you want to start with (normally f/22 or
f/max), then click OK.
9) In the shutter panel, select “Bulb” and check the “EXT” box to use the eMotimo TB3
for precise bulb timing. Adjust the Bulb value and take test shots until you get a
good exposure (luminance of 128 is recommended).

10) In the Camera Settings panel AutoRamp tab, set the “Adjust ISO between” “Max”
value to 50 and click “Auto ramping on
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11) Run the AutoRamp Setting Wizard and choose the settings as shown below. The
option to do “Aperture Ramping” should be checked by default because you have
configured the TB3 for aperture ramping.
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12) The Wizard sets the “Tv range” and “Switch to bulb @ Tv” values to match your
cameras capability when using the eMotimo for precision bulb timing.

13) Click on the “Ramper” tab and check the “Ramp Av” box then set the min and max fstops as well as the min and max sun angles. The lines below show the aperture
ramping times for your selection.

14) When ready, click the Begin Program button in the Timelapse tab
15) As it gets darker and the bulb exposure time increases sufficiently, GBTimelapse will
automatically adjust the aperture to its minimum value all the while increasing the
ISO as necessary.
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The resulting luminance curve is smooth with no flicker. The small variations in this curve were
caused by shadows cast by the setting sun.
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AutoRamp - Make and Follow A Script
Using a script is an advanced technique for time-lapse perfectionists. Following a script can
be useful, if you are repeating a time-lapse that you have shot before.

For a detailed explanation, please watch the vid eo AutoRamp Script Demo
Normally AutoRamp adjusts the exposure so the measured image luminance matches the
target luminance. Because it is continuously measuring and adjusting there may be small
fluctuations in image luminance.
But when following a script, it adjusts the exposure to match the scripted Total Exposure
value. Because the camera settings are defined in advance, there are no small fluctuations in
luminance.
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Chapter 5 –Long-Term Operation
Long term photography can be automated over a period of days, weeks or months. Laboratory
photography may be in lab or shop setting with the camera being used to document the
progress of an experiment or process.

Operation is unattended and the user may or may not have access to the computer and camera.
Power connection
1) Power the camera and computer using an AC source so that they can run indefinitely.
2) Use an uninterruptable power supply so that power failures or power surges don’t stop
either the camera or computer.
Computer setup
1) Connect the computer to the internet, if possible. Use the GBTimelapse email
notification system to monitor progress and alert you to system problems.
2) Turn off the Windows automatic updates. Otherwise the computer may install Windows
updates and restart.
3) Set your computer Energy Savings to not shutdown the hard drive or hibernate in any
way. It is ok to turn off the screen, however.
4) Make sure there is enough storage space on your hard drive for the duration of the
time-lapse.
Camera connection
1) Tether the camera, run GBTEOS and establish a connection
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2) Set the camera settings and setup as needed
3) Make some test shots and establish the focus and exposure
4) Set the time-lapse interval and shutter mode
Project setup
1) Go to Project Settings and select the Setup tab
2) Set the Camera connection to “Automatic”, “Auto Engage” and “Auto Begin”

3) If there is only one camera tethered to the computer, check “Any Camera”. If other
cameras are tethered, check “Only certain camera” and click the “Set” button the
correct camera will be automatically connected.

4) To have the camera settings initialized when connected, check “From saved list” and
click the “Set” button to remember the current settings.

5) Go to the Capture tab and specify the capture folder location and file naming method.
6) Go to the Notify tab and set the email notifications you would like to receive.
Program Setup – Continuous operation
Setup for continuous operation if the program will run one session for a long period of time
without pause. The session duration may be hours, days, weeks or months.
1) Go to the Program tab and set the Frequency to “Once” and to Start “Immediately”. It
will begin automatically when the project is loaded or when you click the Program Begin
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button under the Timelapse tab of the main screen.

2) If running for more than 24 hours, set it to End “Manually”. Otherwise, set the End
condition to one of the End options.

3) Under the Project menu, save the project file with an appropriate name

Program Setup – Daily operation
Setup for daily operation if the program will run only for part of the day, each day. The entire
duration may consist of many daily sessions.
1) Go to the Program tab and set the Frequency to “Every day”. Or use “Days of the week”
if you only want it to run on certain days of the week.
2) Set the Start time. In this example, it is set to 8AM. If you have set your location GPS
coordinates in the Tools/Options menu, you can set a start time relative to sunrise or
sunset.
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3)

Set the End time. In this example the end time is set to 5PM.If you have set your GPS
coordinates, you can set the end time relative to sunrise or sunset.

4) Under the Project menu, save the project file with an appropriate name

Remote Monitoring
If access to the computer is limited, it is a good idea to install Remote Desktop software. It
enables you to log in to the remote computer and adjust GBTimelapse settings. I recommend
LogMeIn software (www.logmein.com). The LogMeIn free version works well.
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Chapter 6 - User Interface
Main Window

Figure 6-1 -- GBTimelapse Main Window Screen
Cameras Group – Controls for the shutter, timelapse program and connected and tethered
cameras.
Camera Capture Group – Displays of images and other information about the selected camera.
Camera Settings Group – Controls for the selected camera.
Camera Status – Messages and information related to the selected camera.
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Status – Messages and information regarding the program status. Commands sent to the
camera are place in a queue. The current number of tasks in the queue is displayed along with
the peak number of tasks in the queue during the current camera connection. In this example,
there are no tasks in the queue, but at one time there were 38 tasks waiting to be performed.
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User Interface
Cameras Group
Shutter Tab

Figure 6-2 - Shutter Tab Screen
Press button (or F1 Key)– Clicking this button activates the shutter action once.
Press All button (or F2 key, Pro version) – Activates the shutter on all connected cameras
Stop button – Stops the current shutter action (i.e. Bulb, Continuous, etc.)
Half/Full Press button – Moving the mouse over this button is the same as pressing the
camera’s shutter button halfway. Pressing the mouse is like pressing the shutter button down.
Releasing the mouse is like releasing the shutter button. Not all camera models can perform
this action.
Capture Time – The actual elapsed time to release the shutter and download all images.
Battery level – Displays the current battery level.
Shots Available – Displays the number of shots available (or space available) on the storage
medium, usually only important if storing images on the camera.
Shutter Action Group
Single Release – Equivalent to pressing the camera shutter release button once.
AEB – Use the camera’s Auto Exposure Bracketing.
Bulb – Perform a bulb exposure by holding open the shutter for the indicated time span in
seconds. This allows arbitrary bulb times instead of the limited set of exposure times native to
the camera. Bulb durations can be set between 0.001 and 300 seconds. See Chapter 9 for a list
of cameras supporting Bulb shooting. Although the bulb time has a precision of 0.001,its
accuracy is limited by variations in the camera’s mechanical shutter and by vagaries of the
Windows operating system. It is normal for actual bulb times vary by as much as 10 milliseconds
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or more. This variation can lead to image flicker, but is less noticeable as the bulb time is
increased.
EXT – When checked, an external USB device such as a MX2 or MX3 Dolly Engine (or eMotimo
TB3) will be used to activate the camera shutter.
Continuous – Capture images in the camera’s continuous shooting mode by holding down the
shutter button for the indicated time span in seconds. Using this mode can rapidly increase the
shutter count. It may be possible to operate the shutter faster than the images can be
downloaded and processed. We suggest great care in using this action.
Continuous shooting is not meant to be used for long term time-lapse because of the rapid
shutter action. It is better suited to capture a limited sequence of, at most, a few hundred
frames.
Live Capture – Capture images directly from the live view video stream. While the resolution is
lower than still images, it is possible to capture at a rate of up to 10 frames per second. The time
interval is specified in the Live View tabbed panel.
Exp bracket – Custom exposure bracketing. You customize the parameters for this action in the
program settings. Since timelapse flicker cannot be eliminated from overexposed frames, you
may want to capture a sequence of images at more than one exposure, such as -1/3 and -2/3
exposure compensation. Later you can decide which sequence to use.
WB - White balance bracketing. This can be used for a time-lapse of a sunset in a city. By
bracketing with Daylight and Tungsten white balance values you would have the image
sequences available to achieve a blend the two together.
HDR - Capture a series of images at different Tv values for later High Dynamic Range processing.
Timelapse Tab

Figure 6-3 -- Timelapse Tab Screen
Interval – Set the intervalometer time between steps (i.e. shutter actions) in hours, minutes and
seconds. Although you can set a very short interval, your camera many not be capable of
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capturing and saving an image that quickly. A typical minimum value is about 1.5 seconds. Small
.jpeg images are fairly fast, but large RAW images can be very slow. The maximum interval is 24
hours.
Program Group – Used to control running of a project’s program. A program can be set to run at
a specific time of day every day or only on certain days of the week. The program duration can
be a set time span or until a specific time of day. The default program begins immediately and
runs until you press the End button. These parameters can be set under the Project Settings
menu.
Manual Group – Used to manually start and stop timelapse.
Timelapse Timing – When timelapse is running, this displays the time span and time of day of
the next step.
M/S Master/Slave Button – Use the M/S button to select the intervalometer mode. See Chapter
12.
Connected Tab

Figure 6-4 - Connected Tab Screen
Connected List – Displays a list of connected cameras. To uniquely identify a camera, each one is
listed by name and serial number.
Images from the selected camera appear in the Camera Capture and Camera Settings groups.
F11 (Pro Version)– This function key selects the previous camera in the list.
F12 (Pro Version)– This function key selects the next camera in the list.
Refresh – Queries the camera and redisplays all camera settings. You may need to do this
occasionally with older camera models, if you have manually changed camera settings using the
camera’s menu.
Engage – Engages a camera in the time-lapse program. Time-lapse will run without a camera
connected. When the camera connects, it is typically auto-engaged and begins capturing
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images. By default, a camera is automatically engaged when connected. This can be useful when
controlling multiple cameras.
Disengage – Disengages a camera from the time-lapse program. The program will continue to
run, but the camera will stop capturing images.
Disconnect – Disconnects a camera from GBTimelapse.
Tethered Tab

Figure 6-5 - Tethered Tab Screen
Tethered List – Displays a list of all cameras currently tethered to the computer. Cameras
already connected are shown as “Not available”.
Scan For Cameras – GBTimelapse normally detects when cameras are tethered, but you can use
this button to manually scan for tethered cameras.
Connect – Used to manually connect a selected camera.
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Camera Settings Group
The camera settings change to match the selected camera.

Figure 6-6 - Camera Settings Group Screen
In this connected list, the T1i has been selected and the Control Settings for the T1i are shown.
Control Tab
The control settings depend on the camera model. Not all camera models have all possible
controls.
On the left are the settings while in Program mode and on the right are the settings while in
Manual mode. In program mode Tv and Av are non-applicable, but in manual mode they can be
changed.

Figure 6-7 - Program Mode and Manual Mode Screens
AEMode – The shutter mode. In this example the camera has a mechanical AEMode dial, so the
AEMode is read-only and can only be changed by turning the dial on the camera. Although all
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modes can be used (except video), we recommend Program mode for normal use. For some
camera models GBTimelapse can override the AEMode dial.
Tv – The shutter value.
Av – The aperture value.
ISO – The ISO speed.
ExpComp – The exposure compensation.
DriveMode – Single, continuous, 10 second timer, etc.
Metering – The metering mode.
WhiteBal – The white balance. If the camera has a Color Temperature setting, the Color Temp
control is shown.

Figure 6-8 - White Balance Control
Save as initial settings
Click this to save the current values in the Control, Setup and AutoRamp tabs as the initial
settings when this project is loaded. All these settings will be set automatically when this model
camera is connected.
Load initial settings
Click this to re-load the initial settings for this project. The saved Control, Setup and AutoRamp
initial settings will be set automatically when this button is clicked.
Setup Tab
The setup tab has controls for settings that less frequently changed.
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Figure 6-9 - Camera Setup Tab Screen
SaveTo – Where to save the images: Computer, Camera, or Both. Saving to “Camera” or “Both”
is slower than saving to the “computer” because the image must be stored on the card and
transferred by USB to the computer
Windows XP - Saving to “Camera” or “Both” is not recommended with Windows XP, because a
camera with a full memory card may take a very long time to connect. Apparently, the Windows
XP camera drivers read every image on the camera’s memory card.
ImageQuality – A list of possible jpeg and raw settings supported by the camera.
AFMode – Auto focus mode, normally read-only.
LiveView – Must be Enabled to use Live View mode.
ColorSpace – Either sRGB or AdobeRGB.
PictureStyle – Various styles supported by the camera model. I recommend using the Neutral
picture style. Other styles appear to perform non-linear corrections to the color channels which
can make deflickering of images difficult.
CfnExpSteps – Either ½ or 1/3 steps. I recommend 1/3.
Bracket – Auto exposure bracketing (AEB). This can only be set manually using the camera
menu. If you use AEB, remember that turning the camera’s power off usually turns off the AEB
setting. However, some cameras (5D Mk II) have a custom function setting (Bracketing auto
cancel) that allow it to persist.
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AutoRamp Tab
AutoRamp stands for “Automatic exposure with bulb Ramping”.
AutoRamp controls the camera’s exposure settings (Tv, Av, ISO) automatically to maintain a
target luminance value. It can even change the camera’s AEMode between Manual and Bulb on
most camera models. To check your camera, look in the “Override AEMode Dial” column of the
camera table in Figure 10-1.
Sunset Strategy - The default values are set according to a planned strategy: Increase the bulb
time (longer times are more accurate). Decrease the f-stop as soon as possible and delay
increasing ISO until it is absolutely necessary.

Figure 6-10 AutoRamp controls

Auto ramping on – turns the AutoRamp feature on and off. AutoRamp only operates in the
camera’s Manual or Bulb mode during Program or Manual timelapse sessions. It does not
operate when manually operating the shutter.
Follow AutoRamp TEV Script – when checked AutoRamp will follow a pre-defined TEV script to
calculate exposures instead of using the measured luminance. See Tools/Options to enable this
feature. Also see “Make Script” on the AutoRamp plan.
Target Luminance – Sets the desired image luminance. Camera settings are adjusted to
maintain this value. It is important to use a value that does not result in clipping of the image
red, green, or blue color channels.
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Adjust Av – If checked, the aperture is adjusted to maintain the target luminance. The range of
adjustment is controlled by the Max and Min values (normally the minimum and maximum fstops for your lens). Because smaller f-numbers let in more light, we refer to the lens’ smallest
f-number as the maximum Av value.
Shift Av at Tv – The values at which the aperture (Av) is changed. The Max value must be
greater than the Min value. Larger values cause AutoRamp to prefer longer bulb duration times
(generally reducing flicker). Think of these two values as “shift” points. As the image gets darker
the exposure will “upshift” to wider aperture when the Av rises to the Max Shift value.
Conversely, as the scene gradually gets brighter the exposure will “downshift” to a smaller
aperture when the Av drops to the Min Shift value.
Adjust ISO – If checked, the ISO is adjusted to maintain the target luminance. The range of
adjustment is controlled by the Max and Min values (normally the minimum ISO and highest ISO
without losing image quality).
Shift ISO at Tv – The values at which the ISO is changed. The Max value must be greater than the
Min value. Larger values cause AutoRamp to prefer longer bulb duration times (generally
reducing flicker). Think of these two values as “shift” points. As the image gets darker the
exposure will “upshift” to higher ISO when the Tv rises to the Max Shift value. Conversely, as
the scene gradually gets brighter the exposure will “downshift” to lower ISO when the Tv drops
to the Min Shift value.
Tv range – The maximum and minimum shutter durations to use. During AutoRamp the Tv will
never be set to a value outside of this range.
Switch to bulb @ Tv – Shutter speeds longer than this value will use bulb mode. Shorter shutter
speeds will use standard Tv values.
Each camera model has a “minimum bulb time” and a “default bulb switch time” specified in the
camera profile. The “minimum bulb time” is the camera’s shortest useful bulb time. The
“default bulb switch time” is the shortest accurate bulb time.
If your session will include both Tv exposures and bulb exposures, then set the switch time to
the “default bulb switch time” to prevent sudden changes in luminance values when switching
between Tv and bulb exposures. If this value is too short there may be an abrupt change in
image luminance when switching between manual and bulb modes.
If your session will only use bulb exposures, then set the switch time to the camera’s “minimum
bulb time”. Also set the Tv range Min value to the camera’s “minimum bulb time”. This will
force AutoRamp to only use bulb exposures.
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NDEV base time – This value is just to the right of the “Switch to bulb time” and normally has a
value of 1.0 seconds. It is enabled when any ND filter value is specified. Please refer to the
Neutral Density Exposure Value explained in Chapter 3.
ND Filters – If you are using one or more neutral density filters enter the number of f-stops for
each one here. Before beginning, enter the f-stops values and check the corresponding box to
note that the ND filter is installed on the lens.
Use Sunrise/Sunset compensation – If there will be a sunrise or sunset during your time-lapse,
check this box. For it to work correctly you must set your GPS coordinates under the Location
tab of the Tools/Options menu. It will use the GPS coordinates and time-of-day to calculate the
sun’s position to help track rapid changes in lighting during sunrise or sunset.
Set Av – Click this button to set the minimum and maximum Av values to match the lens you are
using. It also sets the Min ISO value to the camera’s minimum ISO value.
Set Tv – Click this button to set the Min Tv range to the connected camera’s minimum Tv value
and set the Switch bulb time to the camera’s bulb switch time.
Setting Wizard – Click this button to quickly set all settings to suitable values for a sunset or
sunrise. See the next page of this document for more details.
Tv bulb only – Click this button to set the Min Tv range and Switch bulb time to the connected
camera’s minimum bulb time. Do this when you want to only use bulb exposures during
AutoRamp. Setting these limits constrains AutoRamp to always use a bulb exposure.
HDR (High Dynamic Range)– when checked AutoRamp will capture three images at each time
step. The first at 2 stops underexposed, then 2 stops over exposed and then normal exposure.
See Tools/Options to enable this feature. See the demo video GBTimelapse AutoRamp HDR
Time-lapse demo.
Check – Click this button to check the AutoRamp settings for conflicts. For example, the
maximum ISO should be greater than the minimum ISO. If there any conflicts they are
highlighted in yellow and summarized In a small window.
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Figure 6-11 Check AutoRamp settings for conflicts

Setting Wizard
The setting wizard helps you quickly set the AutoRamp parameters for a sunset or sunrise timelapse. With a few quick clicks you can get set up without having to ponder the complexities of all
the AutoRamp parameters.
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Program Group – Click the radio button for either a sunset, sunrise of custom time-lapse. If you
have set any ND filter values in the AutoRamp tab, either sunset or sunrise is initially chosen for
you.
AEMode Group – Select the AEMode to use. Cameras in Group 3 with a mode dial on the
camera body aren’t able to change AEMode remotely. Those cameras can’t switch modes during
a time-lapse and must need to stay in either Bulb mode or Manual mode. If your camera is 5D
Mk III (a Group 3 model), you will need to choose either “Bulb mode only” or “Manual mode
only”. If you have a 5D Mk II (a Group 2 or Group 3 camera) you can set GBTimelapse to use
Group 2, to enable Switch Manual/Bulb.
Bulb mode only – Check this box if you want AutoRamp to stay in bulb mode and then enter the
minimum bulb time you want to use.
Manual mode only – Check this box if you want AutoRamp to stay in manual mode and then
enter the maximum Tv time you want to use.
Switch Manual/Bulb – Check this box if you want AutoRamp to switch from Manual mode to
Bulb mode when the Tv values increases to more than the switch time.
Lens Aperture Group – If you are using the Canon lens-twist method to lock the aperture and
eliminate aperture flicker (or are using a manual lens), check this box. Then enter the f-number
value you have locked in. Entering the value avoids any problems if the camera is unable to read
the Av value. The Camera Profile default lens-twist value will be set accordingly.
ND Filters Group – This group of choices is used if you are using neutral density filters.
Values – Enter the values of any neutral density filters you plan to use. If you are starting with a
filter on the lens, then check the box for that filter. You normally start with filters on during
daylight for a sunset and start with them off for a sunrise.
Auto adjust ISO – If you are using a large value ND filter, the ISO and Tv need to be changed
when adding or removing a filter. Small value filters (4 stops or less) can be handled by simply
adjust the Tv when a filter is added or removed. By default, any filter over 4.5 stops is
considered large value.
Shift ISO Tv – The bulb duration at which ISO is switched depends on whether or not a large
value filter is on the lens.
For a sunset, during daylight a large filter may be on the lens and the ISO needs to be shifted at
a short bulb time to avoid having a very long interval between shots. However, after sunset
when the filter has been removed a longer ISO switch time can be used because the interval is
longer due to the longer bulb times.
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Figure 6-12 Changing the AutoRamp Shift ISO Tv value during a sunset time-lapse

Conversely, for a sunrise, during night with no filter on the lens a longer ISO switch time can be
used because the interval is longer due to the longer bulb times. Later, during daylight when a
large value ND filter is attached, the ISO needs to be shifted at a short bulb time to avoid having
a very long interval between shots.

Figure 6-13 Changing the AutoRamp Shift ISO Tv value during a sunrise time-lapse

GBTimelapse can’t remove the ND filter. It’s up to you to do that. The list of planned events
shows you approximately when that will happen. After you remove the filter AutoRamp will
automatically change the Shift ISO time as instructed in the plan.
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Figure 6-14 The planned events shows when to remove the filter and change the Shift ISO time

AutoRamp History
Below is the history graph for a night-to-sunrise session. Luminance, Tv, Av and ISO are shown in
four stacked graphs (time increases from left to right along the x-axis).
In the second graph you can see Tv decreasing as the sun comes up and the sky gets brighter.
When Tv decreases to the minimum “Min” value, you can see how first the ISO and then the Av
values are incrementally increased. After Av has reached its max “Min” value, Tv continues to
decrease. Finally it gets to the camera’s minimum bulb duration and is changed in 1/3 stop
increments. This gives rise to fluctuations in luminance as you can see to the right of the maker
when “bulb mode ends”.
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AutoRamp Models
All models can AutoRamp, but only models with remotely controllable bulb can use bulb
ramping.
The 5D Mark III and EOS 60D must be have AEMode set to Bulb to do bulb ramping.
Canon EOS Model2

Bulb
Ramp

Min Bulb
Ramp

AutoRamp Mode

1D Mark II 1,3

Manual

1D Mark IIN 1,3

Manual

1D Mark III

Manual

1D Mark IV
1Ds Mark II

YES

1Ds Mark III
5D

?

1,3

?
Manual

YES

?

3

?
Manual

5D Mark II

YES

0.1 sec

Manual

5D Mark III

YES

0.1 sec

Bulb

7D

YES

?

?

20D

3

20Da

Manual
3

Manual

30D

Manual

40D

YES

0.1 sec

Manual

50D

YES

?

?

60D

YES

0.2 sec

Bulb

350D/REBEL XT/Kiss N 3

Manual

400D/REBEL XTi/Kiss X

Manual

450D, REBEL XSi, Kiss X2

YES

0.1 sec

Manual

500D/REBEL T1i/Kiss X3

YES

0.5 sec

Manual

600D/REBEL T3i/Kiss X5

YES

0.2 sec

Manual

550D/REBEL T2i/Kiss X4

YES

0.5 sec

Manual

1000D/REBEL XS /Kiss F

YES

0.1 sec

Manual

1100D/REBEL T3/Kiss X50

YES

0.2 sec?

Manual
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Ramper Tab
These settings govern the AutoRamp capture mode. Adjust these settings to make changes to
the AutoRamp Plan.

Time-lapse interval ramping
As the sky darkens after sunset, the bulb exposure time lengthens rapidly. As it lengthens, the
time-lapse interval (time between shots) needs to increase accordingly. Automatically increasing
it is called “time-lapse interval” ramping.
To do interval ramping, you need to specify the day interval, the night interval and the range of
sun angles over which it should be changed. This only applies when AutoRamp Sunrise/Sunset
compensation is being used.

Ramp interval from – Check this to gradually increase the time-lapse interval as the sun is
setting (or decrease as the sun is rising). The first (Day) interval value is used when the sun is
above the horizon and the second (Night) value used when the sun is below the horizon. If not
checked, the timelapse interval may rapidly increase as the bulb exposure time increased. It’s
best to set the second interval (night) to two or three seconds longer than the maximum bulb
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time you will be using. This allows time for the image to be downloaded and avoids possible
irregularities due to variations in the download time. This only applies when AutoRamp
Sunrise/Sunset compensation is being used.
Sun angle range (interval) – The range of sun angles used for interval ramping. If you are using a
fixed Av with no ND filters, set the range to Day and Night values to 0 and -4.0. This will rapidly
increase the interval after sunset. If you are using ND filters, set the range to Day and Night
values of 0 and -10.0 to more slowly increase the interval.
Ensure minimum idle time – (Enabled when Ramp interval is checked) When doing MX2 or
MX3 dolly control, check this box to make sure there is at least this amount of idle time after an
image is captured and before the next shutter command is sent. This idle time allows for
movement of the MX dolly, if you are using one; and can ensure that the dolly has finished
moving the specified step distance, before the shutter is opened.
Steps – Shows the expected number of steps in program based on the current Program and
AutoRamp settings. As you change the Day and Night values for the ramp interval and sun angle
range, the expected number of steps is recalculated. Use this number of steps to plan your dolly
move.
Luminance ramping
This only applies when AutoRamp Sunrise/Sunset compensation is being used.

Ramp luminance – Check this to reduce the luminance value at night to a percentage of the
target value. This gives a more natural look to the image brightness. If not checked, the
brightness is maintained at the target level until the maximum bulb exposure is reached. Then
the brightness drops sharply in a way that may look unnatural.
Sun angle range (luminance) – The range of sun angles used for luminance ramping. In my
experience a range of 0 to -10.0 degrees is best. You may change these to suit your style.
Color temperature ramping
This only applies when AutoRamp Sunrise/Sunset compensation is being used.

Ramp color temp – Check this to gradually decrease the white balance color temperature as the
sun is setting (or increase the color temperature as the sun is rising). The first color temperature
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is used during daylight and the second color temperature is used during night. The color
temperature is adjusted in 100 degree K steps, if the camera has the ability to remotely set the
white balance color temperature. This is useful when doing a sunset time-lapse in a city to get a
good tungsten white balance after dark.
Aperture Ramping
Aperture ramping is possible if you have chosen to show the “aperture ramping interface” in the
Tools/Options menu under the Features tab. See the “Perfectionist method” in the
Cinematography Operation chapter.

Ramp Av f-stops - Check this to gradually decrease the f-number of a cine lens as the sun is
setting (or increase the f-number as the sun is rising). The f-number is used during daylight (sun
angle > 0.0 °) and the second f-number is used during night (sun angle < -10.0 °). The f-number is
controlled in very small steps by an attached stepper motor engaged with the lens iris gear.

Figure 6-15 - A graph showing aperture ramping as the sun is setting

The aperture ramp can be either logarithmic or linear as set in the Tools/Options menu under
the AutoRamp tab.
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Dolly Tab
The dolly tab shows the control for the dolly during time-lapse. These controls are functional
only if you have set up the connection to the motion control dolly. You can set up the
connection in the Dolly Control tab under the Tools/Options menu.

Dolly stepping on – After each image is captured GBTimelapse sends a command to move the
dolly one step along its rail. You can check/uncheck this box at any time to start, stop, pause, or
resume dolly movement.
Program group
The current time-lapse program is summarized in this group.
Total steps – Shows the expected number of time-lapse steps in the current program. This is
calculated from the time-lapse interval or the AutoRamp parameters (if AutoRamp is on).
Set step count limit button – Clicking this button copies the “Total steps value” into the Dolly
“step count limit”.
Dolly group
The dolly settings for the currently selected time-lapse program. Set these values to make sure
the dolly won’t be commanded to move beyond the length of the dolly rail.
Step count – The current step count since dolly stepping began.
Step count limit – The maximum number of steps you want the dolly to take
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Step distance – The distance in inches (or centimeters) you want to move for each step. You
must make sure you have calibrated your MX2 or MX3 so this value is accurate.
Total travel – The product of the step count limit times the step distance.
Travel limit – The maximum distance the MX2 or MX3 dolly can move on its rail
Step – Click this button to manually move the dolly one step
Dolly Tab in Slave/MX3 Mode
If you are operating in Slave/MX3 mode, the dolly tab shows controls for most of the MX3
settings.

To use these controls, first follow these steps…
1. Install the MX3 USB drivers (described in Appendix O).
2. Use GBUploadFirmware to install the GBTimelapse MX3 firmware version 1.09a or
newer (described in Appendix O).
3. In the Dolly Control tab of the Tools/Options menu, set the Serial Port and set the Baud
rate to 57600.
You can change the settings with the MX3 buttons or with these controls. If you make a change
using the MX3 buttons, press the Read button in this panel to update the settings display.
Use the Load and Save buttons to save or load the settings with the current project.
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Pan/Tilt Tab
The Pan/Tilt tab shows the control for the pan/tilt unit during time-lapse. These controls are
functional only if you have set up the connection to the pan/tilt unit. You can set up the
connection in the Pan/Tilt tab under the Tools/Options menu.
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Open button – Press this button to open the USB serial port for communication with
GBTimelapse.
Calibrate button – Press to calibrate the Pan/Tilt position. Calibration must be done after power
up so the unit can be accurately positioned. After calibration, position and limit information is
displayed in the manual position group.
Close button – Closes the USB serial communication port.

Pan/Tilt on – After each image is captured GBTimelapse sends a command to step the pa/tilt
unit. You can check/uncheck this box at any time to start, stop, pause, or resume movement.
Manual Position group
The manual position controls are available when the Pan/Tilt check box is no checked.
Pan/Tilt sliders – Drag the pan and tilt sliders (or enter numeric values) to manually position the
pan and tilt axes.
Set start button – Set the automatic plan start value to the current pan/tilt position.
Set end button – Set the automatic plan end value to the current pan/tilt position.
Automatic Plan group
Start – The starting position of the pan/tilt plan.
End – The end position of the pan/tilt plan.
Go to button – Immediately move the pan/tilt to the start (or end).
Swap button – Interchange the start and end values
Home button – Immediately move to pan = 0 and tilt = 0.
Step 0 of xxx – The total number of steps to make between the start and end positions.
0 button – Set the current step to zero
Ease steps – When checked, gradually start (and stop) the movement over the indicated number
of steps.
Preview – Preview the automatic plan at the indicated rate in frames (or steps) per second.
Stop – Stop the Preview movement
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Aperture control group

If you have enabled aperture control in the Pan/Tilt options, then this set of controls will be
visible and enabled. Use them to move the iris stepper and change the aperture f-stop.
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Camera Capture Group
Images Tab
The images tab panel shows the most recent image for the selected camera along with its
histogram and other information. The full pathname of the image is shown at the bottom of the
tab.

Figure 6-16 -- Camera Capture Screen
Info – When checked, this displays the capture settings below the image.
Histogram – When checked, this displays the histogram to the right of the image.
All Cameras (Pro Version) – When checked this displays the images for all connected cameras on
the same screen.
Guides – If checked, guides to assist composition are overlayed on the image.
Begin new session – Create a new session folder
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Images Tab All Cameras (Pro Version)
With multiple cameras connected and “All cameras” checked, the images panel shows the most
recent image for all connected cameras.
Multiple cameras are synchronized, but the shutters are released in sequence. The lag between
the shutters depends on each camera’s settings. Generally, the delay is much shorter if the
cameras are set to manual focus and AEMode set to manual.
The minimum possible timelapse interval is longer when more cameras are connected, because
all images must be transferred before the shutter can be released again. The minimum
timelapse interval is also shorter on multi-core computers.

Figure 6-17 - Images Tab Screen (Pro Version)
This shows a T1i, T2i, 60D, and 5DMk II running simultaneously.
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Live View Tab
The live view tab panel shows the current live view image for the selected camera.
According to Canon: Prolonged live view operation can increase the camera’s temperature. If the
camera temperature increases the image quality of still photos may deteriorate. You should stop
live view and allow the camera to cool down. If the camera’s temperature increases further live
view will be terminated automatically by the camera. If this happens, you will not be able to
shoot again until the camera’s internal temperature decreases. Live view shooting at high
ambient temperature will cause this to occur sooner.

Figure 6-18 - Live View Tab Screen
Zoom Group
Fit – Fits the entire image in the window.
5x – Zooms in on the area within the large white rectangle. Use the mouse to drag the zoom
rectangle to a different location.
Auto Focus Group
Auto Focus – Turns on the cameras auto focus function. Once focus has been achieved, uncheck
auto focus.
AFMode – Quick, Live or Live Face mode. Quick mode is recommended.
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Manual Focus Group
Arrows – The arrows represent incremental steps for manual focusing. Large, medium and
small steps nearer and farther.
X – If checked the focus step is repeated the indicated number of times.
Control Group
Start – Start live view.
Stop – Stop live view.
Record – When checked, live view images are recorded in the capture folder. Please note that
the live view images are lower resolution than normal still images.
Millisecond capture interval – The time between recording live view images. The shortest
interval depends on the speed of your computer, USB connection and camera. You may be able
to reduce this to less than 100 milliseconds.
Live View Tab (Pro Version)
With multiple cameras connected and “All cameras” checked, the live view panel shows the
simultaneous live view image for all cameras.

Figure 6-19 - Live View Tab Screen (Pro Version)
This shows a T1i, T2i, 60D, and 5DMk II running simultaneously.
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History Tab
A history of images is saved in memory for playback under the History tab. GBTimelapse does
not make a movie, but it does provide this preview of the image sequences as they are
captured.
The number of images in the playback can be set in the Program Settings. You can change the
playback rate and other parameters in the Move Preview tab under the Project Settings menu
option.

Figure 6-20 - History Tab Screen
Play –When the mouse is over the Play button, the animation runs at the speed specified in the
Program Settings.
De-interleave – If the shutter is set to HDR, AEB or other bracketing mode, check this box to
only play back the first image of each shutter action.
Clear prior – Click this button to clear from playback all images prior to the one currently shown.
Clear all – Click this button to clear all playback images.
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History Tab – Graph Mode
If Graph is checked, the Luminance, Tv, Av, and ISO history is drawn in four stacked graphs.

The Luminance is shown in the top graph. The yellow line shows the luminance curve and the
red, green and blue lines show the peak values of the red, green and blue channels. The red
vertical line indicates the position of the current image in the history. As you move the trackbar
you can scrub through the images in the history and observe how the settings changed.
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Session Log Tab
The session log tab is a record of events that have occurred during a session. The session log is
automatically saved with the images recorded during a time-lapse session. Sometimes it is
useful to look at the session log to check if any errors have occurred.
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AutoRamp Plan
The AutoRamp plan predicts how AutoRamp will change settings during a time-lapse program
based on the predicted Scene exposure value (EV). It is useful when configuring the AutoRamp
parameters.

Graph Area – The Graph group box selects which graph data to display. Daylight is indicated by a
blue background and night by a black background.
Planned Events – Events that will occur during the timelapse are listed in this area.
Info Area – Just below the graph is information related to the position of the yellow marker on
the graph. The first line shows info about the scene exposure value, the second line shows info
about the planned exposure, and the third line shows info about the last image captured.
Red Marker - The red triangle marker on the vertical axis marks the value of the last image
captured.
The following set of screen shots are for a sunset AutoRamp timelapse. The program is set to
begin 30 minutes before sunset and end 1:30 after sunset. The camera lens is fitted with a 3stop neutral density filter (ND8) to achieve a bulb exposure during daylight.
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Exposure Graph
The exposure graph plots both the predicted scene exposure value (Scene TEV) in orange and
the Total Exposure Value (TEV) in yellow for the duration of the time-lapse program. The vertical
axis units are stops and the horizontal axis is time of day.
TEV stands for the total exposure value. It is the sum of the Aperture Exposure value, the
Shutter exposure value, the ISO exposure value and the Neutral Density filter exposure value.

Figure 6-21 Exposure graph for a typical sunset time-lapse

Predicted Scene TEV – The orange line is the predicted scene exposure in stops. A value of zero
corresponds to “sunny-16”, the typical exposure on a sunny day (1/100”, f/16, ISO 100). A value
of 21 corresponds to a typical exposure to capture stars in the night sky (30”, f/3.5, ISO 3200).
The Predicted Scene TEV is an approximation based on the angle of the sun relative to the
horizon and is computed from the GPS coordinates you have entered in the Tools/Options
menu.
It’s an approximation because the actual exposure depends on which direction the camera is
pointing relative to the sun, the current weather conditions and the local lighting conditions. If
the camera were pointing directly towards the sun the actual TEV value would be lower than if it
were pointing away from the setting sun.
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AutoRamp measures the luminance of each time-lapse image and uses the prediction to help
adjust the camera settings.
TEV – The yellow line is the camera settings planned total exposure value based on the target
luminance and the AutoRamp limits. It is below the orange line later in the time-lapse, because
AutoRamp is set to decrease the target luminance as the sun sets below the horizon.
You can see how the TEV value gradually increases as the sun sets and the sky gets darker.
It levels out when AutoRamp reaches the limits that are set for TV and ISO - in this case 30
seconds at ISO 3200.
It starts out above the line because the bulb time on this camera can’t be less than 0.1 seconds,
so it can’t be set to an exposure to match the brightness of a bright sunny day.
The total exposure value is the predicted camera exposure based on the AutoRamp target
luminance. If the target luminance is lower than 128, the TEV curve will be below the Scene EV
curve. If you have set the AutoRamp parameters to decrease the target luminance at night, the
TEV curve will be further below the Scene EV curve at night. In the example, the TEV curve
flattens out at a value of 20 stops corresponding to the maximum exposure setting in the
AutoRamp Parameters (30”, f/3.5, ISO 1600).
Predicted Scene EV Group - The scene EV is a prediction. There is no way to know in advance
exactly what the exposure should be or how the exposure should change in the future. This
group of controls adjusts the shape of the predicted scene TEV.

Daylight – Adjusts the daylight value of the Predicted Scene TEV. Take a test image and then
adjust the Daylight value to that the yellow TEV curve matches the red marker of the last image
captured.
Night – Adjusts the night value of the Predicted Scene TEV. If you expect a dark moonless night,
leave the Night value alone. If you are in a city with artificial light, you may want to reduce the
Night value.
Shift – Shifts the curve left and right (Only use this adjustment when comparing to a previous
session).
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Spread – Spreads the curve right (Only use this adjustment when comparing to a previous
session)
Reset – Resets the Daylight, Night and Speed values to their default settings.

Figure 6-22 - Night city scenes with a TEV near 14

Speed – Adjust how fast the TEV changes. A positive value changes faster than a negative value.
Compare – Loads ImageLog.xml data from a previous time-lapse for comparison. For every timelapse session, GBTimelapse creates an ImageLog.xml file and fills it with image and scene
data.
After loading comparison data, adjust the Daylight, Night and Speed values so the TEV curve
approximates the comparison curve. Then click the Make Script button to create a script
from the data.
To follow the script, check the “Follow AutoRamp TEV Script” check box on the AutoRamp
tab.

For a detailed explanation, please watch the demo video AutoRamp Script
Demo
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Tv/Interval Graph
The Tv/Interval graph plots both the predicted time-lapse interval in orange and the shutter
speed (Tv) in yellow for the duration of the time-lapse program. The vertical axis units are
seconds and the horizontal axis is time of day.
The faint orange line is the predicted total capture time. It is the sum of the Tv plus the expected
image download time (plus the AutoRamp minimum idle time).

Figure 6-23 - Tv/Interval Graph for a typical sunset time-lapse

Interval – In this example, the AutoRamp Project Settings are set to ramp the time-lapse interval
from 10 to 32 seconds over the sun angle range from 0 to -8 degrees.
Tv – The shutter speed (Tv) prediction is shown by the yellow curve. After the initial ramp takes
it to 2.0 seconds, it steps each time the f-stop is automatically decreased. When the Tv reaches
8 seconds it is time for the ND filter to be removed. You must remove the filter manually and
you can do so any time after the bulb duration (Tv) is over 8 seconds. Since it is a 3-stop ND
filter, remove at 8 seconds will decrease the bulb time to 1 second. Generally speaking, bulb
times one second or longer product less flicker. Later in the time-lapse you can see how the ISO
will be increased automatically four times, up to 1600.
Use ND – Check this box if you plan to add or remove a ND filter during the time-lapse.
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Sec download – The time-lapse interval must be long enough for the required bulb duration plus
the time it takes to download the captured image. Set this value to your estimate of how long it
will take to download. You can take some test shots to determine this value.
Make Script – (See Tools/Options to enable this button ) Click this button to make a script from
the plan. After a script is made, check the box “Follow AutoRamp TEV script” to have AutoRamp
follow the script instead of measuring the image luminance. Please watch the demo video
AutoRamp Script Demo
Recalc – Causes the AutoRamp plan to be re-calculated.
Tv/Interval Graph with HDR
When HDR is selected in the AutoRamp tab, the Tv/Interval graph displays the Tv value for all
three of the HDR images (-2 stops, +2 stops and 0 stops).

Figure 6-24- Tv/Interval graph for HDR AutoRamp operation

For a detailed explanation, please watch the demo video AutoRamp HDR
Demo
The yellow line is the Tv value – in this case the bulb time – for the normal exposure in the HDR
sequence. You can see how it is generally increasing, but it decreases each time the f-stop
decreases and each time the ISO increases.
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There are two other faint yellow lines showing the Tv values for the under exposed and the over
exposed images. The under-exposed Tv value is 1/4th of the normal exposure. The over-exposed
Tv is the same as the normal Tv up until the ISO switches to 800. Before that the overexposed
images are captured by quadrupling the ISO. After that the overexposed images are captured by
increasing the bulb time by a factor of four.
The predicted capture time is used to help determine the right values to set for interval
ramping. You want the interval to change smoothly. If you set it to be too short, it would vary as
the bulb time changes.
The predicted capture time is the sum of the three bulb times, plus the expected download time
for the three images. The correct value depends on your image quality (Raw or Jpeg) and
whether you are capturing to the camera or downloading to the computer. This example uses a
value of two seconds, but you should set this value based on your experience.
Luminance Graph
The luminance graph plots the predicted luminance in yellow for the duration of the time-lapse
program. The vertical axis is the value and the horizontal axis is time of day.

Figure 6-25 - The Luminance graph for a typical sunset time-lapse

In this example the AutoRamp Project Settings were set to ramp the luminance from 100% of
the target value down to 70% of the target value between the sun elevation of 0 and -10
degrees.
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By gradually ramping the luminance, a sudden decrease in image brightness is avoided when the
camera exposure reaches its maximum value.
Color Temperature Graph
The luminance graph plots the color temperature in yellow for the duration of the time-lapse
program. The vertical axis is degrees Kelvin and the horizontal axis is time of day. GBTimelapse
can control the white balance color temperature in 100° steps for some Canon models such as
the (7D and 5DMkII).

Figure 6-26 - The Color Temperature graph for a typical sunset time-lapse

Ramping the color temperature is an option specified in the AutoRamp Project Settings. It can
be useful for a time-lapse that includes artificial lighting from a city or other source. Use it to
avoid the yellow cast that would otherwise occur if the white balance remained on a daylight
setting.
I this example the color temperature was set to ramp from 5000° Kelvin down to 3000° Kelvin
over the sun elevation from -4 to -8 degrees.
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Function Key Shortcuts
F1 – Shutter press selected camera
F2 – Shutter press all cameras (Pro version)
F3 – not used
F4 – Begin timelapse program
F5 – End timelapse program
F6 – not used
F7 – Start manual timelapse
F8 – Stop manual timelapse
F9– not used
F10– not used
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Chapter 7 - Project Menu
Save your settings as in a project file.

Setup Tab
The setup tab defines the basic project setup including number of cameras, automatic actions,
and camera initialization.

Figure 7-1 - Project Setup Tab Screen
Camera Connection Group
Manual – You manually select a tethered camera for connection.
Automatic – GBTimelapse automatically detects and connects the camera(s).
Auto engage camera – After connecting a camera, it will be engaged into the time-lapse
program.
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Auto begin program – When GBTimelapse is first started it will automatically begin running the
project program. If you plan to start GBTimelapse using the Windows task scheduler, you
should choose this option.
Auto Exit on program end – If this is checked; when the time-lapse program ends GBTimelapse
will shut down. Check this option if you use the Windows task scheduler to start the project.
Automatic Connection Group
Any Camera – Any camera can be connected for this project.
Number of cameras (Pro Version)– Then number of cameras to connect for this project.
Only one model – Only a camera matching the listed model can be connected for this project.
When checked, click Set to record the model name.
Only certain cameras – Only a camera matching the listed model and serial number can be
connected for this project. When checked, click Set to record the connected models and serial
numbers.
Initialize Camera Settings
From Saved List – Enabled when “Only certain cameras” has been checked. Use this to save the
current camera settings. Next time the project is loaded, these cameras will be connected and
initialized to these settings.
From last session – Set the current camera settings to what they were the last the camera was
used by GBTimelapse.
Don’t initialize – Don’t change the camera settings when the camera is connected.
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Capture Tab
The capture tab defines where images are stored, how they are named and numbered. It’s
important to make sure image path names are unique, so that images are not overwritten. If
you change anything on this panel and click Ok while the program is running, it will begin a new
session in the capture folder.

Figure 7-2 - Capture Tab Screen
Capture folder group

Capture folder – The folder where images will be stored.
Use project subfolder – Check this to create a subfolder with the project name.
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Use session subfolder – Check this to create a subfolder name(s) with the date and time the
session began.
Use camera subfolder – If checked, a sub-folder is created for each connected camera.
Mirror folder group

Mirror folder – The folder where the mirror images will be stored (best to use a different disk
drive).
Use mirror folder – Check this to save copies of all images in the mirror folder. Use this for longterm site photography backup.
Session Subfolder Group
A session is a sequence of images.

Session Prefix – The date and time portion of the subfolder name. Choose one from the list of
standard date/time formats.
Session Name – This is an optional text string to append to the session folder name. This is
limited to valid filename characters.
Create a new session subfolder when Program begins – If checked, when a new session begins
a new session folder will be created.
Create new session subfolder everyday – If checked, a new session folder will be created each
day.
Reset camera image numbers when creating a new session subfolder – If not checked, the
image numbers will increase continuously.
File Name Group
Specify the components to build the file name. Image files can be named in several ways:
normally as a numbered sequence or optionally with the date and time. If a file of the same
name already exists, it will be overwritten.
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File name prefix – The first part of the image file name.
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS – The middle part of the image file name as a date/time.
Text Suffix – Used with a date/time file name as a suffix if not using numbers.
Digits – The number of digits to use for the image number. Make sure to use a large enough
value so that file lists in Windows Explorer will be shown in numerical order.
Begin numbers at 1 – This is the normal setting.
Continuous from – This is provided so that you can force a session to begin with a specific image
number.
Use date/time as the file name – If this is checked, the images will be named with the date and
time of capture in the format “yyyy-MM-dd_hh-mm-ss” where “yyyy” is the year, “MM” is the
month, “dd” is the day” and “hh_mm_ss” is the hours, minutes and seconds”. This naming
method ensures that sorting on the file name the same as the chronological order.
Example Group
A sample file path name is shown along with the space available on the selected storage drive.
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Program Tab
The program tab defines the time-lapse program begin and end conditions.

Figure 7-3 - Program Tab Screen
Frequency Group
These options control the days when the program should run.

Start Group
This controls the time when the program should run. Times use the computer clock. Relative
times use the computer clock plus GPS coordinates you have supplied in the Location tab of the
Tools:Options menu.
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Immediately – Begin capturing immediately.
At specific time – Begin capturing at the indicated time of day
At relative time – Begin capturing at a time relative to sunrise or sunset. Your GPS coordinates
must be set in the Tools:Options menu.
And cam engaged – Begin capturing when the camera has been connected and has been
engaged. This ensures that steps or time isn’t counted until the camera is prepared to capture
images.
End Group
This controls when the program should end. “At specific time” and “At relative time” are similar
to the start time.

Manually – End capturing when the user presses the End button
At specific time – End capturing at the indicated time of day
At relative time – End capturing at a time relative to sunrise or sunset. Your GPS coordinates
must be set in the Tools:Options menu.
At elapsed time - End capturing after a specific amount of time has passed.
At step – End capturing after a specific number of time-lapse steps .
End time - Shows the expected program end time based on the current settings.
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Steps - Shows the expected number of program steps for either a fixed time-lapse interval or if
using AutoRamp.

Shutter Tab
The shutter tab defines parameters of customizable shutter actions.

Figure 7-4 - Shutter Tab Screen
ExpBracket – Exposure compensation bracketing. One image will be captured for each value
selected. Use this when the camera’s AEMode is set to Program, Tv or Av.
This is much more flexible than the camera’s AEB bracketing because it doesn’t require you to
set a function in the camera and you can use any number of values.
Use this when doing a time-lapse of the sky. Sky time-lapse is prone to flickering and flicker is
impossible to remove if there are any overexposed regions in the image (near the sun or bright
clouds). By getting an extra sequence of images at darker exposures you can increase your
chances of getting a useful time-lapse.
WB – White balance bracketing. One image will be captured for each value selected. This can
be used with any AEMode.
This is useful when the lighting changes during a time-lapse, such as a city scene from daytime
to evening. By shooting with daylight and tungsten white balance, you can blend the two
sequences together in your video editor to get a better result.
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HDR – High dynamic range bracketing using different Tv values (exposure times). Use this with
the AEMode set to Manual. Set the number of exposures and the difference between each
exposure in f-stops.
The first image is taken at the camera’s current Tv value. Subsequent images are taken at Tv
values the indicated number of f-stops apart.
For example, Tv = 1/60 and with 5 exposures one f-stop apart, images would be taken at Tv =
1/60, 1/30, 1/125, 1/15, 1/250.

History Tab

Figure 7-5 - History Tab Screen
History Group
Number of images per camera – The maximum number of images kept in a memory buffer for
the History. A larger number uses more memory. Setting this number too large can seriously
degrade performance.
Play rate in frames per second – The speed at which the history movie is played. Larger values
can degrade performance.
Preview image width in pixels – The size of the image kept in memory. Larger numbers require
more memory and can degrade performance.
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Newest Image Group
GBTimelapse can optionally save a reduced-size jpeg copy of every capture image. The copy is
named “NewestImage.jpg” and is saved in the root of the project’s capture folder. If the project
uses more than one camera, the file is named “NewestImage_cameraname.jpg”, where
“cameraname” is the name of the camera which captured the image.
Save copy of newest image – If this is checked, then a reduced size copy of the most recently
captured image is saved in the capture . GBTimelapse can be configured to upload this file via
FTP (see settings for the Notify Tab).
Jpeg Image Quality – The jpeg quality expressed as a “compression” percentage. A value of 70
will compress the image to 70% of full size.
Image width in pixels – Sets the width of the reduced size image. Choose from one of the
standard sizes (see settings for the Notify Tab for uploading a full-sized image).
Overlay date/time – If checked the date and time the image was captured will be overlaid onto
the image.
Guides Group
Guides can be overlaid on the image in the Camera Capture Images Tab to aid in composition.
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Notify Tab
These options control when email notifications and FTP uploads.

Figure 7-6 - Notify Tab Screen
Email notification group (Pro Version)
The email notification options are enabled with the Pro Version. This is useful to monitor
GBTimelapse when it is running at a remote location with internet email access. To use the
options you must first setup your email address under Tools:Options.
On camera shutdown – Send an email when the camera is unexpectedly shutdown.
On program begin – Send an email when the program begins. Use this if you program is set to
begin every day. When you get the email, you will know that it is running.
On program end – Send an email when the program ends.
Attach first image – Send an email when the first image is captured after the program begins.
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Attach image every X steps – Send an email every X steps in the program.
Include Session Log – Include the session log file in the body of the email message.
Maximum lines in session log – If including the session log, only copy this number of lines of the
log at the end.
Attachment is reduced size image – The attached image file is a reduced size copy of the most
recent image captured.
Attachment is GBTimelapse screen shot – The attached image file is a screen shot of
GBTimelapse.
FTP Upload Options (Pro version)
The FTP upload options are enabled with the Pro Version. This is useful to automatically upload
images when GBTimelapse is running a long term project. To use the options you must first
setup your FTP upload parameters under Tools:Options.
Upload first image –– Upload the first image is captured after the program begins.
Upload every X steps – Upload an image every X steps in the program.
Upload reduced size image – Upload a reduced size jpeg copy of the image. The size is set under
the History Tab.
Upload full size image – Upload the full size image.
Use same file name –All images will be uploaded with the same file name. If not checked, they
will be uploaded with the numbered image name.
Upload to project ftp folder – The name of a subfolder to the host folder that you specified in
the Communication options.
Upload to camera ftp folder – The name of a subfolder you specified for each camera in the
camera profile.
Upload images from all cameras – If checked an image from each camera is uploaded. If not
checked, only one image is uploaded (from the currently selected camera).
Activity log options
An activity log (Imagelog.xml) is saved in the session folder. It contains exposure and timing
information for each image captured. This file can be loaded as a data file into Microsoft Excel.
Save logs when idle – The image log file will be saved to disk after every image is capture only
when…
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Idle for more than - … GBTimelapse is idle for more than this number of seconds. For short time
intervals, saving the log can lengthen the timelapse interval.
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AutoRamp Tab
These settings govern special features of the AutoRamp capture mode. The default values are
recommended.

Lens Correction
AutoRamp uses reciprocity to adjust the bulb time when the Av f-stop changes. However,
camera f-stops numbers are not mathematically exact. This can give rise to a small change in the
image luminance when the f-stop changes. To correct this, AutoRamp can use a lens correction
table of exact f-stop values. The f-stop table is dependent on the particular lens model and
camera model combination.

Please watch the video “Lens f-stops are not accurate” on our How To page
Use lens f-stop correction – Check this box to use the displayed correction table.
Correction table – The table shows a list of f-stops and their corrected values.
Load New Table – Click this button to load a correction table for the attached lens. There is a
limited list of correction tables at this time, but more will be added in the future. If your
lens/camera combination is not listed, you may want to calibrate the lens yourself.
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Lens Calibration
The lens calibration settings are enabled only to “Super Users” who wish to calibrate their own
lens. See Appendix E for instructions on calibrating a lens. You can enable Super User features
in Tools/Options menu under the Features tab.

Please watch the video “How to calibrate a lens” on our How To page

AutoRamp parameters
Only change these values if advised to do so.

Sensitivity – Sets the sensitivity to small changes in image luminance. Setting a maximum value
of 1.0 is the most sensitive and causes the exposure to change immediately in response to
changes in image luminance. A value of 0.1 will base 10% of the response on the image
luminance and 90% on a running average of past values. A low sensitivity minimizes fluctuations
in luminance caused by small changes in subject lighting (subject flicker), but introduces a lag
when the scene is getting lighter or darker (sunrise, sunset, clouds increasing or decreasing).
Max change – The maximum allowable change in exposure value (in f-stops) in one time-lapse
interval. A value of 1 or 2 is usually best. Results for other values may not be satisfactory. Setting
is enabled only for “Super Users”.
Twilight sensitivity – Sets the sensitivity to changes in sun angle when using Sunrise/Sunset
compensation. A value of 0.1 will base 10% of the response on predicted change in light based
on the changing sun angle and 90% on a running average of past values. Higher values may
produce unpredictable results
Twilight factor –This factor multiplies the delta change computed by the changing sun angle. A
value too large will overcompensate and a value too small will undercompensate. A value of 1.0
or 1.1 is usually best. Results for other values may not be satisfactory.

Large Value ND Filter
This group of settings is used if you are using a 9-stop or other large value filter during a sunset
or sunrise.
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Auto adjust ISO – If you are using a large value ND filter, the ISO and Tv need to be changed
when adding or removing a filter. Small value filters (4 stops or less) can be handled by simply
adjust the Tv when a filter is added or removed. By default, any filter over 4.5 stops is
considered large value.
Switch ISO Tv – The bulb duration at which ISO is switched depends on whether or not a large
value filter is on the lens.
For a sunset, during daylight a large filter may be on the lens and the ISO needs to be shifted at
a short bulb time to avoid having a very long interval between shots. However, after sunset
when the filter has been removed a longer ISO switch time can be used because the interval is
longer due to the longer bulb times.

Conversely, for a sunrise, during night with no filter on the lens a longer ISO switch time can be
used because the interval is longer due to the longer bulb times. Later, during daylight when a
large value ND filter is attached, the ISO needs to be shifted at a short bulb time to avoid having
a very long interval between shots.
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GBTimelapse can’t remove the ND filter. It’s up to you to do that. The list of planned events
shows you approximately when that will happen. After you remove the filter AutoRamp will
automatically change the Shift ISO time as instructed in the plan.

Luminance Tab
Uniform over the full frame
The image luminance is normally computed from all pixels in the image. The Luminance tab lets
you restrict the luminance calculation to an arbitrary region in the image.
When using a rectangle, the luminance value ends with the letter ‘r’.
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When using a feathered rectangle, the luminance value ends with the letter ‘f’.

Within a rectangle
Drag the corners of the rectangle to define the pixels used in the luminance calculation.
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Within a feathered rectangle
Pixels within the rectangle are weighted more than pixels outside of the rectangle. The “pixel
weight” is indicated by the shading of the image.

Interval Tab (Pro Version)
For long-term operation, you can specify a time-lapse interval schedule. The time-lapse interval
will follow this schedule over a twenty-four hour time period. You may want to have a long
intervals during the night and short intervals during the day depending on the nature of the
subject you are imaging.
When using a schedule, any AutoRamp interval ramp will be ignored.
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Chapter 8 - Starting a Project
Manually
Just run GBTimelapse, setup your camera and click the Begin button in the Project group. You
can run a program just once, or everyday according to a schedule.

Double-click a project file
GBTimelapse project files end with the file-type “.gbteos”. Find a project file in Windows
Explorer and double-click. GBTimelapse will load and run the project.

Unattended Operation
Long term projects can run unattended automatically according to a set schedule. There are two
ways to do this:
1. Internal scheduling using GBTimelapse project setup settings. A project’s timelapse
program can be run continuously or once per day according to a set schedule.
2. External scheduling using Windows Task Scheduler. Different projects can be run at
different times on specified dates. Different projects can be set to use different
cameras.
Examples of both methods are shown in the Long Term Timelapse section later in this
document.
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Chapter 9 - Camera Menu
Profile Sub Menu
Each camera has a profile with options to control its behavior and data describing its usage
history. Settings are shown for the currently selected camera.
General Tab

Figure 9-1 - Profile Sub Menu General Tab Screen
Camera – The model name stored in the camera.
BodySN – The serial number of the selected camera.
Firmware – The Canon internal firmware version.
Owner – The owner name stored in the camera.
Artist – The artist name stored in the camera (Not available on all models).
Copyright – The copyright message stored in the camera (Not available on all models).
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Model – The model name being used by GBTimelapse.
Next image # - The number to use when saving the next image captured by this camera.
Reset – Click to reset the next image # to zero.
Description – Text for you to use to describe this camera.
FTP Folder – Name of the subfolder on your FTP host for images from this camera
Stats Tab
Historical statistics on this camera accumulated so far by GBTimelapse.

\

Figure 9-2 - Profile Sub Menu Stats Tab Screen
Most fields are self-explanatory.
Camera errors – This is an indication of the camera’s reliability.
Unexpected disconnects -- the number of times the GBTimelapse has lost its connection to the
camera.
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The last line is an indication of how responsive the camera is. The number of times the camera is
busy when GBTimelapse sends a command is recorded and summarized here.
Advanced Tab
Settings in the advanced tab are not normally changed. If you do change any of these settings,
you must check the box “Override defaults…” to save them to disk and make them permanent.

Figure 9-3 - Profile Sub Menu Advanced Tab Screen
If camera is busy

Busy - milliseconds to wait – If GBTimelapse detects that the camera is busy, it will wait this
amount of time before retrying the command.
Busy – Max # times to wait – The maximum number of times GBTimelapse will retry the
command before stopping.
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Live view

Millisecond wait after focus – GBTimelapse will wait this about of time after sending a manual
focus command. Under some circumstances it may be necessary to change this value.
Orientation

Override camera – Override the camera’s orientation sensor and display images to match the
arrow options. The arrow is the direction of the top of the camera.
Bulb mode

Minimum bulb time (Used by AutoRamp) – The camera model’s shortest useful bulb time in
seconds when using GBTimelapse software bulb timer. Most cameras have a minimum value of
0.5 seconds, but a few models can operate as short as 0.1 seconds. Exposures of this duration
will usually not match the luminance of the equivalent Tv value.
Minimum external bulb time (Used by AutoRamp) – The camera model’s shortest useful bulb
time in seconds when using the MX2 or MX3 Dolly Engine or eMotimo TB3 as a bulb timer (see
Appendix). Most cameras have a minimum value of less than 0.100 seconds, but a few models
can operate as short as 0.033 seconds. If the value shown here is 0.032 seconds, it means that
your camera model has not been calibrated.
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Default bulb switch time (Used by AutoRamp) – The camera model’s shortest accurate bulb
time. Exposures of this duration and longer will match (within a few percent) the luminance of
the equivalent Tv value.
Default lens-twist f-stop – If you use the lens-twist method to fix the lens aperture, you may
want to specify this f-stop value. When the lens is twisted, GBTimelapse can’t read the lens fstop value from the camera. Instead it uses the last known f-stop setting. If there is no last
known f-stop and this default value is non-zero, it will use this default value instead.

AutoRamp HDR- Fast Bulb Bracketing(FBB)
When checked AutoRamp HDR (High Dynamic Range) is on, GBTimelapse captures three images
at each time step – this is called Bulb Bracketing. The first exposure is at 2 stops underexposed,
then 2 stops over exposed and then normal exposure. See Tools/Options to enable this feature
and the Camera Settings AutoRamp tab to turn it on. See the demo video GBTimelapse
AutoRamp HDR Time-lapse demo.

Use fast bulb bracketing (FBB) – AutoRamp HDR normally captures the three images in series.
The first image is capture and download, then the second, then the third. If the download time
is long (because of RAW capture) the total capture time might be longer than desired. If you
want to reduce the capture time, check this box.
When FBB is on, the images are downloaded in parallel to the three shutter activations. Because
capturing and downloading are in parallel, the capture time is reduced. However, Fast Bulb
Bracketing isn’t possible under all circumstances.
FBB isn’t possible if you have set the camera’s Custom Functions to perform any in-camera
image processing (such as noise reduction). If any of the listed functions are on (or enabled),
normal bulb bracketing is automatically used instead.
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The three parameters (“normal pause”,” long pause” and “ISO use long pause”) have been
determined experimentally for several camera models. You may be able to shorten these values,
but you will need to test any settings you have changed. If they are too short, some images may
be lost during time-lapse.
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Chapter 10 - Tools Menu
Options Sub Menu
Options are GBTimelapse settings that apply to all projects.
Files Tab
The files tab holds options related to data files.

Figure 7-10-1 - Tools Menu Files Tab Screen
Default project directory - Where project files will be stored. The default location depends on
which version of Windows you are running. Change this value to relocate the project folder.
Default capture folder – Where captured images are stored.
Default mirror folder – Default folder name where mirror copies of all captured images are
stored. This default is used when creating a new project. Set a checkbox in the Capture tab of
the Project settings to have the mirror copies saved.
Temporary image folder – An additional copy of the most recently captured image will be
saved in this folder, if this folder is non-blank.
Maximum recent projects – The number of recent projects to remember in the Project Menu
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Load most recent project – Check this box to save a step if you are working on the same
project repeatedly. The most recent project file will be loaded when GBTimelapse is started.
Don’t save ImageLog.xml file – Normally the imagelog.xml file is saved in the session folder
along with the images. Check this box, if you don’t need the “ImageLog.xml” file and don’t want
it to be saved in the folder.
Save JPG previews of RAW – When checked, GBTimelapse will make jpg files for every RAW
file captured. The files are given the name of the RAW image file with a “.jpg” concatenated on
the end (like this “Image_XXXX.CR2.JPG”). These can be useful when you want a quick look at
your results, but don’t have the time to develop all the RAW images. (Jpegs made from in
camera images are in thumbnail resolution.)
Show RAW thumbnail only - Normally a full size copy of a RAW image is kept in memory and
displayed by GBTimelapse. On low power (i.e. slower CPU speed) netbook computers managing
this large image can increase the time-lapse interval. To make a shorter interval possible, check
this box. Only the RAW thumbnail image will be displayed and the time-lapse interval will be
shorter. For example, on a ASUS EeePC netbook, this can reduce the interval from 12 seconds
down to 7 seconds.
Save project copy in session folder – If this is checked, a copy of the project file will be saved
in the session folder with the capture images. This can serve as an archive copy of your project.
Set captured image date/time – For some camera models, the date/time of captured images
is taken from the camera’s clock. If the camera clock is not correct, use this to use the
computer’s date/time instead.
Don’t save session logs – Check this box to not save the session log file in the folder with the
captured images.
Prompt to end time-lapse when closing – If you close the GBTimelapse window while
running a time-lapse program, you will be prompted to end the time-lapse session first. When
this is unchecked, the prompt will not be made and the time-lapse will end and the program will
close.
Save copies of session logs – Check this box to save copies of session log files in the
C:\Users\UserName\Documents\GBTimelapseEOS\SessionLogs folder.
Check for hot keys - Hot keys are only active if this is checked.
Don’t’ allow multiple instances – If checked, then it is not possible to run multiple instances
of GBTimelapse on the same computer.
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Send “image captured” messages to monitor program – (Used for long term unattended
operation) Check this box to have GBTimelapse send a message to the GBTMonitor program
each time an image is captured. See the GBTMonitor chapter in this document.
Running long term unattended – If this is checked GBT will not expect input from or wait for
an operator while it is running. It will also send email if license is not valid on startup.
Set camera date/time when connected – Use this option to automatically set the camera’s
internal clock to match the computer clock.
Reset alerts – GBTimelapse will occasionally raise a warning dialog, and give you the option of
not showing the warning again. This resets those warnings so they will be shown again.
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Features Tab
The Features tab holds options to control the visibility of various advanced features.

Super user advanced features – Must be checked to enable some advanced functions such as
lens aperture calibration.

Show dolly control interface – Check this box to make the dolly controls visible. After
checking, click Ok and then reopen the Options to see the Dolly Control tab.
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Show pan-tilt control interface – Check this box to make the pan-tilt controls visible. After
checking, click Ok and then reopen the Options to see the Pan/Tilt Control tab.

Show aperture ramping controls – Check this box to enable the aperture ramping controls.
To do aperture ramping you must have a manual lens with iris ring gear (such as the Rokinon
24mm Cine) and an auxiliary stepper motor such as the Berkey System attached to an eMotimo
TB3 (or other device with GBTimelapse compatible firmware).

Show Master/Slave controls - Check this box to enable Master/Slave operation modes.
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Show Phidget options - Check this box to display the Phidget USB input/output options.
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Locations Tab
GPS coordinates are used to determine sunset and sunrise times for projects that begin and end
relative to sunrise or sunset. Use the controls here to make a list of frequent locations and to
select your current location from the list.

Figure 7-10-2 - Tools Menu Locations Tab Screen
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Communications Tab (Pro Version)
The Communications options for email and FTP are enabled with the Pro Version.

Figure 7-10-3 - Tools Menu Communications Tab Screen
Email Notification
Enable email notifications – Use this checkbox to enable or disable email notifications for all
GBTimelapse projects. This is like a “master switch” to turn notifications on or off.
Use the settings you would normally use in your email program and then click the Test button.
Please don’t ask us about problems sending email, we can’t help you determine the settings that
work for you.
Subject prefix – Enter a string that will appear in the subject line of every email sent by
GBTimelapse.
FTP Upload
Enable FTP upload – Use this checkbox to enable or disable FTP upload for all GBTimelapse
projects. This is like a “master switch” to turn uploads on or off.
Username and Password – Your FTP user name and password.
Host ip addr – Your FTP ip address or domain name.
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Port – FTP port number, normally 21

Host folder – The name of a folder on your FTP host where you want to upload files. If the folder
does not exist on your host, you can create it with the “Create Folder” button. To create a
subfolder within a main folder; first create the main folder “mainfolder”, and then create
“mainfolder /subfolder” .
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AutoRamp Tab
AutoRamp options govern some basic features of AutoRamp operation.

AutoRamp adjust ISO… - AutoRamp normally reduces the bulb time by an amount equal to
the number of stops when a ND filter is removed. If this option is checked, it will first reduce the
ISO and then reduce the bulb time so the total number of stops matches the ND filter. This
option is necessary for large ND filter values. For example, removing a nine stop filter at ISO
3200 and 16” bulb time would change the exposure to ISO 100 at 1” bulb time (the ISO is
reduced by five stops and the Tv is reduced by four stop – for a total of nine stops).
AutoRamp use 1/3 stop ISO settings – AutoRamp normally increases or decreases ISO by one
full stop. Use this option to have AutoRamp use 1/3 stop increments. Using 1/3 stops is
generally better because it minimizes the effect of any ISO value inaccuracy.
Use camera’s ISO calibration – This is an advanced feature for videographers. Some camera’s
ISO values are not exact. When AutoRamp changes the ISO, it needs to have an accurate ISO
value to adjust the bulb exposure time correctly. At this writing, ISO calibration has only been
done for the Canon 5DMk II, 7D and XSi. Checking this box has no effect when used with other
camera models.
AutoRamp use 1/3 stop Av settings – AutoRamp normally increases or decreases Av by one
full stop. Use this option to have AutoRamp use 1/3 stop increments. Using 1/3 stops is
generally better because it minimizes the effect of any f-stop inaccuracy.
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Enable AutoRamp Scripts – This is an advanced feature for videographers. When checked, it
enables the controls for following an AutoRamp script.
Enable AutoRamp HDR – This is an advanced feature for videographers. When checked, it
enables the controls for capturing High Dynamic Range images during AutoRamp operation.
Enable aperture ramping – GBTimelapse is designed to send aperture stepper commands to
an Arduino based device. The first such compatible device is the eMotimo TB3 (both orange and
black models). See the Pan/Tilt section in this document for more details.
Linear ramp – If checked the aperture f-numbers are ramped linearly versus sun angle.

Logarithmic ramp – If checked the aperture f-numbers are ramped logarithmically versus sun
angle. This is equivalent to rotating a lens iris ring at a constant speed.
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Cosine ramp – If checked the aperture f-numbers are ramped as a cosine function of sun angle.
This has the advantage of starting and ending slowly thereby minimizing errors from backlash in
the iris ring gearing.

Show AutoRamp Wizard – If checked, the AutoRamp wizard will appear whenever you turn on
AutoRamping in the Camera Settings group
Recalc program plan when beginning new session – Check this box if you are using
AutoRamp with a multi-day project so that the AutoRamp plan updates to the current time
when a new session begins.
Use twilight sensitivity – If not checked the sensitivity during twilight will be the same as the
normal AutoRamp sensitivity. If checked, a different value will be used during twilight. The
twilight sensitivity can be set in the Project Settings under the AutoRamp tab.
Twilight sun angle range – Specifies the range of sun angles over which sunrise/sunset
compensation will be performed by AutoRamp
Minimum twilight interval – This is the minimum time-lapse interval allowed during twilight.
Set this value to 60 seconds or more to enforce the minimum. This is useful when your interval
is very long (> 5 minutes), but you need it to be shorter during twilight because the light is
changing too fast.
Limit counter-diurnal exposure changes – If you are using a camera in Manual mode only,
then you may want to limit changes in exposure that are counter to the normal diurnal cycle.
Normally exposure are increasing afternoon (as the sun descends) and decreasing after midnight
(as the sun ascends). Checking this box limits the changes that may occur counter to the normal
diurnal cycle.
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Manually switch AEMode – The AEMode of Canon Group 3 cameras can’t be switched
between Bulb and Manual by GBTimelapse (or any other remote capture software). Check this
box if you will manually switch the AEMode when prompted.
Externally switch AEMode - The AEMode of Canon Group 3 cameras can’t be switched
between Bulb and Manual by GBTimelapse (or any other remote capture software). Check this
box if you have implemented programs that can mechanically change the AEMode dial on your
camera, and then specify the names of those programs. When running in AutoRamp mode,
GBTimelapse will invoke those programs to change the AEMode.
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Dolly Control Tab
GBTimelapse can control an MX2 or MX3 Dolly by means of a direct USB connection or other
dolly system by means of a USB relay. GBT controls the camera and commands the dolly to
move a preset distance. GBT does not configure the dolly itself settings, you must do that
manually using the dolly’s own controls.

GBTimelapse can also use an MX2 or MX3 Dolly Engine to control accurate and short bulb
exposures (See Appendix).
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Enable external USB control – Check this box to enable control of the dolly
USB Control Com Port

Ports Available – Choose the com port for the external USB device from the list of Ports
available.
Baud – Set the Baud rate to 57600 for the MX3 or 9600 for the MX2.
MX2/MX3 direct control – (See Appendix F) A USB cable connects between the computer and
the MX2 or MX3 USB port.
The MX2 requires firmware version 0.911 or higher. When connected in this manner the MX2 is
only capable of controlling one axis. It can't run a telescope head at the same time because there
is only one MX2 serial interface (it is connected both to the USB port and the Ext 0 port) on the
Arduino. In addition the telescope heads are only half-duplex (one wire for TX and RX), and there
are a couple of resistors in the adapter to keep the TX and RX pins from pulling each other
around - this results in an echo of anything sent down the serial line. It also means that both TX
and RX are pulled to a HIGH state when the telescope head is connected and idle - effectively
squashing any possible communication via the USB port. To control two or more axes with the
MX2, see Appendix H.
USB Relay control – (See Appendix I) Use this method for MX2 two-axis control or for other
dolly systems. The computer is connected to a USB relay and the relay “normally open” contacts
connect to the dolly controller.
Open button – Press this button to open the USB serial port for communication with
GBTimelapse.
Test button – Press to send a step command to the dolly.
Reset button – Closes the USB serial communication port.
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Relay Control Group

Relay control duration (For USB relay control) – The duration the USB relay contacts will remain
closed in order to make the dolly move. Consult the dolly manufacturer for the proper value.
Normally 100 milliseconds.
Dolly Group

Maximum travel – Set this to the maximum length of travel on your dolly rail. Set the units to
either inches or centimeters.
Bee when limit is reached – A beep will sound when the maximum travel distance is reached.
MX2/MX3 Bulb Control Group
These are options for using the MX2 or MX3 to control the shutter in bulb mode.

Enable – Check this box to enable MX2/MX3 bulb control. The camera shutter cable must be
connected to the MX2/MX3 camera port and the camera PC/Flash cable must be connected to
the MX2 “ext 1” port or the MX3 “Aux A” port.
Milliseconds – Bulb duration for a test exposure
User shutter lag calibration – For testing only - Normally checked. When checked the bulb
command is calibrated to the known minimum bulb time of the current camera model.
Test – Sends a bulb command to the MX2 or MX3
MX3 Settings
This panel displays and controls most MX3 settings. It is enabled if your MX3 firmware is
compatible with GBTimelapse Master/Slave operation. You can upload that firmware to your
MX3 using the GBUploadFirmware program installed with GBTimelapse.
The controls are explained in detail in “Chapter 6 – Dolly Tab”.
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You can change the settings with the MX3 buttons or with these controls. If you make a change
using the MX3 buttons, press the Read button in this panel to update the settings display.
Use the Load and Save buttons to save or load the settings with the current project.
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Pan/Tilt Tab
GBTimelapse can control a pan/tilt device by means of a direct USB connection. GBT controls
the camera and commands the unit to move pan or tilt to a preset position.

Figure 10-4 - eMotimo TB3 and Directed Perception PTU-46 pan/tilt units

GBTimelapse can also use the eMotimo TB3 to control accurate and short bulb exposures (See
Appendix).

Enable Pan/Tilt control – Check this box to enable control of the pan/tilt unit
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USB Pan/Tilt Control Com Port

Port – Choose the com port for the external USB device from the list of Ports available. See the
eMotimo Appendix for details.
Baud – Set the baud rate for communication (normally 9600)
eMotimo or Directed Perception – Choose the Pan/Tilt unit manufacturer. They are initialized
differently.
Open button – Press this button to open the USB serial port for communication with
GBTimelapse.
Calibrate button – Press to calibrate the Pan/Tilt position. Calibration must be done after power
up so the unit can be accurately positioned. After calibration, position and limit information is
displayed below the Calibrate button.
Reset button – Closes the USB serial communication port.
Pan/Tilt Group
Use the test controls to test pan/tilt movement.

Step – The step button distance in degrees
Center – Move the unit to zero degrees pan and tilt.
Step left – Move the step distance in the negative pan direction
Step right – Move the step distance in the positive pan direction
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Step up – Move the step distance in the positive tilt direction
Step down – Move the step distance in the negative tilt direction
Setting…
These settings are saved and reloaded when you open communication with the Pan/Tilt unit.
Not all options are available for all pan/tilt units. The screen copy is for a eMotimo TB3.

Figure 10-5 - eMotimo TB3 settings

Pan speed – The panning speed in degrees per second. Slow speeds (~ 5 degrees / second) are
more accurate.
Reverse direction – Positive angles are normally clockwise when looking down on the unit.
Check this box to reverse the direction.
Pan holding power –The relative amount of power to use to hold the pan position. Higher
power draws more current and limits battery life. Low is recommended. “Off” turns off the
stepper motor power when not moving. “Low” keeps the power on after a move, but turns
power off if the Pan/Tilt position remains constant for six time-lapse steps in a row. “Regular”
keeps stepper motor power on constantly.
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After each move the current pan, tilt and auxiliary motor positions are displayed along with the
current stepper power levels. An upper case character indicates power is on for the stepper, a
lower case character indicates power will be reduced if the stepper doesn’t move during six
consecutive steps, and a “.” character indicates the stepper power is off.
Pan moving power – (not eMotimo) The relative amount of power to use to move the pan
position. Higher power draws more current and limits battery life.
Tilt speed – The panning speed in degrees per second.
Reverse direction – Positive angles are normally up when looking at the motor side of the unit.
Check this box to reverse the direction.
Tilt holding power – (not eMotimo) The relative amount of power to use to hold the Tilt
position. A heavy camera may require high power to maintain position. Higher power draws
more current and limits battery life.
Tilt moving power - (not eMotimo) The relative amount of power to use to move the Tilt
position. A heavy camera may require high power to change position. Higher power draws more
current and limits battery life.
Calibrate on power up – Check this box to automatically perform calibration when the unit is
powered up. (PTU-D46 only, not recommended)
Save settings – Saves the current values. They will be used to initialize the unit when it is
connected again.
Reset to defaults – Reset to default values.
Bulb Control Group
Options for using the eMotimo TB3 bulb shutter control
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Enable – Check this box to enable TB3 bulb control. The camera shutter cable must be
connected to the TB3 camera port and the camera PC/Flash cable must be connected to the TB3
“i/o port”.
Milliseconds – Bulb duration for a test exposure
User shutter lag calibration – For testing only - Normally checked. When checked the bulb
command is calibrated to the known minimum bulb time of the current camera model.
Test – Sends a bulb command to the TB3. The test result is show below the button. A message
“OK=false” indicates the TB3 did not receive confirmation of shutter opening. Please check that
the camera PC/Flash cable is connected to the TB3 “i/o port”. Or make sure you have changed
the TB3 internal jumper pin configuration as described in the Appendix “eMotimo TB3 Precision
Bulb Control”.
Aperture Control Group

GBTimelapse needs to know details about the stepper motor and lens you are using to
accurately adjust the lens iris. Use these controls to provide that information.
Adjust – Click this button to move the aperture stepper to the lens’ maximum f-number.

BEFORE DOING AN APERTURE RAMP, THE LENS IRIS RING MUST BE
ADJUSTED TO MATCH THE LENS MAXIMUM F-NUMBER.
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Check or uncheck the “Reverse direction” button as necessary to make the rotate buttons
correctly increase or decrease the f-number. When you have moved the lens iris to the f/max
setting (normally f/22), click the OK button.

After you have adjusted the aperture, use the f-stop buttons to check for proper movement of
the iris ring. You can also use these buttons to initially set the f-stop before starting a time-lapse.
Choose Stepper… – Click this button to select the stepper motor you are using.
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Known Steppers – This is a list of stepper motors for which we know the correct settings. If you
are using a known stepper, select it and leave the settings unchanged. If you are not using a
known stepper, click the “New” button and enter the correct settings for your stepper motor.
Motor steps per revolution – normally 200
Controller micro steps – normally 16 for the eMotimo TB3 firmware
Gear ratio – The Berkey System stepper has a 10:1 worm gear. Other steppers may be 1:1 with
no gear reduction.
Drive gear teeth per revolution – The total number of teeth on the stepper drive gear that
meshes with the lens iris ring.
Choose Lens… – Click this button to select the lens you are using.
Known Lenses – This is a list of lenses for which we know the correct settings. If you are using a
known lens, select it and leave the settings unchanged. If you are not using a known lens, click
the “New” button and enter the correct settings for your lens.
f-minimum – The lens minimum f-number (usually f/2.8)
f-maximum – The lens maximum f-number (usually f/22)
gear teeth between f/min and f/max – The number of teeth on the lens iris gear between the
f/min and f/max values. GBTimelapse uses this number and the number of teeth on the stepper
drive gear to determine the degrees of rotation of the stepper between the f/min and f/max.
Aux Axis Control Group
When running GBTimelapse as a Slave to the TB3, the Auxiliary Axis controls are available.

Enable – Turn the TB3 auxiliary axis power on and off
Choose Stepper – Choose the stepper motor you are using on the auxiliary axis. If one is not
predefined, you can add one yourself. At this time, only one stepper is pre-defined. It is the
stepper supplied by eMotimo for use with the Rhino slider.
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Name – You can define a name for the stepper
Motor steps per revolution – normally 200
Controller micro steps – normally 16 for the eMotimo TB3 firmware
Gear ratio – The Rhino stepper gear ratio is 19 and 38/187 motor revolutions per one revolution
of the output shaft.
Drive pulley or gear circumference – This is the circumference of the drive gear or pulley. It is the
distance the slider will travel when the drive gear or pulley is rotated by one full revolution. For
a pulley it is the number of teeth on the drive pulley multiplied by the distance between teeth
on the drive belt. For a gear it is the number Pi times the gear diameter. Use whatever units you
wish (typically either inches or centimeters).
Move to 0 – Move the auxiliary axis to the zero position.
Reverse – Reverse the auxiliary axis direction of movement.
Step Left – Move the axis one step left
Step Right – Move the axis one step right
Step Distance – The distance to move in one step. The units are the units of your choice as
defined in the Choose Stepper dialog.
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Phidget Tab
A Phidget is a USB controlled digital input and/or output device. GBTimelapse can use two types
of Phidget devices in order to interface with a motion control device or to synchronize multiple
computers running GBTimelapse.
Phidget Interface Kit 2/2/2 with two digital inputs and two digital outputs
Phidget Interface Kit 0/0/4 with four relay outputs

Figure 10-6 - Phidget Interface Kit 2/2/2

Figure 10-7 - Phidget Interface Kit 0/0/4
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Enabled – Check this box to enable Phidget control.
Serial number – Leave this field blank unless you have more than one Phidget device connected
to your computer. If you enter a value, only the Phidget with that serial number will be
connected.
Open and Close – Use these buttons to open or close the USB connection to the Phidget device.
When the connection is open, the Phidget description is displayed above and in the text box.
Master Output Relay Group – Controls for connecting to a relay
Moco index – Check the box of each relay to close when GBTimelapse is ready to move a motion
control device.
Test Moco – Test the motion control method by closing the indicated relays.
Capture index – Check the box of each relay to close when GBTimelapse is ready to capture an
image. If you are using both Moco and Capture, the index values should be different.
Test capture – Test image capture synchronization by closing the capture index relay.
Relay duration – The duration in milliseconds to hold the relays closed. If the moco index relay is
connected to a moco dc motor, this duration can be used to control the distance traveled.
Slave Input Trigger Group
Input index – The index of the Phidget digital input you are using to synchronize image capture.
When this connection is closed, GBTimelapse will capture an image.
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Controlling a Motion Control Device
If a Phidget digital output is connected to a relay which in turn is connected to the external input
of a motion control device, that relay can be used to move the motion control device.

Figure 10-8 - A Phidget 2/2/2 with relay connected to digital output 0 for controlling a motion control device.

Figure 10-9 - GBTimelapse in Master Mode set to control a motion control device

Figure 10-10 - Options set to trigger relay 0 for motion control on a Phidget 2/2/2
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Synchronizing with a Motion Control Device
If a Phidget digital input is connected to the camera sync port of a motion control device, that
motion control device can be used to trigger GBTimelapse to capture an image.

Figure 10-11 - A Phidget 2/2/2 with jack connected to digital input 0 for synchronizing with a motion control device

Figure 10-12 - GBTimelapse in Slave mode set to capture when triggered by a Phidget connection

Figure 10-13 - Options set to capture when digital input 0 close is detected by a Phidget 2/2/2
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Synchronizing Multiple Computers Running GBTimelapse
If a Phidget digital output is connected to a relay which in turn is connected to the Phidget
digital input of a Phidget on a second computer running GBTimelapse, the GBTimelapse on the
second computer can be synchronized with the first computer. Using this method, multiple
computers running GBTimelapse can be synchronized in a chain.
See Appendix X for details…

Figure 10-14 - A Phidget 0/0/4 configured to synchronize up to five computers running GBTimelapse
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Resize Sub Menu (Super User)
Selecting this option resizes the main window to 1280x720. This menu item is available only
when Super User is checked in the Tools/Options.

Load Historical Data from ImageLog Sub Menu (Super User)
Use this option to load historical data from a previous time-lapse. This can be useful when
reviewing what occurred during a previous session. A camera must be connected for this to
function. This menu item is available only when Super User is checked in the Tools/Options.
You will be asked to choose an ImageLog.xml file from a previous session. The ImageLog file is in
a folder along with the images captured during the session. The file is opened and preview
images are loaded for each image captured during that. The image history is rebuilt and the
AutoRamp actual data curve is reconstructed.

If the images are RAW files, you have the option to load the RAW images or just thumbnails of
the RAW images. The thumbnails will load much faster but, of course, will be low resolution on
the computer screen. To load the thumbnails, click “Yes”; to load full sized images, click “No”.
If Jpeg preview images are present, they will be loaded instead of the full sized RAW images.
Jpeg previews are present if you had checked “Save JPG previews of RAW” in the options when
the images were captured.

Loading the images can take several minutes. You can always click “Cancel” to stop the process.
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Once the ImageLog is loaded, you are prevented from capturing images until you create a new
project or load a project file. This prevents new images from being saved in the folder with
historical images you just loaded.
If you were using AutoRamp during the session, you can click “Auto ramping on” in the
AutoRamp tab of the Camera Settings. This will cause the “AutoRamp Plan” tab to appear in the
Camera Capture group. See the example below…

The AutoRamp Plan above, shows the actual data for a time-lapse session on 5/20/2012. The
time scale spans the program “begin” and “end” times. In this case, it shows the actual timelapse interval (upper red curve) and the bulb exposure time (lower red curve).
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Chapter 11 - Help Menu
Although GBTimelapse checks for a valid license when it first starts, it also provides a way to
manage your trial and product license from the menu.
If a valid license is not found on startup, this dialog is displayed.

Figure 11-1-Help Menu Product License Screen
All GBTimelapse functions are disabled, but you may use the license menu items to activate or
otherwise manage your licenses.

Product License Sub Menu
Use the Product License submenu to manage your product license. Use Activate with a
purchased serial number to perform the initial activation of your product. Use Release as the
first step in a process to move a license to a different computer.

Figure 11-2 - Product License Sub Menu Screen
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Activate
Click the Activate button to activate (or validate) your product license. This process is described
in the Getting Started chapter under Product License Activation.
Release
A license must be released before it can be moved to a different computer. Once released, the
license will no longer be valid on the host computer. If it is accidentally released, it can be
restored.
Use the Release button to deactivate the license. This function sends a request to our license
server over an internet connection. If your computer has no internet connection, hold down the
Shift and Windows keys while clicking the Activate button. Then choose the Block License tab to
deactivate the license. Send us the Block code and we will deactivate the license on our server
making it available for use on a different computer.
Restore
Use the Restore button to restore a previously released license. Do not use Release/Restore to
repeatedly move a license back and forth between computers – it can only be performed a
limited number of times before the license is permanently deactivated.
Reset
This button resets a license to its original un-activated state. This can only be done with prior
authorization from Granite Bay Software.
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Product License – Professional Version
After the standard license has been activated the status of the Professional Version features is
displayed in the lower half of the dialog.

Figure 8-11-3 -- Product License - Pro Version Screen
The Pro features are enabled by a password unique to your computer. The password is available
after your license is activated, usually within several hours of your purchase. However, it may
take as long as 24 hours for the password to become available.
The password can be retrieved automatically or manually.
Retrieve - Automatic
Retrieve sends a request to our license server over your internet connection. It retrieves the
password and enables the feature. If retrieve fails, please wait and try again later.
Get Password – Manual
Get Password opens your browser to feature password page. If your computer has no internet
connection, on a different computer go to the URL
https://www.safeactivation.com/features.php?x=21002024
A small form is displayed asking for your computer’s Request Number and you Serial Number
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Figure 8-11-4 -- License Features Screen
Enter the Request Number, Serial Number and click Send. Your computer specific password for
the Profession Version will be displayed.

Figure 8-11-5 -- Request Number Screen
Now go back to GBTimelapse and enter the password on the License Management dialog and
click Enable.
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Trial License Sub Menu
Below is a typical screen showing the Trial License Menu dialog after the trial license has been
activated. The status shows the number of days remaining in the license and the number of
times the product has been used (actually the number of times the license has been checked).

Figure 11-6--Trial License Sub Menu Screen
Professional Features – Free Trial
The trial professional features are enabled in a similar manner to the product pro features.
Get Password
This retrieves a generic password valid for all free trial users.
Enable
With the generic password in the text box, click Enable to activate the free trial Pro features.
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Chapter 12 - Master/Slave Intervalometer
Normally, GBTimelapse operates in Master or Autonomous mode, independent of any other
hardware or software. In Master mode, GBTimelapse uses its internal intervalometer to control
image capture timing.

The intervalometer mode can be changed to one of the Master or Slave modes. As a Master, the
GBTimelapse intervalometer controls other hardware or software. As a Slave, another hardware
or software intervalometer controls GBTimelapse.
The intervalometer mode is set in the Timelapse tab of the Camera panel.

Clicking the M/S button, raises a dialog of Master/Slave and Synchronization choices.
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Master/Slave Mode
Master/Autonomous
This is the normal GBTimelapse mode. It uses its internal intervalometer to time image capture.
It can control a MX2 or MX3 motion control dolly and/or a TB3 pan/tilt.
Slave/Capture
When in Slave/Capture mode, GBTimelapse waits to capture an image after receiving a Capture
message from another instance of GBTimelapse running on the same computer. (See Appendix
X)
Slave/MX3
When in Slave/MX3 mode, GBTimelapse waits to capture an image after receiving a USB
message from a connected Dynamic Perception MX3 motion control device. (See Appendix S)
Slave/TB3
When in Slave/TB3 mode, GBTimelapse waits to capture an image after receiving a USB message
from a connected eMotimo TB3 motion control device. (See Appendix W)
Slave/Phidget
When in Slave/Phidget mode, GBTimelapse waits to capture an image after receiving a signal
from a device connected to a Phidget USB device connected to a generic motion control device
or connected to another computer running GBTimelapse. (See Appendix X)
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Synchronization Signals
In all Master and Slave modes GBTimelapse can also generate synchronization signals.
Master/Capture mode is identical to Autonomous, but whenever it captures an image, it sends a
message to all other GBTimelapse Slave/Capture instances to also capture an image. This allows
for synchronization of two or more cameras. (See Appendix U)
GBTimelapse/Capture
If GBTimelapse/Capture is selected, then when GBTimelapse captures an image it also sends a
Capture message to all other instances of GBTimelapse running on the same computer. (See
Appendix X.)
Phidget/Capture
If Phidget/Capture is selected, then when GBTimelapse captures an image it also causes a
Phidget relay to close. The Phidget relay can be connected to GBTimelapse running on one or
more other computers in Slave/Phidget mode. In this manner multiple cameras can be
synchronized.
Phidget/Moco
If Phidget/Moco is selected, then after GBTimelapse captures an image it also causes a Phidget
relay to close. The Phidget relay can be connected to the external trigger of a generic motion
control device causing the moco device to move one step. In this manner GBTimelapse can
control any motion control device with an external trigger.
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Chapter 13 - GBTMonitor
GBTMonitor monitors images captured by GBTimelapse. It is used to monitor GBTimelapse
operation and optionally invoke another program if GBTimelapse fails for some reason.
GBTMonitor is active between a start time and end time each day. If it doesn’t receive a
message from GBTimelapse within the specified time span, it will launch another program. It can
be set to optionally quit after the end time each day. It can also be set to quit after launching
the other program.

GBTMonitor can be invoked from the command line with three arguments: the start time, end
time and launch time span.
For example, the following command
"c:\Program Files (x86)\Granite Bay Software\GBTimelapseEOS\GBTMonitor" "01:00:00"
"23:00:00" "00:30:00"
Launches GBTMonitor with a start time of 1:00AM, end time of 11:00PM and launch time span
of 30 minutes.
It can be run several times per day using Windows task scheduler, see below…
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Appendix A.

Cameras

Supported Models

Group

1D Mark II 1,3

1/29/2004

1

YES

1D Mark IIN 1,3

8/22/2005

1

YES

1D Mark III
1D Mark IV

2/22/2007
10/20/2009

1,2
1,2

YES
YES

YES

3

YES

YES

Canon EOS Model

1D X

Live
View

Override
AEMode
Dial

Release
Date

2

Bulb

Continuous

YES

YES
YES

1Ds Mark II 1,3

9/21/2004

1

1Ds Mark III
5D 3
5D Mark II
5D Mark III
6D
7D
20D 3

8/20/2007
8/22/2005
9/17/2008
4/15/2012
9/17/2012
9/1/2009
8/19/2004

1,2
1
1,2
3
3
1,2
1

20Da 3

6/1/2005

1

30D
40D
50D
60D
350D/REBEL XT/Kiss N 3

2/21/2006
8/20/2007
8/26/2008
8/26/2010
2/17/2005

1
1,2
1,2
2
1

400D/REBEL XTi/Kiss X

8/24/2006

1

450D, REBEL XSi, Kiss X2

1/24/2008

1,2

YES

YES

YES

YES

500D/REBEL T1i/Kiss X3

3/25/2009

1,2

YES

YES

YES

YES

550D/REBEL T2i/Kiss X4

2/8/2010

1,2

YES

YES

YES

YES

600D/REBEL T3i/Kiss X5

4/8/2011

2

YES

YES

YES

650D/REBEL T4i/Kiss X6i

6/15/12

3

YES

YES

1000D/REBEL XS /Kiss F

6/10/2008

1,2

YES

YES

YES

1100D/REBEL T3/Kiss X50

4/8/2011

2

YES

YES

YES

1.
2.
3.
4.

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
EXT4
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
EXT4

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

EXT4

YES
YES

YES

YES

Uses a IEEE 1394 cable, not a USB cable
Some older models are not supported: 300D/Digital Rebel, 10D, 1Ds, 1D, D60 and D30
Only one of these older models can be tethered to a computer at a time. For example, it is not possible to
tether a 5D and 20D at the same time; but it is possible to tether a 20D and a 30D.
Bulb control is possible with this model when using a MX2, MX3 or TB3 to open/close the shutter (see
Appendix)
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Figure 10-1 Supported Models
At the time of this writing, these are the supported camera models. GBTimelapse communicates
with a camera through a Canon supplied interface (the Canon Software Development Kit, or
SDK). Canon usually releases a new SDK within a few months of releasing a new camera model.
As soon as we receive the new SDK from Canon, we update GBTimelapse.
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Canon Drivers
Canon camera drivers for older models may not be available for Windows 7 or Windows 7 64bit. These cameras may be available for image download from a memory card, but may not be
capable of remote capture operation. Please check the Canon website for the latest drivers,
http://www.usa.canon.com/cusa/support/consumer

Camera Notes
Windows XP – A camera with a full memory card may take several minutes to connect. The
Windows XP camera drivers examine the full contents of the camera’s memory card. If you are
using Windows XP, it is best to have blank memory card in the camera.
Cinematography Cameras (Recommended)
5D Mark II
The best model for high quality time-lapse Cinematography.
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.3 seconds.
Can override mode dial so you can switch the AEMode remotely
7D
Excellent for hiqh quality time-lapse Cinematography.
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.5 seconds.
Can override mode dial so you can switch the AEMode remotely
Do not use with camera switch set to “Movie shooting”
40D
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.4 seconds.
60D
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.3 seconds.
Cannot override the mode dial and Bulb is on the mode dial. This makes it impossible to
transition from Tv to bulb during a timelapse program.
600D/KISS X5/REBEL T3i
Good for high quality time-lapse Cinematography
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.5 seconds.
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.2 seconds.
Cannot override the mode dial.

Long Term Cameras (Recommended)
500D/KISS X3/REBEL T1i
Minimum bulb time = 0.5 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.8 seconds.
550D/KISS X4/REBEL T2i
Minimum bulb time = 0.7 seconds, bulb switch time = 1.0 seconds.
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600D/KISS X5/REBEL T3i
Good for high quality time-lapse Cinematography
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.5 seconds.
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.2 seconds.
Cannot override the mode dial.

Other Cameras
1D Mark II, 1Ds Mark II
Uses a IEEE-1394 cable instead of a USB cable
A memory card must be present in the camera
LCD Menu - If you use the on camera menu while connected to GBTimelapse, you must quit
from the on-camera menu for GBTimelapse to resume control of the camera
5D
A memory card must be present in the camera
If you use the on camera menu while connected to GBTimelapse, you must quit from the oncamera menu for GBTimelapse to resume control of the camera.
Cannot do bulb exposures
350D/Kiss Digital N/Rebel XT
Memory Card must be present in the camera
On the camera menu, set “Communication” to “PC connection”
LCD Menu Make sure the camera’s LCD menu is off - If you use the on camera menu while
connected to GBTimelapse, you must quit from the on-camera menu for GBTimelapse to
resume control of the camera
Out of memory - The 350D will report this error if it thinks there is no more room
on the memory card. When GBTimelapse connects, it asks the camera to switch to
computer memory and tells the camera how much free space is left on the
computer's hard drive. Sometimes the camera ignores this command and continues
to think there is no room left. This can happen if the camera's menu is being
displayed on its LCD screen when GBTimelapse sends the command. After turning on
the camera, make sure the LCD menu is off before connecting to GBTimelapse.

450D/ REBEL Xsi/ Kiss X2
Live View Auto Focus is not possible in Live View mode. Remote control of this value is not
supported by Canon.
1000D/KISS F/DIGITAL REBEL XSi
Short bulb times.
Minimum bulb time = 0.1 seconds, bulb switch time = 0.4 seconds.
Can override mode dial.
Live View Auto Focus is not possible in Live View mode. Remote control of this value is not
supported by Canon.
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Appendix B.

Timelapse Tips

Setting a project to run on startup
If for some reason your computer is stopped and then restarted, you can make sure your project
will run automatically by putting a project file shortcut in the Windows Startup folder. Here’s
how to do that on Windows 7 (other Windows versions are similar).
1)
2)
3)
4)

Using Windows Explorer, find your project file.
Right mouse click on the file icon, and choose “create shortcut”
Open the Windows Start Menu (at the bottom left of your screen)
Find the Startup folder

5) Right mouse click and select Open
6) Drag the Project File shortcut created in step 2 into the Startup folder
7) Now when your computer starts-up, GBTimelapse will run your project.
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Setting a project to run periodically
GBTimelapse can only run a project program once per day, but you can use Windows Task
Scheduler to run a GBTEOS project at any time.
1) In the Project Settings menu, go to the Setup tab and check “Automatic connection”, “Auto
Engage”, “Auto Begin” and “Auto Exit”. The “Auto Exit” setting cause GBTimelapse to
disconnect the camera and quit when the project program ends.

2) Save the project file
3) Using Windows Explorer, find the project file and make a short-cut from it.
4) Open up the Start Menu and open the Task Scheduler in All Programs/Accessories/System
Tools

5) Select ‘Create Basic Task’ from the right hand pane and the 'Create Basic Task
Wizard will open.
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6) Type a Name and Description of the task an click Next

7) Select when you would like the task to run and click Next.
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8) In this example I have set Daily
9) Set the time when you want the task to run. I have set it to 3PM everyday.

10) Set the Action to “Start a Program”
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11) Set the Program to the GBTimelapseEOS

12) And set “Add Arguments” to the name of your project file. The project must have
been saved in GBTimelapseEOS project folder for it to be found.
13) Click Finish
Using this same procedure, you can set the project to run at any number of times
each day.
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Appendix C.

Determine Minimum Bulb Time

GBTimelapse controls bulb exposures using a precision software timer. However, because the
timer is implemented in software; its accuracy is limited by the dependability of the underlying
Windows operating system.
Bulb exposure times are precise, repeatable and accurate at durations longer than one second,
but the accuracy diminishes near a camera’s minimum bulb exposure time (usually less than one
second). However, the inaccuracy is only apparent when shifting AEMode between Bulb and
Manual.

Please watch the video “Measure Minimum Bulb Time” on our How To page
System activity can also affect the bulb exposure accuracy. It’s best to avoid interactions with
the GBTimelapse interface while is doing bulb exposures.
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Appendix D.

Calibrate a Neutral Density Filter

When a Neutral Density filter is added or removed during AutoRamp operation, GBTimelapse
calculates a new bulb exposure time based on the ND filter’s f-stop rating. Unfortunately, a
filter’s actual f-stop value may be substantially different from its rated f-stop value. I have found
filters that differ by more than 10 percent from their rating. This difference can lead to a
noticeable change in image luminance causing flicker.
To eliminate this luminance change, each filter should be calibrated.

Please watch the video “Calibrate a ND filter” on our How To page
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Appendix E.

Calibrate a Lens

The lens calibration settings are enabled only to “Super Users” who wish to calibrate their own
lens. You can enable Super User features in Tools/Options menu under the Features
tab.

AutoRamp uses reciprocity to adjust the bulb time when the Av f-stop changes. However, lens fstops numbers are not mathematically exact. This can give rise to a small change in the image
luminance when the f-stop changes. To correct this, AutoRamp can use a lens correction table of
exact f-stop values. The f-stop table is dependent on the particular lens model.

Please watch the video “How to calibrate a lens” on our How To page
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Appendix F.

GBTimelapse Pro FTP Uploading

Here’s how to setup GBTimelapse Pro to upload images from multiple cameras.
1) Ftp uploads take time. If your timelapse interval is too short, not all images will be
uploaded.
2) If there is an ftp error, the ftp upload is cancelled and not re-tried.

Step 1 – Setup a folder structure on your FTP server
/GBTEOS – a folder for use by GBTimelapse on my FTP server
/GBTEOS/Test – a subfolder for my test project
/GBTEOS/Test/Camera1 – a subfolder for the first camera
/GBTEOS/Test/Camera2 – a subfolder for the second camera

Step 2 – Configure the ftp settings under “Communications” tab in
Tools/Options. In this example “Host folder” is set to “GBTEOS”.

Step 3 – Connect the cameras and for each Camera/Profile, set the “Ftp
folder” to the unique folder for each camera.
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Step 4 – Setup the Ftp upload options under the Notify tab of the
Project/Project Settings
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Appendix G.

Using the Lens-Twist Method

During normal operation the camera aperture stops down to its setting just prior to the shutter
release. Because the iris is a mechanical device, the actual aperture varies by some degree
between successive shots. This can cause brightness variations or “aperture flicker”. To
eliminate “aperture flicker” some people use the “lens twist method” (please do a search for
videos showing how to do this).
If you are using lens-twist, there is no communication between the camera body and the lens.
This prevents GBTimelapse from knowing what the actual aperture f-stop value is. If you
capture a test image before doing the “lens twist”, GBT will remember the Av value.
You can also specify the actual Av value in the Camera Profile under the Advance tab.

Default lens twist f-stop – If you use the lens twist method to fix the lens aperture, you may
want to specify this f-stop value. When the lens is twisted, GBTimelapse can’t read the lens fstop value from the camera. Instead it uses the last known f-stop setting. If there is no last
known f-stop and this default value is non-zero, it will use this default value instead.

Appendix H.

Using a Manual Lens

When using a manual lens, GBTimelapse can’t read the lens f-stop value from the camera.
Instead you need to specify the Av value by setting the “Default lens twist f-stop” in the Camera
Profile under the Advance tab.
Manually changing a lens from f/22 to f/1.5 causes the same exposure change as removing a
7.7-stop ND filter. You setup GBTimelapse as if you were using a ND filter with the same number
of stops as the difference between the lens min and max f-numbers and manually change the
iris when GBTimelapse prompts you to “remove” the filter”
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Appendix I.

Preparing Windows 8 to Install Drivers

When trying to install a driver for your eMotimo TB3 or Dynamic Perception MX3 on Windows
8.1, you may receive the error message “The driver is not digitally signed”.
If this happens, you need to temporarily modify your Windows 8.1 settings to "Disable Driver
Signature Enforcement".
Step 1 - Open the Windows 8.1 "charms bar" and click the Settings icon

Step 2 - Hold down the shift key and click the power icon

Step 3 - Hold down the shift key and click Restart
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Step 4 - Choose Troubleshoot

Step 5 - Choose Advanced Options
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Step 6 - Choose Startup Settings

Step 7 - Click Restart
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Step 8 - Before Rebooting Windows 8.1 displays the startup settings. Select "Disable Driver
Signature Enforcement" by pressing the '7' key on your keyboard.

After Windows reboots, you can install the driver without an error.
Once the system starts, you should be able to install the driver. When you see the warning
screen, click "install this driver software anyway"
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Appendix J.

Master/Dolly Control via KMTronic USB Relay

The MX2 or other dolly systems can be controlled by GBTimelapse using a USB relay interface
such as this one from available from KMtronic.

The USB relay is connected to the host computer by a USB cable.

Prepare the USB Connection
1) Prepare a cable to connect the USB relay normally open contacts to the dolly. The
polarity of the relay connection is not important. If using a Dynamic Perception MX2
dolly, connect the “normally open” relay terminals to the MX2 “ext 1” plug using a 2conductor cable with mini audio connector.
2) Connect the USB relay to your computer. Windows 7 will detect the device and
automatically install the driver.
3) Use the Windows Control Panel to discover which “com” port was assigned to the USB
relay.
4) Open the Control Panel.
5) Select Device Manager.
6) Expand the line labeled “Ports (COM and LPT)”. Find the entry named “USB Serial Port
(COMx) and not the serial port number (COM4 in this example)
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Select that serial port and choose Properties

The Manufacturer should be FTDI
7) Close the Control Panel
8) Follow the instruction in Appendix F: MX2 Dolly control

Configure the MX2 Controller for USB relay connection
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Under the MX2 Camera menu, set the “MaxShots” to 1
Under the Settings menu, set “Motor Disp” to “IPM”
Under the Settings menu, set “Motor S1.Mod” to “Interleave”
Under the Settings menu, set “I/O 2” to “Toggle”
On the MX2 Main Screen set the Motor 1 distance to “0.10” for testing purposes

Configuring GBTimelapse for USB relay connection
This only needs to be done once. GBTimelapse will remember these settings in its preferences.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Start GBTimelapse
Select the Tools/Options menu
Under the Files tab, check the box labeled “Show dolly control interface”
Click Ok
Select the Tools/Options menu again
Select the Tab labeled “Dolly Control”
Check the box labeled “Enable Dolly control”
Check the “USB Relay control” radio button
In the USB Control box, select the COM port from the “Ports Available” list. If no ports
appear, click the Reset button.
10) Click the Test button to make the MX2 dolly move one step
11) If it doesn’t move, make sure you have entered the MX2 controller settings as above
and have set the MX2 dolly step distance
12) In the Dolly box, set the maximum dolly travel value. A six foot dolly can travel
approximately 56 inches.
13)

Create a GBTimelapse project
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Tether your camera and turn it on. It should automatically connect with GBTimelapse
Choose the Project/New menu
Select the Project/Project Settings menu
Select the Program tab
Set the Start and End times for your project. This example starts 30 minutes before
sunset and ends 30 minutes after sunset.

6) Note the number of steps predicted for the program. This example will take 600 steps at
the current time-lapse interval setting of 6 seconds, or 316 steps if AutoRamp is used to
ramp the interval from 10 to 32 seconds.
7) As you adjust the Start and End conditions, the Steps are recalculated
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8) Choose the AutoRamp tab and check “Ramp interval from…”

As you adjust the ramp interval values the number of Steps is recalculated
9) When the Program Start, End and Steps are set the way you want, press OK to return to
the GBTimelapse main screen.
10) Select the MX2 Dolly tab in the Camera Settings group
11) Check “Dolly stepping on during time-lapse”

12) In the program box it shows the number of steps at the time-lapse interval (600 in this
example).
13) Go to the AutoRamp tab and check “Auto ramping on”
14) Go back to the MX2 Dolly tab
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15) Now the program box shows the number of steps during autoramping (316 in this
example)

16) Click “Set step count limit” to set the Dolly step count limit to match the program total
steps.

17) It calculates the total travel based on the Step distance (316 steps at 0.01 inches leads
to 3.16 inches in this example)
18) Increase the Step distance until you get the Total travel you want (50 inches in this
example.
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19) Manually move the dolly to its starting position and make sure the MX2 direction is set
correctly.
20) Press the Program Begin button under the Cameras Timelapse tab.
21) After each image is captured the dolly will move one step.

Appendix K.

MX2 Dolly Engine Precision Bulb Control

GBTimelapse can use a MX2 Dolly Engine for precision control of bulb mode shooting. Before
using this feature, you must install a special version of the MX2 firmware (see below).
Normally, GBTimelapse controls bulb exposures using software timer. However, because it’s
implemented in software; its accuracy is limited by the dependability of the underlying Windows
operating system. Bulb exposure times are precise, repeatable and accurate at durations longer
than one second, but the accuracy diminishes near a camera’s minimum bulb exposure time
(usually less than one second).
When using the MX2 to control the bulb exposure, accuracy and repeatability are dramatically
improved. This allows much shorter and accurate bulb time as low as 33 milliseconds
(depending on the camera model). Shortening the minimum bulb time from 1 second down to
0.033 seconds adds an extra five stops of exposure to the Tv range making Holy Grail sunset
shooting possible with only one ND filter (3 or 4 stops). In fact, it is possible to shoot a cityscape
sunset with no filters at all.
The MX Dolly Engine is connected with a USB cable as shown in the photograph below. The USB
cable to the MX2 provides enough power that a separate power supply is not needed. If you
connect a power supply, you can use the MX2 for motion control as well.
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Figure 13-1 - Connecting the MX2 for bulb control

1) A shutter cable connected between the camera and the MX2 “camera” connection
2) A camera flash cable connected between the camera and the MX2 “Ext 1” connection.
We recommend the “DURAGADGET 2.5mm To Male Flash PC/FLASH Sync Cable 12 Inch
Coiled Cord" from DSN Marketing. Its coil can extend to 24”.
3) A USB cable connecting the camera to your laptop computer. GBTimelapse uses this
connection to control the camera settings and download images from the camera.
4) A USB cable connecting the MX2 to your laptop computer. GBTimelapse sends a bulb
capture command to the MX2 which then opens and closes the camera shutter using
the shutter cable. The MX2 uses the PC/FLASH cable to detect when the shutter actually
opens and closes.

Install the GBTimelapse firmware for the MX2 Bulb
The firmware needed is based on the standard MX2 firmware with a small addition to process
bulb control commands. GBTimelapse firmware must be installed on the MX2 to allow bulb
control communication between GBTimelapse and the MX2. The GBUploadFirmware utility can
install the GBTimelapse firmware or restore the standard eMotimo firmware.
1) Connect the MX2 to your computer with a USB cable. If you have not already done so,
install the MX2 Windows drivers (described in a previous step).
2) Run the GBUploadFirmware program from your computer’s “Program Files” folder.
GBUploadFirmware can be used to upload firmware to any Arduino based device used
by GBTimelapse.
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3) Select the firmware to upload by clicking on the MX2 button in the GBTimelapse
firmware column. If you want to restore the standard MX2 firmware, click the button in
the Standard firmware column instead.
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4) Choose the COM port that matches the value you noted when installing the MX2
Windows driver. The port name will be in the list, if the MX2 is connected to your
computer. Leave the “Baud rate” as is at “57600”.

5) Click the “Upload” button.

6) After a short delay, the text box at the bottom of the window will fill with text. Scroll
down to the last line. If the upload works, it should say “Thank you”.
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7) The MX2 display will show the version number of the GBTimelapse firmware.

8) Close the GBUploadFirmware program.

Connecting the MX2 for Bulb Control
1) With the camera turned off, connect the shutter cable, PC/FLASH cable and USB cables
as shown in the photograph above. It’s important to have the camera off when making
initial connections otherwise the shutter will open and close several times during
initialization.
2) Start GBTimelapse
3) Turn on your camera and establish the connection so that GBT has control
4) Navigate to the Dolly Control tab under the Tools/Options menu
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5)
6)
7)
8)

Check the box “Enable external USB device control”
In the “USB Control Com Port” box, select “MX2 direct control”
Select the correct COM port for the MX2 from the “ports available” list
Click the “Open” button to establish the USB serial port connection. The camera shutter
will open and close once. Follow the MX2 setup instruction listed in the message box
then click OK.

9) If the correct firmware is installed you will see the firmware version including the words
“GBT/MX2” or “Bulb Control”.
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To enable GBTimelapse control, you must set the MX2 Settings>USB Trigger to ON.

10) Check the “Enable” box and then click the Test button to capture a test image.

You should see the phrase “OK=true”.
11) Click the OK button to return to the GBTimelapse main screen.
12) Select the Shutter tab in the Camera box and check the box named “EXT” next to the
bulb duration.
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13) Then enter a bulb duration, and click the “Press” button to capture an image.
14) Now you are ready to capture a time-lapse using the MX2 to control the bulb exposures.
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Appendix L.

Master/MX2 Dolly via USB Cable

GBTimelapse can control an MX2 Dolly by means of a USB cable. GBT controls the camera and
commands the MX2 to move a preset distance. GBT does not configure the MX2 settings, you
must do that manually using the MX2 display and menu system. When connected via USB cable,
the MX2 dolly can only control one axis.

This method can only operate the MX2 in 1-axis mode. To control 2-axes
you can use the PC/FLASH cable method. Please see the Appendix “MX@
Dolly Control Using PC Cable”.
The MX2 engine must have firmware version 0.911 or higher.
Please see Dynamic Perception LLC, Open-Source TimeLapse Motion Control Systems for a
complete description of the motion control system.

Figure 13-2 - The Dynamic Perception Motion Control System

Please watch the videos “MX2/GBTimelapse Setup” and “MX2/GBTimelapse
Field Test” on our How To page
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Figure 13-3 - MX2 Dolly Engine

Install the MX2 Dolly Engine USB Driver
This only needs to be done once. The driver is installed and you discover which com port it’s
connected to.
1) Connect the MX2 Dolly engine to your computer with a USB cable. Windows 7 will
detect the device and automatically install the driver.
2) Use the Windows Control Panel to discover which “com” port was assigned to the USB
relay.
3) Open the Control Panel.
4) Select Device Manager.
5) Expand the line labeled “Ports (COM and LPT)”. Find the entry named “USB Serial Port
(COMx) and note the serial port number (COM4 in this example)
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Select that serial port and choose Properties

The Manufacturer should be FTDI
6) Close the Control Panel

Configure the MX2 Controller for USB cable connection
This only needs to be done once. The MX2 dolly engine will remember these settings.
1) Under the Settings menu, set “Motor S1.Mod” to “Interleave”
2) Under the Settings menu, set “USB Trigger” to “On”

Configuring GBTimelapse for USB cable connection
This only needs to be done once. GBTimelapse will remember these settings in its preferences.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Start GBTimelapse
Select the Tools/Options menu
Under the Files tab, check the box labeled “Show dolly control interface”
Click Ok
Select the Tools/Options menu again
Select the Tab labeled “Dolly Control”
Check the box labeled “Enable Dolly control”
Check the “MX2 direct control” radio button
In the USB Control box, select the COM port from the “Ports Available” list. If no ports
appear, click the Reset button.
10) Click the Test button to open the serial port. If you watch the MX2 dolly engine, you will
see the small green light blink several times as it resets. This will take several seconds.
11) Wait until the MX2 dolly menu reappears after the reset.
12) Set the MX2 to Ext and set the dolly step distance
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13) Click the Test button to move the dolly one step. If it doesn’t move, make sure you have
set a step distance and have connected the MX2 battery to the dolly engine.
14) In the Dolly box, set the maximum dolly travel value. A six foot dolly can travel
approximately 56 inches.

Create a GBTimelapse project
1) If not yet connected, connect the MX2 dolly engine to the computer with the USB cable.
Its screen will change as it resets.
2) Tether your camera and turn it on. It should automatically connect with GBTimelapse
3) Choose the Project/New menu
4) Select the Project/Project Settings menu
5) Select the Program tab
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6) Set the Start and End times for your project. This example starts 30 minutes before
sunset and ends 30 minutes after sunset.

7) Note the number of steps predicted for the program. This example will take 600 steps at
the current time-lapse interval setting of 6 seconds, or 316 steps if AutoRamp is used to
ramp the interval from 10 to 32 seconds.
8) As you adjust the Start and End conditions, the Steps are recalculated
9) Choose the AutoRamp tab and check “Ramp interval from…”
As you adjust the ramp interval values the number of Steps is recalculated
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10) Check the box “Ensure minimum idle time” and set the value to a long enough time for
the dolly to move the required distance.
11) When the Program Start, End and Steps are set the way you want, press OK to return to
the GBTimelapse main screen.
12) Select the Dolly tab in the Camera Settings group
13) Check “Dolly stepping on during time-lapse”

14) In the program box it shows the number of steps at the time-lapse interval (600 in this
example).
15) Go to the AutoRamp tab and check “Auto ramping on”
16) Go back to the Dolly tab
17) Now the program box shows the number of steps during autoramping (313 in this
example)
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18) Click “Set step count limit” to set the Dolly step count limit to match the program total
steps.

19) It calculates the total travel based on the Step distance (313 steps at 0.01 inches leads
to 3.13 inches in this example)
20) Increase the Step distance until you get the Total travel you want (50 inches in this
example.
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21) Manually move the dolly to its starting position
22) Press the Step button to move the dolly one step. If this is the first time you have run
the dolly since connecting it to the computer, it will reset as the serial port is opened.
After it returns to its main menu, set it to “Ext” and set the dolly step distance.

23) Press the Step button again. If the dolly doesn’t move, make sure the MX2 step distance
and direction is set correctly.
24) Press the Program Begin button under the Cameras Timelapse tab.
25) After each image is captured the dolly will move one step.
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Appendix N.

MX2 Dolly Control Using PC/Flash Cable

The camera controls dolly movement using a PC/Flash sync cable. The dolly moves one step
each time the camera shutter closes. GBTimelapse operates independently of the dolly and has
no direct interaction. You must setup the dolly manually using the MX2 display and menu
system. When connected via a PC/Flash cable, the MX2 dolly can control one or more axes.

This method can operate the MX2 in 2-axis mode using a special PC/Flash
sync cable. The MX2 engine must have firmware version 0.92 or higher.
A PC/Flash cable is connects the camera to the MX2 Dolly Ext 1 connector by means of a
PC/FLASH sync cable. It’s not a standard PC/FLASH cable - it has a PC/FLASH sync connector on
one end and a TRS connector on the other. TRS (tip, ring, sleeve) is also known as a “ministereo” or headphone connector. Some camera models without a PC/FLASH-flash connector
require a hot shoe adapter as shown in the photo.

Please see Dynamic Perception LLC, Open-Source TimeLapse Motion Control Systems for a
complete description of the motion control system.
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Configure the MX2 Controller for PC/FLASH cable connection
1) Under the Settings menu, set “Motor S1.Mod” to “Interleave”

2) Under the Settings menu, set “I/O 2” to “Ext. Interval”

3) Under the Settings menu, set “Invert I/O” to “On”

4) Optional: Under the Camera menu, set “Exp. Delay ms” to “1000”
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5) Set the main screen to “Ext” and set a step distance

Configuring GBTimelapse for PC/FLASH cable connection
No configuration is needed. The dolly will move one step after each exposure is completed.
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Appendix O.

Installing MX3 Drivers

Before you can use the MX3 controller with GBTimelapse you must first install two Windows
drivers and then upload the GBTimelapse firmware.

Installing the First MX3 Driver
To install the first Windows driver, hold down the MX3 enter button while you connect the USB
cable.

This activates the MX3 boot loader and the LED indicator begins to blink. But, without a driver
Windows won’t recognize the MX3.
Open the Windows control panel and select the Device Manager

Under Other devices, right-click “LUFA CDC Bootloader” and select Upload Driver Software
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Choose browse my computer for driver software

And select the folder where GBTimelapse is installed on your computer
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Then click next. Windows may warn that the driver is not signed

Select “Install this driver software anyway”

Now the Bootloader driver is installed on COM port 6, but your computer may use a different
COM port.
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Install the GBTimelapse/MX3 Firmware
The firmware needed is based on the standard MX3 firmware with a small addition to process
bulb control commands. GBTimelapse firmware must be installed on the MX3 to allow bulb
control communication between GBTimelapse and the MX3. The GBUploadFirmware utility can
install the GBTimelapse firmware or restore the standard eMotimo firmware.
1) Connect the MX3 to your computer with a USB cable. If you have not already done so,
install the MX3 Windows drivers (described in a previous appendix).
2) Run the GBUploadFirmware program from your computer’s “Program Files” folder.
GBUploadFirmware can be used to upload firmware to any Arduino based device used
by GBTimelapse.
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3) Select the firmware to upload by clicking on the MX3 button in the GBTimelapse
firmware column. If you want to restore the standard MX3 firmware, click the button in
the Standard firmware column instead.
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4) Choose the COM port that matches the value you noted when installing the MX3 serial
driver. The port name will be in the list, if the MX3 is connected to your computer. Leave
the “Baud rate” as is at “57600”.

5) Click the “Upload” button.

6) After a short delay, the text box at the bottom of the window will fill with text. Scroll
down to the last line. If the upload works, it should say “Thank you”.
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7) The MX3 display will show the version number of the GBTimelapse firmware.

8) Close the GBUploadFirmware program.

Installing the Second MX3 Driver
After the GBTimelapse firmware is installed, the MX3 is reconnected as a serial device; but it’s
missing the second driver.
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Right Click Dynamic Perception CDC serial and select Upload Driver Software

Choose browse my computer for driver software

And select the folder where GBTimelapse is installed on your computer
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Then click next. Windows warns that the driver is not signed

Select “Install this driver software anyway”

Now the Serial port driver is installed on COM port 8, but your computer may be different.
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The MX3 is ready to use with GBTimelapse. There is no need to change the firmware again or
install any other drivers.
The MX3 will continue to operate normally; but will now also be controllable by GBTimelapse.
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Appendix P.

MX3 Precision Bulb Control

GBTimelapse can use a MX3 Motion Controller for precision control of bulb mode shooting.
Before using this feature, you must install a special version of the MX3 firmware (see below).
Normally, GBTimelapse controls bulb exposures using software timer. However, because it’s
implemented in software; its accuracy is limited by the variability of the DSLR mirror timing.
Bulb exposure times are precise, repeatable and accurate at durations longer than one second,
but the accuracy diminishes near a camera’s minimum bulb exposure time (usually less than one
second).
When using the MX3 to control the bulb exposure, accuracy and repeatability are dramatically
improved. This allows much shorter and accurate bulb time as low as 33 milliseconds
(depending on the camera model). Shortening the minimum bulb time from 1 second down to
0.033 seconds adds an extra five stops of exposure to the Tv range making Holy Grail sunset
shooting possible with only one ND filter (3 or 4 stops).
The MX3 Motion controller is connected with a USB cable as shown in the photograph below.
The USB cable to the MX3 provides enough power that a separate power supply is not needed.
If you connect a power supply, you can use the MX3 for motion control as well.

Figure 13-4 - Connecting the MX2 for bulb control

1) A shutter cable connected between the camera and the MX3 “camera” connection
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2) A PC/Flash cable connected between the camera and the MX3 “Aux A” connection. We
recommend the “DURAGADGET 2.5mm To Male Flash PC/FLASH Sync Cable 12 Inch
Coiled Cord" from DSN Marketing. Its coil can extend to 24”.
3) A USB cable connecting the camera to your laptop computer. GBTimelapse uses this
connection to control the camera settings and download images from the camera.
4) A USB cable connecting the MX3 to your laptop computer. GBTimelapse sends a bulb
capture command to the MX3 which then opens and closes the camera shutter using
the shutter cable. The MX3 uses the PC/FLASH cable to detect when the shutter actually
opens and closes.

Connecting the MX3 for Bulb Control
1) Connect the shutter cable, PC/FLASH cable and USB cables as shown in the photograph
above.
2) Start GBTimelapse
3) Turn on your camera and establish the connection so that GBT has control
4) Navigate to the Features tab under the Tools/Options menu and check the box for
“Show dolly control interface”

5) Navigate to the Dolly Control tab under the Tools/Options menu
6) Check the box “Enable external USB device control”. In the “USB Control Com Port” box,
select “MX2/MX3 direct control”. Select the correct COM port for the MX3 from the
“ports available” list. Click the “Open” button to establish the USB serial port
connection.
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7) The camera shutter will open and close once. Follow the MX3 setup instruction listed in
the message box then click OK.

8) If the correct firmware is installed you will see the firmware version including the words
“GBT/MX3 Ver 1.”.
To enable GBTimelapse control, you must set the MX3 Settings>USB Trigger to ON.
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9) Check the “Enable” box and then click the Test button to capture a test image.
You should see the phrase “OK=true”.

10) Click the OK button to return to the GBTimelapse main screen.
11) Select the Shutter tab in the Camera box and check the box named “EXT” next to the
bulb duration.

12) Then enter a bulb duration, and click the “Press” button to capture an image.
13) Now you are ready to capture a time-lapse using the MX3 to control the bulb exposures.
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Appendix Q.

Master/MX3 Dolly via USB Cable

GBTimelapse can control an MX3 Motion Controller by means of a USB cable. GBT controls the
camera and commands the MX3 to move a preset distance. GBT does not configure the MX3
settings; you must do that manually using the MX3 display and menu system.

The MX3 must have firmware version 1.08 GBTa or higher.
Please see Dynamic Perception LLC, Open-Source TimeLapse Motion Control Systems for a
complete description of the motion control system.

Figure 13-5 - The Dynamic Perception Motion Control System

Please watch the video “GBTimelapse/MX3 Initial Setup” at
https://vimeo.com/88165816
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Figure 13-6 - MX3 Dolly Engine

Install the MX3 Dolly Engine USB Driver
This only needs to be done once. The driver is installed and you discover which com port it’s
connected to. See a previous Appendix for instruction on how to install the drivers.

Configure the MX3 Controller for USB cable connection
This only needs to be done once. The MX3 dolly engine will remember these settings.
Under the MX3 Settings menu, set “USB Trigger” to “On”

Configuring GBTimelapse for USB cable connection
This only needs to be done once. GBTimelapse will remember these settings in its preferences.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Start GBTimelapse
Select the Tools/Options menu
Under the Features tab, check the box labeled “Show dolly control interface”
Click Ok
Select the Tools/Options menu again
Select the Tab labeled “Dolly Control”
Check the box labeled “Enable external USB device control”
Check the “MX2/MX3 direct control” radio button
In the USB Control box, select the COM port from the “Ports Available” list. If no ports
appear, click the Reset button.
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10) Set the Baud rate to 57600
11) Click the Open button to open the serial port. If the MX3 is connected properly, the
firmware version will be displayed.

12) Set the MX3 to SMS and set each Axis step distance

13) Click the Test button to move the dolly one step. If it doesn’t move, make sure you have
set a step distance and have connected the MX3 battery to the dolly engine.
14) In the Dolly box, set the maximum dolly travel value. A six foot dolly can travel
approximately 56 inches.

Create a GBTimelapse project
1)
2)
3)
4)

If not yet connected, connect the MX3 dolly engine to the computer with the USB cable.
Tether your camera and turn it on. It should automatically connect with GBTimelapse
Choose the Project/New menu
For this demo, we will do a sunset time-lapse with a maximum exposure time of 30
seconds after dark. Go to the Timelapse tab in the Cameras group and set the Interval to
32 seconds (30 second exposure + 2 seconds image download time).
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5) Select the Project/Project Settings menu
6) Select the Program tab
7) Set the Start and End times for your project. This example starts 1 hour before sunset
and ends 2 hours after sunset.

8) Note the number of steps predicted for the program. This example will take 337 steps at
the current time-lapse interval setting of 32 seconds, or 633 steps if AutoRamp is used
to ramp the interval from 10 to 32 seconds.
9) As you adjust the Start and End conditions, the Steps are recalculated
10) When the Program Start, End and Steps are set the way you want, press OK to return to
the GBTimelapse main screen.
11) Select the Dolly tab in the Camera Settings group
12) Check “Dolly stepping on”
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13) In the program box it shows the number of steps at the time-lapse interval (337 in this
example).
14) Click “Set step count limit” to set the Dolly step count limit to match the program total
steps.

15) It calculates the total travel based on the Step distance (337 steps at 0.10 inches leads
to 33.70 inches in this example)
16) Increase the Step distance until you get the Total travel you want (50 inches in this
example.
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17) Manually move the dolly to its starting position
18) Press the Step button . If the dolly doesn’t move, make sure the MX3 step distance and
direction is set correctly.
19) Press the Program Begin button under the Cameras Timelapse tab.
20) After each image is captured the dolly will move one step.
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Appendix S.

Slave/MX3 Mode

The Dynamic Perception MX3 can control three motion control axis, but its camera control
function is limited to simply opening the shutter. This is suitable for constant lighting, but not
when the light is changing because the camera exposure must be changed.
GBTimelapse solves this problem by acting as a Slave to the MX3. The MX controls the three
axes of motion, but signals GBTimelapse when it is time to capture an image. GBTimelapse uses
its AutoRamp algorithm to adjust the camera exposure and captures the image. GBTimelapse
changes the camera ISO and calculates the exposure time according the AutoRamp plan you
specify. It optionally ramps the camera white balance temperature and ramps the time-lapse
interval. After capturing the image, GBTimelapse signals the MX3 to resume motion control.
For precision bulb control, GBTimelapse actually uses the MX3 to open and close the camera
shutter independently of the MX3 motion control.
Please see Dynamic Perception LLC, Open-Source TimeLapse Motion Control Systems for a
complete description of the motion control system.
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Install the MX3 Dolly Engine USB Driver
This only needs to be done once. The driver is installed and you discover which com port it’s
connected to. See a previous Appendix for instruction on how to install the drivers.

For Slave/MX3 Mode the MX3 must have firmware version 1.09a or
higher.

Configure the MX3 Controller for USB cable connection
This only needs to be done once. The MX3 dolly engine will remember these settings.
Under the MX3 Settings menu, set “USB Trigger” to “On”
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Configuring GBTimelapse for USB cable connection
This only needs to be done once. GBTimelapse will remember these settings in its preferences.
1) Start GBTimelapse
2) Go to the Timelapse Tab in the Cameras panel and click the “M/S” Master Slave button.

3) Select the “Slave/MX3” mode

4) Select the Tools/Options menu
5) Under the Features tab, check the box labeled “Show dolly control interface”
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6) Also click the box labeled “Show Master/Slave Controls”

7) Click Ok
8) Select the Tools/Options menu again
9) Select the Tab labeled “Dolly Control”

10) Check the box labeled “Enable external USB device control”
11) Check the “MX2/MX3 direct control” radio button
12) In the USB Control box, select the COM port from the “Ports Available” list. If no ports
appear, click the Close button.
13) Set the Baud rate to 57600
14) Click the Open button to open the serial port. If the MX3 is connected properly, the
firmware version will be displayed.
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15) Set the MX3 to SMS and set each Axis step distance

16) Click the Test button to move the dolly one step. If it doesn’t move, make sure you have
set a step distance and have connected the MX3 battery to the dolly engine.

Create a GBTimelapse Slave/MX3project
1)
2)
3)
4)

If not yet connected, connect the MX3 dolly engine to the computer with the USB cable.
Tether your camera and turn it on. It should automatically connect with GBTimelapse
Choose the Project/New menu
For this demo, we will do a sunset time-lapse with a maximum exposure time of 30
seconds after dark. Go to the Timelapse tab in the Cameras group and set the Interval to
32 seconds (30 second exposure + 2 seconds image download time).

5) Select the Project/Project Settings menu
6) Select the Program tab
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7) Set the Start and End times for your project. This example starts 1 hour before sunset
and ends 2 hours after sunset.

8) Note the number of steps predicted for the program. This example will take 337 steps at
the current time-lapse interval setting of 32 seconds, or 633 steps if AutoRamp is used
to ramp the interval from 10 to 32 seconds.
9) As you adjust the Start and End conditions, the Steps are recalculated
10) When the Program Start, End and Steps are set the way you want, press OK to return to
the GBTimelapse main screen.
11) Go to the Timelapse Tab in the Cameras panel and click the “M/S” Master Slave button.
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12) Select the “Slave/MX3” mode

13) Select the Dolly tab in the Camera Settings group
14) Click the “Open” button to open the USB connection to the MX3 according to the
settings you have previous setup in the Tools/Options menu.

15) The connection is opened and the current MX3 settings are displayed in the panel.
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16) At this point you can change the settings in two ways. Using this panel or using the
buttons on the MX3. You can setup the MX3 for full three-axis mode and program the
speed, lead In/Out, and Ramp In/Out for all three axes.
17) The panel controls correspond to the matching MX3 screen displays. Select an Axis (1..3)
to see the settings for that Axis.
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Click the Read button to read the settings from the MX3. Click the Save button to save
the current settings with the current project. Click the Load button to load the MX3
settings from the current project.

18) Set the Motion Mode to SMS (Shoot-Move-Shoot)
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19) Set the Time-lapse interval. Note, if you are using GBTimelapse to ramp the interval, it
will change this value during the time-lapse.

20) Set the number of images to capture. In this case there will be 663 images captured with
interval ramping during the three hour time-lapse.
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21) Manually move the dolly to its starting position

Starting a GBTimelapse Slave/MX3 Project
There are three ways to start a GBTimelapse Slave/MX3 Project
On the MX3
To begin the time-lapse immediately, Go to the MX3 main screen and use the buttons to turn on
Program Control . It will run until the stops or until the MX3 stops or you stop the time-lapse by
turning it “Off”.

In the GBTimelapse Camera Settings Dolly tab
To begin the time- lapse immediately, click the button to turn the MX3 Master “On”. It will run
until the MX3 stops or until you stop the time-lapse by clicking it “Off”.
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In the Cameras Timelapse Tab
Click the Begin button. The time-lapse will begin at the time specified by the Project program.
The MX3 camera max shots will be set to the number of steps in the Project program and the
program will end when the MX3 has completed that number of shots.
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Appendix T.

eMotimo TB3 Firmware Installation

Preparing the eMotimo TB3 for use with GBTimelapse. These steps only need to be performed
once on your computer. After reading this Appendix please watch these “How To” videos…
“GBTimelapse – eMotimo Setup” at https://vimeo.com/59032311
“GBTimelapse – Using eMotimo TB3” at https://vimeo.com/58677238

Install the eMotimo TB3 Windows driver
The eMotimo TB3 Windows driver must be installed on your computer to allow the TB3 to
connect with the Windows operating system.
1) Connect the TB3 to your computer with a USB cable. The TB3 display will energize and
its internal firmware will display a message on its small screen.

2) Windows will display a message “Installing device driver software”, but will fail with the
message “Device driver software was not successfully installed”
3) Open your Windows Control Panel and select “Administrative Tools”

4) Select “Computer Management”
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5) Select “Device Manager”

6) You will see “Arduino Uno” listed under “Other Devices”. Arduino is the name of the
processor inside the eMotimo TB3.
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7) Right-click “Arduino Uno” and select “Update driver software…”
8) Click on “Browse my computer for driver software”.

9) Using the “Browse” button, find the folder “C:\Program Files (x86)\Granite Bay
Software\GBTimelapseEOS”. Then click “Next”
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10) Although the driver has no certificate, click “Install this driver software anyway”

11) Windows will install the driver…
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12) And will finish with a message…

13) Now the Device Manager will list the TB3 under “Ports (COM & LPT)” and will assign a
port number. In this case it is “COM10”.

14) Make a note of the COM port number. You will need it when installing the TB3 firmware
and when connecting to GBTimelapse.
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Install the GBTimelapse firmware on the eMotimo TB3 Orange
GBTimelapse firmware must be installed on the eMotimo TB3 to allow communication between
GBTimelapse and the TB3. The GBUploadFirmware utility can install the GBTimelapse firmware
or restore the standard eMotimo firmware.
1) Connect the TB3 to your computer with a USB cable. If you have not already done so,
install the TB3 Windows drivers (described in a previous step).
2) Run the GBUploadFirmware program from your computer’s “Program Files” folder.
GBUploadFirmware can be used to upload firmware to any Arduino based device used
by GBTimelapse.
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3) Select the firmware to upload by clicking on the “GBTimelapse firmware” button in the
TB3 Orange row. If you want to restore the standard TB3 firmware, click the button in
the “Standard firmware” column instead.

4) Choose the COM port that matches the value you noted when installing the TB3
Windows driver. The port name will be in the list, if the TB3 is connected to your
computer. Leave the “Baud rate” as is at “115200”.
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5) Click the “Upload” button.

6) After a short delay, the text box at the bottom of the window will fill with text. Scroll
down to the last line. If the upload works, it should say “Thank you”.
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7) The TB3 display will show the version number of the GBTimelapse firmware.

8) Close the GBUploadFirmware program.
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Install the GBTimelapse firmware on the eMotimo TB3 Black
GBTimelapse firmware must be installed on the eMotimo TB3 to allow communication between
GBTimelapse and the TB3. The GBUploadFirmware utility can install the GBTimelapse firmware
or restore the standard eMotimo firmware.
1) Connect the TB3 to your computer with a USB cable. If you have not already done so,
install the TB3 Windows drivers (described in a previous step).
2) Run the GBUploadFirmware program from your computer’s “Program Files” folder.
GBUploadFirmware can be used to upload firmware to any Arduino based device used
by GBTimelapse.
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3) Select the firmware to upload by clicking on the “Standard firmware” button in the TB3
row. The Standard Firmware retains all functions eMotimo modes and adds special
GBTimelapse functions. Choose “GBTimelapse Firmware” only if you will always be using
the TB3 with GBTimelapse in Slave mode.

4) Choose the COM port that matches the value you noted when installing the TB3
Windows driver. The port name will be in the list, if the TB3 is connected to your
computer. Leave the “Baud rate” as is at “115200”.

5)
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6) Click the “Upload” button.

7) After a short delay, the text box at the bottom of the window will fill with text. Scroll
down to the last line. If the upload works, it should say “Thank you”.
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8) The TB3 display will briefly show the version number of the GBTimelapse firmware.

9) Close the GBUploadFirmware program.
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Configure the GBTimelapse options to use the TB3
The first time you use GBTimelapse with the eMotimo TB3, you must configure the options to
enable Pan/Tilt control and specify which COM port to use.
1) Run GBTimelapse and select the “Tools/Options” menu item, then click the “Features”
tab.

2) Click the “?” to the right of the words “Enable pan-tilt control interface”.

3) Click the “Yes” button to confirm that you are using the eMotimo TB3.
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4) Check the box “Show pan-tilt control interface”. This will show the Pan/Tilt tab in the
Camera Settings panel of the main screen.

5) Close and re-open the “Tools/Options” dialog window. Select the new tab named
“Pan/Tilt” and check the box named “Enable Pan/Tilt Control”.
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6) Select the COM port for your connection and set the Baud rate to “9600”.

]
7) Click the “Open” button to open the connection to the TB3.

8) After opening, the Pan/Tilt panel is enabled so that you can configure other TB3
settings.
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9) You must connect a battery (or other power source) to the TB3 to move the pan/tilt
head.
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Appendix U.

eMotimo TB3 Precision Bulb Control

GBTimelapse can use an eMotimo TB3 for precision control of bulb mode shooting. Before
using this feature, you must install a special version of the TB3 firmware (see previous eMotimo
Appendix).

Normally, GBTimelapse controls bulb exposures using software timer. However, because it’s
implemented in software; its accuracy is limited by the dependability of the underlying Windows
operating system. Bulb exposure times are precise, repeatable and accurate at durations longer
than one second, but the accuracy diminishes near a camera’s minimum bulb exposure time
(usually less than one second).
When using the TB3 to control the bulb exposure, accuracy and repeatability are dramatically
improved. This allows much shorter and accurate bulb time as low as 33 milliseconds
(depending on the camera model). Shortening the minimum bulb time from 1 second down to
0.033 seconds adds an extra five stops of exposure to the Tv range making Holy Grail sunset
shooting possible with only one ND filter (3 or 4 stops). In fact, it is possible to shoot a cityscape
sunset with no filters at all.
The TB3 is connected with a USB cable as shown in the photograph below. The USB cable to the
TB3 provides enough power that a separate power supply is not needed. If you connect a power
supply, you can use the TB3 for pan/tilt control as well.

Figure 13-7 12Volt battery
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TB3 Bulb Control Cable Connections

Figure 13-8 - Connecting the TB3 for bulb control

1) A shutter cable connected between the camera and the TB3 “camera” connection.

DON’T CONNECT THE SHUTTER TO THE I/O PORT!
CONNECT TO THE CAMERA PORT.
The TB3 “i/o port” supplies 5 volts at milliamp levels to the cable. If connected wrong,
it is possible that this voltage may cause camera malfunction. However, we have
purposely misconnected to the camera shutter instead of the camera flash with no
harm done to our cameras. If misconnected the bulb shutter will not open.
2) A camera flash cable connected between the camera and the TB3 “i/o port” connection.
See the next section of this appendix to make sure the TB3 internal jumpers are
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configured correctly. We recommend the “DURAGADGET 2.5mm To Male Flash
PC/FLASH Sync Cable 12 Inch Coiled Cord" from DSN Marketing. Its coil can extend to
24” the ideal length when mounting your camera on the TB3.
3) A USB cable connecting the camera to your laptop computer. GBTimelapse uses this
connection to control the camera settings and download images from the camera.
4) A USB cable connecting the TB3 to your laptop computer. GBTimelapse sends a bulb
capture command to the TB3 which then opens and closes the camera shutter using the
shutter cable. The TB3 uses the PC/FLASH cable to detect when the shutter actually
opens and closes.

Figure 13-9 Shutter cables CL-NE and CL-E3

Figure 13-10 Flash cable and cable with Hot Shoe Adapter
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TB3 Internal Jumpers – Units build before May 2013
The TB3 internal jumpers must be configured to allow connection of a camera PC/Flash cable to
the “i/o port” connector. Without the proper jumper setting and connection, the TB3 cannot
accurately control the bulb exposure time.
If your TB3 was built before May of 2013, you will need to change the jumpers.
If you have a TB3 Black, the jumpers should have been set correctly by eMotimo. You don’t
need to change the jumpers.
1) Unscrew the four fasteners and remove the top of the TB3.
2) Examine the blue jumper on the circuit board. The factor setting is 1B, 8A, and 78B.

3) Remove Jumper 78B and move Jumper 8A to 7A.
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4) Re-attach the TB3 top panel.
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Appendix V.

Master/TB3 Aperture Ramping

This section shows how to configure GBTimelapse for aperture ramping using a Berkey System
stepper and a Rokinon Cine lens. GBTimelapse can do Aperture Ramping using the TB3 auxiliary
axis only when in Master mode. When in Slave mode, the TB3 auxiliary axis can be used to
control a dolly or other third axis.

If you have a different system, follow these same steps.
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1. Gather some information about the lens and its iris ring gear. You will need the
minimum and maximum f-numbers and the number of teeth between those two values
on the iris gear.

2. Gather some information about the stepper motor gears. It must be a bipolar stepper
with four wires rated at 12v for the eMotimo. Count the number of teeth on the drive
gear and determine the stepper gear ratio. Solder together a molex 4-wire jumper for
connection to the eMotimo third axis stepper drive.

Figure 13-11 - Berkey System Focus Motor with Molex Jumper 4-wire assembly

The wiring for your stepper may differ from the photo shown. We have seen two different
wiring setups on Berkey stepper motors.
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3. Gather the parts to attach a 15mm rail to the TB3 camera mount. The parts shown here
are commonly available. You can find (or fabricate) equivalent parts. You can style
camera clamp instead of the Really Right Stuff clamp shown.

The Really Right Stuff rail is modified by drilling a ¼” clearance hole in the slot. This
spacing works for the Berkey stepper and either the Rokinon 24mm or Zeiss 15mm
lenses. A simple 6” aluminum bracket with two ¼” clearance holds 4.125” apart would
work just as well.
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4. Mount the rail parts to the eMotimo camera mount. It must be on the left side of the
camera to provide clearance from the camera’s grip.

5. Mount the camera and the stepper. Align the two gears but don’t engage the gears until
you have configured GBTimelapse to control the stepper.

6. Run GBTimelapse and Open the USB connection using the Tools/Options menu under
the Pan/Tilt tab
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7. In the Aperture Control group, check “Enable” and select Choose Stepper

8. If your stepper is not listed, give it a name and enter the stepper information. If it is
listed, select it and use its default settings.
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9. Next select Choose Lens

10. If your lens is not listed, give it a name and enter the lens information. If it is listed,
select it and use its default settings.

11. In the Pan/Tilt options, click the Adjust button to adjust the stepper position and
direction of rotation.
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12. With the lens disengaged from the stepper, test the rotation direction by clicking the
“Rotate 10” button in the “Decrease f-number” box.

Watch the stepper gear rotate. Does it rotate in a direction that would decrease the fnumber if the lens gear were engaged? If not, click the “Reverse direction” button and
try again.
13. When the direction is correct, disconnect the DC power from the TB3 but don’t
disconnect the USB cable. This cuts current to the stepper motor but keeps the TB3 on.
14. Move the camera to engage the lens gear with the stepper gear and manually turn the
stepper as needed to get a good gear mesh.
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15. When the gears are properly meshed, re-connect the TB3 DC power and click OK to
return to the Pan/Tilt options.
16. Now that the stepper is adjusted, you can use the f-stop buttons to test operation.

17. Now save these setting values. In the Pan/Tilt group, click on “Settings…”

18. Then click “Save settings” and then OK
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19. Your settings are saved in the GBTimelapse options file. Always begin with the gears
engaged at the lens maximum f-number, so you don’t need to go through the
adjustment process again.
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Appendix W.

Slave/TB3 Mode

The eMotimo TB3 can control three motion control axis, but its camera control function is
limited to simply opening the shutter. This is suitable for constant lighting, but not when the
light is changing because the camera exposure must be changed.
GBTimelapse solves this problem by acting as a Slave to the TB3. The TB3 controls the three axes
of motion, but signals GBTimelapse when it is time to capture an image. GBTimelapse uses its
AutoRamp algorithm to adjust the camera exposure and captures the image. GBTimelapse
changes the camera ISO and calculates the exposure time according the AutoRamp plan you
specify. It optionally ramps the camera white balance temperature and ramps the time-lapse
interval. After capturing the image, GBTimelapse signals the TB3 to resume motion control.
For precision bulb control, GBTimelapse actually uses the TB3 to open and close the camera
shutter independently of the TB3 motion control.
Please see eMotimo, TimeLapse Motion Control Systems for a complete description of the
motion control system.

Figure 13-12 - eMotimo TB3 Black GBTimelapse connections
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Install the TB3 Windows USB Driver
This only needs to be done once. The driver is installed and you discover which com port it’s
connected to. See a previous Appendix for instruction on how to install the drivers.

For Slave/TB3 Mode the TB3 must have firmware version 1.08d or higher.
You will see this screen briefly when the eMotimo is started.

Configure the TB3 Controller for USB connection
This only needs to be done once. The TB3 will remember these settings.
Go to the TB3 Setup Menu
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Go to the GBTMaster setting and select Enabled. When set to Enabled, GBTimelapse will be able
to connect to the TB3 by USB.

Configuring GBTimelapse for Slave/TB3 Operation
This only needs to be done once. GBTimelapse will remember these settings in its preferences.
1) Start GBTimelapse
2) Go to the Tools/Options menu and click on the Features tab. Then, check the two check
boxes for “Show pan-tilt control interface” and “Show Master/Slave controls”

3) Go to the Timelapse Tab in the Cameras panel and click the “M/S” Master Slave button.
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4) Select the “Slave/TB3” mode

5) Select the Tools/Options menu
6) Select the Tab labeled “Pan/Tilt” and check the box “Enable Pan/Tilt Control”
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7) In the USB Control box, select the COM port from the “Ports Available” list. If no ports
appear, click the Close button.
8) Set the Baud rate to 9600
9) Click the Open button to open the serial port. If the TB3 is connected properly, the
firmware version will be displayed.

10) Click on the Left, Right, Up or Down buttons to move the TB3 axes. If the direction is
wrong, click the Settings button reverse the direction of Pan and Tilt axes as necessary.
This only affects how GBTimelapse refers to directions, it does not change how the TB3
behaves.
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Create a GBTimelapse Slave/TB3project
1)
2)
3)
4)

If not yet connected, connect the TB3 to the computer with the USB cable.
Tether your camera and turn it on. It should automatically connect with GBTimelapse
Choose the Project/New menu
For this demo, we will do a sunset time-lapse with a maximum exposure time of 30
seconds after dark. Go to the Timelapse tab in the Cameras group and set the Interval to
32 seconds (30 second exposure + 2 seconds image download time).

5) Select the Project/Project Settings menu
6) Select the Program tab
7) Set the Start and End times for your project. This example starts 1 hour before sunset
and ends 2 hours after sunset.
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8) Note the number of steps predicted for the program. This example will take 337 steps at
the current time-lapse interval setting of 32 seconds, or 633 steps if AutoRamp is used
to ramp the interval from 10 to 32 seconds.
9) As you adjust the Start and End conditions, the Steps are recalculated
10) When the Program Start, End and Steps are set the way you want, press OK to return to
the GBTimelapse main screen.
11) Go to the Timelapse Tab in the Cameras panel and click the “M/S” Master Slave button.

12) Select the “Slave/TB3” mode
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13) Select the Pan/Tilt tab in the Camera Settings group
14) Click the “Open” button to open the USB connection to the TB3 according to the
settings you have previous setup in the Tools/Options menu.

15) The connection is opened and the current TB3 settings are displayed in the panel.
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At this point you can change the settings in two ways. Using this panel or using the the
TB3 joystick. You can setup the TB3 for a two or three point move.
Click the Read button to read the settings from the TB3. Click the Save button to save
the current settings with the current project. Click the Load button to load the TB3
settings from the current project.
16) The panel controls correspond to the matching TB3 screen display.
17) Select New 2 Point Move

18) Use the TB3 joystick to move to the start position. The start position is always pan=0.0,
tilt = 0.0 and aux = 0.0.
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19) Use the TB3 joystick to move to the end position and press the C-button. The end
position coordinates in degrees will appear in the Pan/Tilt tab panel.

20) Set the interval to 32 seconds and press the C-button.
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21) Set the Duration to 337 frames (that’s the number of frames we determined in step 7
above).

22) Set the Static Time.

23) Set the number of Ramp frames.
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24) Set the Lead In and Lead Out frames.

25) Click the Save button to save these settings with the GBTimelapse project.

26) Press the C-button when ready to begin the time-lapse
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Starting a GBTimelapse Slave/TB3 Project
There are three ways to start a GBTimelapse Slave/TB3 Project
On the TB3
To begin the time-lapse immediately, Go to the TB3 main screen, select a new 2 or 3-point move
and progress through all setup steps. If you are running GBTimelapse in Slave/TB3 mode,
GBTimelapse will capture images when signaled by the TB3.
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In the GBTimelapse Camera Settings Pan/Tilt tab
You can run the TB3 without using the joystick to set the TB3 parameters.
1) If you have saved a previous set of parameters with your project, you can use the Load
button to load those parameters into the TB3.

2) Or directly enter values in the Pan/Tilt tab for the Interval, duration, ramp, lead in/out
and end point .

3) After Loading or entering the settings, click the Start button
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4) Click Yes to begin the time-lapse. Before clicking “Yes”, be sure that the unit is physically
at its start position.
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In the Cameras Timelapse Tab
If you want the time-lapse to begin at a specific time of day, go to the Project Settings and set
the Program accordingly.
In the Cameras/Timelapse tab, click the Begin button. The time-lapse will begin at the time
specified by the Project program.
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Appendix X.

Multiple Cameras

There are three ways GBTimelapse can control multiple cameras.
1) One GBTimelapse Pro instance running on one computer: The Pro version can connect
and control up to four cameras – recommended for long term site photography only.
This method cannot use the AutoRamp features or motion control features.
2) Two GBTimelapse instances running on one computer: One instance is the Master and
one is the Slave. This computer must have sufficient resources to run multiple
GBTimelapse instances.
3) Two or more GBTimelapse instances, each running on its own computer: One instance is
the Master and other instances are the Slaves. The Master and Slave computers are
connected by Phidget relay devices for triggering.
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Master/Slave – Two cameras on one computer
1) Go to the Feature tab in the Tools/Options menu and enable the Master/Slave controls.

2) Go to the Timelapse tab in the Cameras group and click the “M/S” button. Then set the
current GBTimelapse instance to be the Master and check the GBTimelapse/Capture box.

3) Start a second instance of GBTimelapse and set it to be the Slave
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4) Now whenever the first instance (the Master) captures and image, the second instance (the
Slave) will also capture an image
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Master/Slave – Multiple cameras on multiple computers
Multiple computers can be synchronized using Phidget I/O devices. Below are two computers
running GBTimelapse connected by a Phidget Relay device and a Phidget input/output device.

A Phidget 0/0/4 Relay board can connect up to four Slave computers running GBTimelapse to
one Master computer running GBTimelapse.
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The Phidget 0/0/4 is connected to the Master computer by a USB cable. One or more of the
relays connects to the slave computers using a sub-miniature (2.5mm) mono cable and plug.

Alternatively, a Phidget 2/2/2 can be connected to a Phidget SSR Relay board to provide one
Slave relay connection.
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Each Slave computer requires one Phidget 2/2/2 interface wired for a connection to its digital
input by a mono (2.5mm) jack.

The connection requires a USB port on both the Master and the Slave. The Phidget 0/0/4 relay
plug connects to the Phidget 2/2/2 jack.
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Configuring Multiple Computers
1) Enable Master/Slave operation on each computer.

2) Set the Master computer to use Relay 0 of the Phidget 0/0/4 relay.
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3) Set the Master computer to run in Master mode and to trigger other computers to capture
an image using Phidget/Capture.

4) Set each Slave computer to capture an image when digital input 0 is triggered.

5) Set each Slave computer to run in Slave/Phidget mode.
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6) Configure the same Project Begin & End settings for each computer.
7) Begin the time-lapse program on the master computer. All computers will capture images
simultaneously.
8) If a ND filter needs to be removed. Pause the master computer, remove its filter first. Then
do the same for all slave computers. After resuming all slave computers, you can resume the
master computer.
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Appendix Y.

Slave/Any Moco Device

GBTimelapse can synchronize with any motion control device that supplies a camera trigger
output signal as a contact closure. Instead of connecting the device to a camera, connect it to a
Phidget 2/2/2 USB device attached to the GBTimelapse computer. When GBTimelapse is in the
Slave/Phidget mode, it will wait and capture an image when the Phidget detects a contact
closure.
The image below shows GBTimelapse connected as a slave to a Dynamic Perception NMX
motion controller.

The GBTimelapse computer requires one Phidget 2/2/2 interface wired for a connection to its
digital input by a mono jack.
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You can get the Phidget 2/2/2 Interface get here…
http://www.phidgets.com/products.php?product_id=1011
And the 2.5mm Female Mono Jack from Digi-Key (part number CP-2520-ND) here…
http://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/MR-2501/CP-2520-ND/724799
Configuring for Slave/Phidget mode
Step 1 - Connect the Moco device camera output to the Phidget using a mono or stereo 2.5mm
male/male cable.
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Step 2 - Enable Master/Slave and Phidget options in the GBTimelapse Tools/Options Feature
tab.

Step 3 - Set the Phidget options to capture an image when digital input 0 is triggered.
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Step 4 - Set GBTimelapse to run in Slave/Phidget mode.

Step 5 - Begin the time-lapse and GBTimelapse will capture images when triggered by the moco
device.
Step 6 - Start the Moco device program
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